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This book demonstrates the use of georeferenced data for social science survey research which builds upon 
survey data enriched with geo-coordinates. It reviews the prerequisites and challenges of applying these data to 
different social science research questions, highlighting the different branches of an interdisciplinary effort. At the 
center of this presentation is the method of spatial linking: the combination of georeferenced survey data with 
information from auxiliary geospatial data sources. A collection of spatial linking methods is used in this book’s 
empirical applications which underline these methods’ flexibility in different social science sub-disciplines. The 
first empirical application based on data of the georeferenced German General Social Survey (GGSS) 2014 detects 
that, in contrast to married people, unmarried people report more mental health strains when they are exposed 
to road traffic noise. In the second empirical application, the analysis of the GGSS 2014 reveals that Germany 
differs from other countries with regards to the relationship between neighborhood immigrant rates and xeno-
phobia, apparently because of different segregation structures. The third empirical application exploiting data 
of the georeferenced GESIS Panel 2014 identifies higher levels of soil sealing exposure of people with a migrant 
background, a finding which cannot completely be explained by income differences between German and migrant 
people. These empirical applications display the variety of social science sub-disciplines that can profit from using 
georeferenced data. Thus far, they also present an emerging field of research for social scientists, requiring new 
analytic skills from diverse and foreign disciplines, like ecology and engineering. Navigating the organizational 
and technical requirements for the analysis of georeferenced survey data enables researchers to answer new and 
innovative research questions.
Dieses Buch beschäftigt sich mit der Nutzung georeferenzierter Daten in der sozialwissenschaftlichen Umfrage-
forschung, deren Ausgangspunkt Umfragedaten sind, die mit Geokoordinaten angereichert wurden. Es widmet 
sich den Voraussetzungen und Herausforderungen, solche Daten für verschiedene sozialwissenschaftliche Fra-
gestellungen nutzbar zu machen und betont dabei die verschiedenen interdisziplinären Verzweigungen dieses 
Unterfangens. Im Mittelpunkt der Präsentation steht die Methode der räumlichen Verknüpfung: die Kombination 
georeferenzierter Umfragedaten mit Informationen aus externen Geodatenquellen. Anhand mehrerer, aus un-
terschiedlichen Subdisziplinen der Sozialwissenschaften stammender empirischer Anwendungen, wird die Fle-
xibilität der Methode in Form verschiedener räumlicher Verknüpfungen betont. Die erste empirische Anwendung 
basierend auf Daten der georeferenzierten Allgemeinen Bevölkerungsumfrage Sozialwissenschaften (ALLBUS) 
2014 zeigt, dass verheiratete Menschen von weniger mentalen Gesundheitsbelastungen berichten, wenn sie Stra-
ßenlärm ausgesetzt sind als unverheiratete Menschen. Die Analysen der zweiten empirischen Anwendung auf 
Grundlage des ALLBUS 2014 weisen darauf hin, dass sich Deutschland aufgrund seiner Segregationsstruktur von 
anderen Ländern hinsichtlich des Zusammenhangs zwischen Ausländeranteilen in Nachbarschaften und Frem-
denfeindlichkeit unterscheidet. Die dritte empirische Anwendung, welche Daten des georeferenzierten GESIS 
Panels 2014 nutzt, demonstriert, dass Personen mit einem Migrationshintergrund öfter von Bodenversiegelung in 
der Nachbarschaft betroffen sind als die einheimische Bevölkerung, was jedoch nicht allein durch Einkommens-
unterschiede erklärt werden kann. Diese empirischen Anwendungen veranschaulichen die Vielzahl sozialwissen-
schaftlicher Subdisziplinen, die von georeferenzierten Daten profitieren können. Darüber hinaus präsentieren sie 
ein aufstrebendes Forschungsfeld für Sozialforschende, welches neue analytische Fertigkeiten aus verschiedenen 
anderen Fachbereichen, wie der Ökologie oder des Ingenieurswesen, erfordert. Werden die organisatorischen und 
technischen Anforderungen zur Analyse georeferenzierter Umfragedaten gemeistert, eröffnet sich Forschenden 
die Möglichkeit, neue und innovative Fragestellungen zu beantworten.
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1 Introduction
Georeferenced social science survey data are survey data enriched with direct spatial
identifiers, suchas geo-coordinates (Meyer&BrudererEnzler, 2013, 323). Researchers
use them to locate survey respondents in geographic space, to integrate spatial rela-
tionships in their analyses, and to add geospatial information from other data sources
to their survey data (Chhetri & Stimson, 2014), which defines the method of spatial
linking. This effort, declared as part of the ”spatially integrated social science” (Good-
child, Anselin, Appelbaum, & Harthorn, 2000), in recent years in some disciplines
even labeled as ”spatial turn” (Richardson et al., 2013), gained a lot of popularity in
current research applications (for a general overview see Bluemke, Resch, Lechner,
Westerholt, & Kolb, 2017, and for the particular analysis potential of georeferenced
survey data Hillmert, Hartung, & Weßling, 2017).
Georeferenced survey data are advertised to increase the knowledge about social
phenomena, for example, by providing ”new vehicles for innovation, synthesis and
integration across the social and behavioral sciences” (Stimson, 2014, 13). Thus, by
locating survey respondents in space, researchers gain unprecedented insights into
the contexts of social behavior and attitudes. They can include characteristics of the
respondents’ direct living environment on different geographic levels, e.g., streets,
building blocks, city districts, or entire municipalities. Accordingly, applications can
be found in an extensive collection of social sciences’ sub-disciplines ranging from
political behavior and attitudes (Dill & Jirjahn, 2014; Förster, 2018; Klinger, Müller∗,
& Schaeffer, 2017), to educational (Ainsworth, 2002; Crowder, Hall, & Tolnay, 2011;
Weßling, 2016) and health research (Bocquier et al., 2013; Oiamo, Baxter, Grgicak-
Mannion, Xu, & Luginaah, 2015; Saib et al., 2014).
However, byusing georeferenced survey data social scientists face challenges, start-
ing with the question of how to conceptualize respondents’ direct living environment,
which is the neighborhood (Dietz, 2002; Foster & Hipp, 2011; Kwan, 2012; Perchoux,
Chaix, Brondeel, & Kestens, 2016; Sampson,Morenoff, & Gannon-Rowley, 2002; Spiel-
man & Yoo, 2009). As some of the geospatial information is available on a particular
small scale, researchers have to decide what amount of information they want to in-
clude in their data and analysis (Wu, 2007, 199f). They have to weigh between con-
sidering geographic information in a range of, e.g., 1000 meters around survey re-
spondents’ locations for neighborhood operationalizations, or to use information on
a broader range. Often, social science theories do not provide any help to this deci-
sion. For this reason, recent studies frequently examine variations of neighborhood
indicators, depending on the geographic scale of the included information (Klinger et
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al., 2017; Sluiter, Tolsma, & Scheepers, 2015; Tolsma & van der Meer, 2017).
Moreover, challenges also occur after adding geospatial information from auxil-
iary data sources to georeferenced survey data. As this information often stems from
other scientific disciplines, such as ecology, engeneering, or the spatial sciences, so-
cial science research turns to an interdisciplinary undertaking (Dietz, 2002, 540). For
example, if social scientists want to study the social conditions of road traffic noise
and health (Passchier-Vermeer & Passchier, 2000), a potential data source is the al-
ready available road traffic noise data measured as sound pressure levels on a decibel
value scale (European Parliament & European Council, 2002, Annex I). In contrast to
established and validatedmeasures on attitudes or behaviors in standardized surveys,
these measures are foreign to survey researchers. The data generation process dif-
fers from interviewing in survey research and depends on the discipline from which
geospatial information is added. While survey data’s units of observation are people
who are interviewed, geospatial data’s are geometries that can be plotted on a map.
With regards to environmental noise data, for example, social scientists have to make
themselves familiar with the methods and data of acoustic engineering. After acquir-
ing and preparing data from other sources (Schweers, Kinder-Kurlanda, Müller∗, &
Siegers, 2016, 107ff), using georeferenced survey data remains an effort that requires
practice in the methods of entirely different scientific disciplines.
Note: A corresponds to the combination of expertise in the social sciences; B to the expertise in
scientific disciplines that produce geospatial data; and C to the combination between A and B
required to conduct research with georeferenced survey data
Figure 1.1: Schematic Display of Interdisciplinarity in Research with Georeferenced
Survey Data
Figure 1.1 displays a scheme of the interdisciplinarity that is involved in conducting
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research with georeferenced survey data. Social scientists that work with survey data
are experts in the method of survey research and the actual content of these data (A).
Likewise, researchers in other disciplines who produce geospatial data are experts in
corresponding geospatial methods and the content of the geospatial data (B). By using
survey data in combination with geospatial data, social scientists have to be familiar
with all four dimensions of expertise: surveymethods, survey data content, geospatial
methods, and geospatial data content (C). Acquiring this expertise is challenging and
gripping, which was the motivation to write this dissertation.
The guiding question of this dissertation, thus, relates to the above-sketched prob-
lem areas: What is the actual gain in knowledge of using georeferenced survey data in the
social sciences that makes addressing these challenges worthwhile? By disentangling the
challenges of the spatial data landscape in Germany from the general strengths and
promises of georeferenced survey data, answers to the following more specific ques-
tions are provided:
■ How can researchers add geospatial information to social science survey data?
■ What data and methods are available for spatial linking?
■ Which social science research applications benefit from georeferenced survey
data?
■ To conduct promising research, what criteria can researchers use to choose from
the data and methods described earlier?
The particular emphasis of this analysis is on the theoretical and methodological im-
plications and consequences of the spatial linking method, i.e., the enrichment of
survey respondents’ geo-coordinates with additional geospatial information. Accord-
ingly, this work provides an interface between the theoretical conceptualization of
neighborhoods (Spielman & Yoo, 2009) and the actual statistical analysis of the result-
ing data (Hillmert et al., 2017). While also addressing both of these topics, this work
investigates the methodological challenges of adding geospatial information to geo-
referenced survey data.
1.1 Main Findings
This book provides examples and applications for social science research which use
georeferenced survey data in Germany. It reasons the scientific prerequisites and in-
troduces the challenges of this effort. In the following, it navigates through applica-
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tions with different research questions, georeferenced data, and geospatial data. Ac-
cordingly, the results of these applications lead to different conclusions. This diversity
of conclusions offers a realistic picture of the research landscape with georeferenced
survey data in Germany. The following points summarize the main findings of this
book:
1. Effects in statistical models are often small. The promise of unprecedented insights
into the contexts of social behavior and attitudes by using georeferenced survey
data sounds auspicious. This statement, though, does not necessarily mean that
magnitudes of effects in statistical models are more pronounced or statistically
more significant. The application of immigrant rates in small-scale neighbor-
hoods and their effect on xenophobic attitudes in this book (Application II, Chap-
ter 7) even yield null results. These findings are in stark contrast to previous re-
search which used administrative districts data and found evidence for such ef-
fects. Seeking the most significant effects in statistical models may not be the
ideal motivation to conduct research based on georeferenced survey data.
2. Censored geospatial data lead to small sample sizes. Most of the available sources for
geospatial data were not collected in the context of social science research. For
example, public authorities collected the road traffic noise data that are used in
Application I of this book (Chapter 6) to create maps of noise exposure for whole
neighborhoods in cities. Small roads that were not often frequented by cars were
not part of the data collection. While it is still possible to use the data to gather in-
formation on road traffic noise for points on a map, the data are censored—noise
values below some specific threshold are not part of these data. Population sur-
vey samples aim to collect data on the whole range of a population, ranging from
people who live in small towns to those living in large cities. Moreover, a large
proportion of these people’s houses are located on small roads. Consequently,
the combination of survey data and road traffic noise data results in small sample
sizes of just ~10% of respondents with an actual road traffic noise measurement.
This circumstance requires extra efforts to create valid estimates, which this ap-
plication, for example, solves with an instrumental variable approach.
3. Being close to respondents may not require complicated statistical models. Using small-
scale geospatial information has advantages for statistical models. Often, survey
research that links auxiliary contextual information on large-scale regional units
suffers from clustered observations in these regional units. Researchers use elab-
orated models such as multilevel models to account for this clustering and to aim
for unbiased estimates. With contextual information from small-scale regional
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units, this effort may not be necessary. While the survey data is still clustered
because of the sampling procedures, adding geospatial information to the sur-
vey data does not necessarily create more dependencies between observations.
Application III (Chapter 8) exemplifies this approach by using clustered standard
errors for the sample, but it did not require to account for clustering of the geospa-
tial data, in this case, on soil sealing.
4. Chance to answer innovative research questions. Researchers have been usingmeth-
ods of adding auxiliary data to survey data already for a long time. Often these
data comprise auxiliary sociodemographic data on large-scale spatial units, op-
erationalized as the societal or neighborhood context of a person. Small-scale
geospatial data, on the other hand, are also available for information from differ-
ent disciplines, e.g., ecology or the geospatial sciences. In combination with sur-
vey data, these data enable researchers to answer innovative research questions
with indicatorswhichhavenot beenused before. Application I in this book (Chap-
ter 6), for example, reassesses research questions from stress, family and health
research with road traffic noise data, and Application III (Chapter 8) exploits rare
land use indicators to operationalize environmental hazards exposure.
5. Geospatial data enable more sophisticated operationalizations of neighborhoods.
Geospatial data enable social scientists to answer innovative research questions,
and primarily small-scale geospatial data allow them to createmeasures of neigh-
borhoods that are more elaborated. For example, as in Application II (Chapter 7),
researchers can classify neighborhoods into direct neighborhoods and surround-
ing neighborhoods of people and relate these two types to each other. Or, as in
Application I (Chapter 6), researchers calculate geodesic distances from survey
respondents’ locations to other points in the geospatial data. These methods cre-
ate opportunities for research that differ severely from adding auxiliary data for
large geographic units to survey data.
1.2 Organization of the Book
Chapter 2 starts with the basic terms and the general concepts for the use of georefer-
enced survey data. It introduces themethods of georeferencing and geocoding as well
as the two data types geospatial data and georeferenced survey data. Furthermore, it
provides a first discussion of the general method of spatial linking which is continued
in Chapter 5. Chapter 2 concludes with a first look at the actual product of combining
georeferenced survey data with geospatial data: information on spaces, places, and
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neighborhoods as well as their relevance to social science theory.
Chapter 3 continues with examples for the use of georeferenced data in social sci-
ence research. These examples include work from the research fields comprising the
empirical applications in Chapter 6-8: health, political opinions, and social inequali-
ties. The chapter closes with a discussion of the commonmethodological themes that
occur within these fields.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the numerous challenges of using georeferenced
survey data. They involve challenges such as the availability of data, the application
of technical procedures, and the legal barriers of survey respondents’ data protection
and privacy. This chapter does not only work up these considerations, but it also pro-
poses solutions to these challenges.
Chapter 5 presents some of the numerous possibilities of adding geospatial infor-
mation to georeferenced survey data. First, the difference to other approaches com-
monly used to link area information to survey data is explained. The following sec-
tions show different procedures of spatial linking, e.g., linking by location, buffers,
focal neighborhoods and geodesic distances using Geographic Information Systems
(GIS). The last step presents statisticalmodels for analyzing the resulting data because
using spatially clustered data can pose some severe statistical challenges in the anal-
ysis.
Chapter 6 comprises the first empirical application that builds on the previous elab-
orations by deploying them for family and health research. It combines data from the
georeferenced German General Social Survey (GGSS) and geospatial data from road
traffic noise to investigate whethermarried people report fewer health problems than
unmarried people when they are exposed to road traffic noise stressors. The appli-
cation’s theory is deeply rooted in the study of social ties and health which is linked
to existing research on environmental stressors. Structural equation models reveal a
complex nexus of relationships between marriage, noise annoyance as well as men-
tal and physical health. These models show indications that married people are less
affected by exposure to road traffic noise stressors. The effects are smaller than other
stress measures in the literature, but they give external validity to the theory that, in
society, married people are still better off when it comes to stress, family and health.
Chapter 7 represents the second empirical application which exploits georefer-
enced survey data for research questions in the area of political attitudes. For this pur-
pose, it links data from the georeferenced GGSS to geospatial data from the German
Census 2011 and analyzes how ethnically diverse neighborhoods relate to the xeno-
phobia of people that live in ethnically homogeneous neighborhoods. Given the evi-
dence from other European countries, it is surprising that the analysis which uses dif-
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ferent neighborhoodoperationalizations and estimationmethods yields null-findings.
These results illustrate how sensitive social science theories are to differences in so-
cietal contexts. In contrast to other countries, the segregation structure of Germany
differs, and theories about such structures may not apply to the German context. The
application of georeferenced survey data contributes to this discussion by providing
detailed insights into the spatial integration of social science theories.
Chapter 8 which depicts the last empirical application uses georeferenced survey
data for research in the area of environmental inequalities. Survey data from the geo-
referenced GESIS Panel are spatially linked to data about soil sealing from the Leib-
niz Institute for Urban and Regional Development (IOER) on a varying geographic
scale. Furthermore, the application explores if people with a migration background
are more often affected by soil sealing hazards and if income reduces their expo-
sure. Competing theories about ethnic inequalities predict differential trajectories.
As such, this application evaluates which of the theories is more likely to apply. While
income reduces the risk of exposure for both the German andmigrant group at a spe-
cific geographic level, some of the inequalities between these two groups remain even
after the analysis. Thus, it is plausible that more than one theory may apply depend-
ing on specific income groups across German andmigrant people. This application of
georeferenced survey data also exemplifies the importance of particular small-scale
geospatial data as the varying geographic scale discloses the sensitivity of the results
with regards to the scale.
Chapter 9 is the conclusion of this book and summarizes all results. It reviews
the interdisciplinary components of research with georeferenced survey data and dis-
cusses this effort as part of social science research that primarily emphasizes the con-
text of social behavior. The aim is to assess the gain in knowledge through georef-
erenced survey data. The chapter ends with some notes on future avenues for social
science research using other types of data, such as sensor or internet data.
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Using georeferenced survey data introduces new terms, data, and concepts to social
science research. As an interdisciplinary effort at the interface between social sci-
ences and geosciences, researchers require an understanding of themethods that cre-
ate their applications’ data. Moreover, exploiting these data has theoretical implica-
tions: in countless research applications, it is still unclear how and on which scale the
geographic context impacts people’s lives. Researchers have to clarify the basic terms,
data types, and general concepts before they can conduct researchwith georeferenced
survey data.
This chapter starts with an introduction to Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
and defines the basic terms of georeferencing and geocoding. It moves on to the two
data types of georeferenced survey data and geospatial data. Each introduction of
these data types also presents the datasets which the empirical applications in Chap-
ter 6-8 of this book use. The following section exhibits the combination of both data
sources—themethod of spatial linking (Chapter 5.2 discusses this method inmore de-
tail). A final theoretical discussion asks how all these efforts of involving and linking
different data types can produce measurements for socially relevant contexts.
2.1 Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
To use geospatial data andmethods of spatial analysis, researchers need access to and
expertise in specialized software: Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Bluemke
et al., 2017). Exploiting GIS requires training because the data structure of geospa-
tial data is uncommon for researchers with a background in survey research (Meyer
& Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 319). Fortunately, in recent years, not only the amount of
training offers increased, but also themarket for GIS software evolved towards amore
free and open source direction. Ordinary researchprojects no longer need to use com-
mercial software, such as ArcGIS (ESRI, 2015), and can, instead, rely on open source
software, such as QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2019) or the statistical software R
(R Core Team, 2019).1 Moreover, GIS has developed to be a standard term in work
with geospatial data. Scientific disciplines with an emphasis on spatial methods la-
bel themselves as ”Geographic Information Sciences” or short ”GISciences” (Bluemke
1 Most of the procedures in this book—geospatial data preparation, spatial linking, plotting
of the maps, and analysis of the data—were realized using R. The corresponding code is
available on request.
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et al., 2017, 307), and also spatial methods are often called GIS methods or GIS tech-
niques. Practice and training in GIS are still necessary to use geospatial data.
GIS makes it possible to process, analyze and visualize geospatial data. It allows,
among others, accessing, manipulating, and converting of geospatial data and their
corresponding metadata. Areas of application are manifold and range from the anal-
ysis of statistical relationships between two sets of geospatial data to themapping and
visualization of these relationships. By using GIS, researchers need knowledge about
the procedures of spatial methods that this book exemplifies in different applications.
Themain characteristic of all thesemethods is that they operatewith locations. GIS
identifies data points or observations through locations and conducts analyses based
on locations; all methods rely on identifiers of locations, such as geo-coordinates.
They do not only help to identify observations in the geospatial data but also to estab-
lish links between different sets of geospatial data. Chapter 2.4.1 gives more details
on the specifics of the involved data in GIS. Overall, data that are targeted to be used in
GIS must be georeferenced, a term andmethod that the following section introduces.
2.2 Georeferencing and Geocoding
Generally, georeferencing is the process of assigning standardized spatial references
to data (Meyer & Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 323). These standardized spatial references
are names or identifiers for spatial units, for example, administrative districts, munic-
ipalities or zip code areas (Hillmert et al., 2017, 270f). Assigning standardized spatial
references to data depicts advantages for the processing and the analysis of data. Re-
searchers, for example, can add information from auxiliary data sources to their data
through matching spatial references; or they can statistically control dependencies
between observations which cluster in space. Georeferencing provides a useful tool
for a broad range of different purposes and applications.
At the same time, in the geosciences, such as ecology, the understanding of the
term georeferencing is narrower: it depicts assigning direct spatial references to data,
more specifically geo-coordinates (Rat für Sozial- und Wirtschaftsdaten — RatSWD,
2012, 11). In contrast to names and identifiers, geo-coordinates are coordinate points
that define each location by a point on earth’s surface. They are part of a Coordinate
Reference System (CRS) which spans across the earth’s surface and also respects its
curvature (see Chapter 2.4.1). By assigning geo-coordinates to data, researchers can
relate observations in space as they are part of a joined coordinate system, enabling
explicit analyses based on this projection. The analyses include operations like the
calculation of geodesic distances between points in the same coordinate system or
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the calculation of areas around points of interest based on spatial proximity (Meyer
& Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 27ff). Defining georeferencing as the assignment of geo-
coordinates to data renders the use of spatial methods possible in the first place.
Thus, social science survey researchers who aim to use georeferencing for spatial
analyses and spatial linking require geo-coordinates for their data. However, as most
of the survey data are data with indirect spatial references, e.g., addresses of survey
respondents, they first have to convert them into geo-coordinates. This operation of
converting addresses into geo-coordinates is known as the method of geocoding that
does not necessarily have to be implemented by the researchers. Instead, they can
rely on automated services from providers such as Google, Bing, or, for the German
case, the German Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG) which convert
addresses into geo-coordinates with online tools (Zandbergen, 2014, 2). While con-
verting addresses into geo-coordinates would also be possible manually, automated
procedures are faster and less sensitive to error. Since the sampling of many surveys
in social science research is address-based, geocoding is one of the most critical re-
quirements for using georeferenced survey data.
2.3 Georeferenced Survey Data
Georeferenced survey data are survey data that contain direct spatial references in
the form of geo-coordinates. Because geo-coordinates enable spatial methods, as
described above, researchers can use geo-coordinates of respondents’ locations to
project them in a joined space and to relate them to each other. These geo-coordinates
do not necessarily have to stem from housing addresses; they also can originate from
geographic units, including administrative districts or municipalities. Previous work,
however, suggested that the smaller the geographic scale of spatial units is, the bet-
ter research questions toward the local context of people can be answered (Nonnen-
macher, 2013). For this reason, this book investigates georeferenced survey data that
contain geo-coordinates for particular small spatial units like neighborhoods or sur-
vey respondents’ dwellings.
Meanwhile, georeferenced survey data are different fromother georeferenced data.
Data protection legislation in Germany forbids to store results from survey questions
and personal information, such as addresses of respondents being, in one single file
(Chapter 4.3 below discusses this issue in more detail). Because housing addresses
make people identifiable, geo-coordinates from respondents’ housing addresses de-
pict personal information. In order to still work with these data, a common approach
is to define a technical and organizational workflow that prevents confounding sur-
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vey data and personal data (Schweers et al., 2016, 116). Data sensitivity is what makes
georeferenced survey data different from other georeferenced data, and this is why
researchers have to be cautious if they aim to spatially link these data to other data
sources.
Figure 2.1: Organization of Spatial Linking Respecting Data Protection
Figure 2.1 shows an example of aworkflow that allows spatial linking of georeferenced
survey data (i.e., the enrichment of survey respondents’ geocoordinates with geospa-
tial information) by, at the same time, respecting data protection legislation. First,
users of this workflow apply spatial linking procedures (see Chapter 2.5 and 5.2) to
the survey respondents’ geo-coordinates and some auxiliary geospatial data sources.
In this step of the workflow, survey data and geo-coordinates are separated. The re-
sult is a new dataset that contains geo-coordinates and spatial data attributes from the
auxiliary geospatial data sources. Second, the workflow subsequently envisages delet-
ing the geo-coordinates from this new dataset, or coarsening the geo-coordinates by
either permuting or aggregating them. The result of either deleting or coarsening is
similar: it removes personal information from the data. Lastly, survey data and the
created spatial information can now be linked viamatching identifiers in a correspon-
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dence table. This table is the sole way to establish a correspondence between survey
data and personal data—research projects organize access to this table strictly. Apply-
ing all three steps of this workflow results in a dataset of survey data enriched with
spatial attributes from auxiliary data sources.
To sumup, using georeferenced survey data is complicated due to legal barriers. Be-
cause these legal barriers involve even more associated issues, Chapter 4.3 discusses
the background of data protection inmore detail. Thus far, this section illustrates that
georeferenced survey data require technical and organizational measures. However,
using a well-organized workflow facilitates working with georeferenced survey data.
The legal barriers may be the reason for a still rather low prevalence of georefer-
enced survey data, at least in Germany. But this does not mean that producing geo-
referenced survey data in Germany is not possible at all. The following two sections
introduce two survey datasets that were georeferenced based on survey respondents’
addresses, the georeferenced GGSS 2014 and the GESIS Panel. The empirical applica-
tions in Chapter 6-8 display the analysis potential of these georeferenced survey data.
2.3.1 German General Social Survey 2014
The German General Social Survey (GGSS) of the year 2014 (GESIS
- Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, 2015) is a two-stage dis-
proportionate random sample of private households in Germany.
All persons were at least 18 years of age by the time of the in-
terview which they completed with a standardized questionnaire (CAPI – Computer
Assisted Personal Interviewing) and two additional self-completion questionnaires
(CASI – Computer Assisted Self-Interviewing). While the GGSS is conducted every two
years aiming to monitor trends in attitudes, behavior, and societal change in the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, it also implements changing core themes in specific waves.
Table 2.1 gives an overview of some general sociodemographic characteristics of the
sample.
The data of the GGSS 2014 were georeferenced in the project ”Georeferencing of
Survey Data” (GeorefUm) funded by the German Research Foundation at the GESIS
Data Archive for the Social Sciences.2 For this purpose, the addresses of the GGSS 2014
survey respondents were geocoded using the secure geocoding service of the Federal
Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG). This service complies with the German
data protection legislation as it only processes address data on the fly, leaving no trace
2 https://www.gesis.org/en/research/external-funding-projects/archive/georefum/
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of addresses on the BKG servers.
Table 2.1: Sociodemographics of the Georeferenced German General Social Survey 2014
Mean / % SD Minimum Maximum
Age 49.44 17.51 18 91
Gender (female) 49.24
Income 1500.40 1560.78 0 60000
Education
Low 13.20
Medium 61.45
High 24.40
Number of Observations 3471
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
Togetherwith the survey attributes the geocoded addresses of theGGSS 2014 comprise
a georeferenced survey dataset.3 In practice, however, managing these two sources is
more complicated: as alreadydescribed above, they arenot allowed to be stored in one
single dataset. Theworkflow in Figure 2.1, described earlier, displays a procedure that
makes it possible to use the georeferenced GGSS 2014 for spatial linking purposes.
2.3.2 GESIS Panel
The GESIS Panel (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences,
2017) is a probability-basedmixed-mode access panel of 4,900 per-
sons aged at least 18 yearswho complete their interviews every two
months. What is unique about the GESIS Panel is that researchers
can submit questions for the survey (Bosnjak et al., 2018, 104). For
this reason, the researchers can draw on a large variety of different topics that the re-
spondents are asked about. These topics range from political issues, health, and life
satisfaction to environmental assessments and general as well as detailed sociodemo-
graphic characteristics. Exactly like the GGSS data, the addresses of the GESIS Panel
used for spatial linking in this book were georeferenced in the GeorefUm project at
GESIS. For the empirical application in Chapter 8 only a subset of the 2014 round of
3 By merging the GGSS 2014 survey data with the Sensitive Regional Data of the GGSS (GESIS
- Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, 2018) this data can be replicated. Details about
these data can be found in Klinger (2018).
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the GESIS Panel is used. Some of the samples’ sociodemographic characteristics are
presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Sociodemographics of the Georeferenced GESIS Panel 2014
Mean / % SD Minimum Maximum
Age 46.15 14.08 18 73
Gender (female) 52.47
Income (Categories) 11.69 2.84 1 17
Education
Low 21.32
Medium 35.12
High 43.57
Number of Observations 3882
Data Source: Georeferenced GESIS Panel (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences,
2017)
A comparison of the sample of the GGSS and the GESIS Panel shows some differences
between their basic sociodemographics. Respondents of the GESIS Panel are younger
and the sample consists of a higher rate of female respondents. The most striking
difference concerns respondents’ education: in theGGSS, the largest group are people
with medium education. Instead, the GESIS Panel sample consists of a high share of
people with low and high education. In later analyses with these data, it is crucial to
adjust the estimates for these sociodemographic variables.
2.4 Geospatial Data
Generally, geospatial data hold information on geometries projected on earth’s sur-
face. This information either consists of the geometric extent, shape, and structure
of the geometries or it also comprises additional contents associated with each geom-
etry. Geospatial data are multi-dimensional and diverse, depending on the structure
of the geometries as well as on the actual content of the corresponding attributes.
Accordingly, geospatial data can look rather different. Figure 2.2 shows a collection
of geometries which are represented by specialized geospatial data formats (Meyer &
Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 326). These include simple point or line geometries but also
more complex polygon as well as evenly distributed grid structures. Their different
shapes and structures correspond to different geographic counterparts in reality (Bi-
vand, Pebesma, & Gómez-Rubio, 2008, 8ff).
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Data Sources: OpenStreetMap / GEOFABRIK (2018) and City of Cologne (2014)
Figure 2.2: Different Geometries of Geospatial Data
These geographic representations are manifold. Points often depict fixed locations,
such as hospitals, kindergartens, stores, or geo-coordinates of survey respondents’
dwellings. Linesmay be street or river courses, or airplane approach paths. Polygons,
asmentioned,may comprisemore complex structures, including neighborhoods, city
districts or other administrative boundaries information, but also may result from
measurements on air pollution or traffic noise. Lastly, rasters can contain all this
information represented in evenly shaped grid cells.
Moreover, geospatial data are not only multidimensional and contain an extensive
range of information. As each geometry within one and also between more data files
can be presented in a common Coordinate Reference System (CRS) (see 2.4.1), it is
possible to localize subsets of the data files with geo-coordinates and to put them in
spatial relation to each other. It is this projection of the geometries in one coordinate
system that enables these flexible operations.
To perform suchoperations researchersworkwith different data types and formats,
deal with different geo-coordinates’ projection logics, and access data through differ-
ent channels. The following section gives more details on these areas which are the
cornerstone of any work with geospatial data. Hence, the specifics of geospatial data
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simultaneously are the basis for themethod of spatial linking that section 2.5 presents.
2.4.1 Specifics of Geospatial Data
Data Types and Data Formats
Two classes of data types commonly embody the geometries of geospatial data: vector
data and raster data (Meyer & Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 326). The associated file formats
differ in theway they store the information, which in turn also impacts the processing
of the data. The file formats’ characteristics affect accessing and storing as well as
visualizing and analyzing. Therefore, it is vital to elaborate on the differences between
these geospatial data types.
Vector data hold information onpoints, lines or polygons (Sutton, Dassau, & Sutton,
2009, 10). In a point vector data file, each point represents a feature: an observation
in the dataset which is described by a geo-coordinate. The same applies for line and
polygon features, only that they contain more than one geo-coordinate. Regardless of
what kind of geometry they represent, each of the features can holdmore attributes in
a separate data table (Sutton et al., 2009, 21ff). Points may contain information about
the kind of dwelling a survey respondent lives in; lines may contain information on
whether a street is a main road or byroad; polygons may contain information on im-
migrant or unemployment rates in a city district. Vector data are complicated because
their features comprise information on their geometry and their attributes.
Raster data hold information on evenly shaped grid cells (Sutton et al., 2009, 47).
In a raster grid file, at first, each cell of a data table represents an observation in the
dataset (Meyer & Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 326). The cells are organized in their geo-
graphic order—from west to east and from north to south. Metadata such as the geo-
graphic extent of the data table, the size of each grid cell or the information about the
CRS (see next section) turn this data table to a geospatial dataset (Sutton et al., 2009,
49ff). Without this metadata, a raster data file is notmore than an image file that lacks
georeferencing. The actual content of the cells, however, can contain all information
vector data also represent. Raster data have a flat structure because grid cells contain
information on their attributes, whereas information on their geography are stored
globally as metadata.
The different structures of vector and raster data affect the purposes for which they
are useful, ideally displayed by comparing the two data types one-to-one. First, vector
data are expedient in cases in which geometries are complex or of a particular inter-
est (Meyer & Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 326). While some technical routines can convert
vector data to raster data (and vice versa) (Sutton et al., 2009, 53), this can also coarsen
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the information. Instead, raster data types are useful in cases in which evenly shaped
grids are appropriate to describe information in space. Second, in cases in which at
least one observation in the data contains information about more than one attribute,
vector data are more convenient to use as they separate information on geometries
and attributes. In contrast, raster data generally hold information on one single at-
tribute.4 Third, as vector data are complex regarding their geometries, analyzing them
ismore complicated in comparison to raster data. In vector data, relating observations
to each other typically involves the consideration of their geometry, where as in raster
data, only the knowledge of their position in the data matrix is required.
Deciding between vector and raster data or even using both is amatter of themeth-
ods that researchers aim to apply. Chapter 5.2 describes different methods of spatial
linking that require vector or raster data. Also, using either vector or raster data is not
an exclusive effort: some operations require both data types in one analysis. Thus,
after describing common elements of both data types in the following, Chapter 2.4.2-
2.4.2 presents examples for vector and raster data of the empirical applications.
Coordinate Reference Systems (CRS)
Thus far, this book defined geo-coordinates as X and Y coordinate pairs that describe
locations on earth’s surface while also respecting its curvature. Earth’s curvature as
3-dimensional surface, however, poses mathematical challenges when projecting it
into a 2-dimensional space of X and Y coordinates (Sajevaan, 2008). Projection distorts
geometries and relationships between geometries; projection is bargaining between
what is useful for a specific purpose and what is the most accurate model of earth’s
surface in a specific region. For these reasons, numerous projectionmodels exist that
historically and practically result in different geometric extents and different geomet-
ric relationships.5
X and Y geo-coordinates that follow a specific projection system are part of a Coor-
dinate Reference System (CRS) (Bivand et al., 2008, 84f). Definitions of CRS comprise
4 GIS can also define raster stacks or bricks (Hijmans, 2017, 2). They summarize different
raster datasets that are geographically identical but hold different attributes. Raster stacks
store the geographic information of multiple raster datasets only once and are more effi-
cient to process than single raster datasets.
5 The website https://thetruesize.com demonstrates interactively and playfully, for example,
how the commonly usedMercator projection distorts geometries of non-Western countries
and continents. The Mercator projection is useful for navigation purposes because it pro-
vides the ability to draw straight lineswhich can be followed by vehicles on earth. However,
its use for visually presenting the earth produces wrong expectations regarding the geome-
tries of some regions.
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line strings that contain information, among others, about the coordinate system’s
origin, the system’s units (e.g., meters or feet), or its spheroid. In Listing 2.1, for ex-
ample, the definition of the ”ETRS89 / LAEA Europe” CRS is shown which more and
more European providers of geospatial data use.
Listing 2.1: Example of an EPSG:3035 Definition File (Line Breaks and Indentions Are
Included for Illustration Purposes)
1 PROJCS [ ”ETRS89_LAEA_Europe” ,
2 GEOGCS[ ”GCS_ETRS_1989 ” ,
3 DATUM[ ”D_ETRS_1989 ” ,
4 SPHEROID[ ”GRS_1980 ” ,6378137 ,298.257222101]
5 ] ,
6 PRIMEM[ ”Greenwich ” , 0 ] ,
7 UNIT [ ”Degree ” ,0 .017453292519943295]
8 ] ,
9 PROJECTION[ ”Lambert_Azimuthal_Equal_Area ” ] ,
10 PARAMETER[ ” l a t i t u d e _of_or ig in ” , 52 ] ,
11 PARAMETER[ ” cent ra l_meridian ” , 10 ] ,
12 PARAMETER[ ” f a l s e _ eas t ing ” ,4321000] ,
13 PARAMETER[ ” f a l s e _northing ” ,3210000] ,
14 UNIT[ ”Meter ” , 1 ]
15 ]
Any geospatial dataset requires such a definition of an CRS. As these definitions can be
rather complicated, software for geospatial data provides tools to define CRS by spec-
ifying CRS codes, such as EPSG codes (Bivand et al., 2008, 85f).6 The EPSG code for
the ”ETRS89 / LAEA Europe” CRS, for example, is EPSG:3035.7 Thus, while CRS con-
tains complex information on earth’s curvature, applying them to geospatial datasets
is straightforward.
The effect of different CRSs in the representation of geo-coordinates on the earth’s
surface is tremendous. Figure 2.3 shows the differences of creating a world map
with the (Pseudo-)Mercator projection (EPSG:3857) that, for example, OpenStreetMap
or Google use for mapping purposes and the ETRS89 / LAEA Europe Projection
(EPSG:3035) that is prevalent in the European spatial data landscape. While a fictional
drawn equator line in EPSG:3857 depicts a straight line, in EPSG:3035 it builds a curve
resembling the curvature of the globe. Also, regions in the southern and northern
regions of the earth are enormous in EPSG:3857, in the European-centric EPSG:3035
6 EPSG stands for European Petroleum Survey Group Geodesy, a project in which EPSG codes
were invented: http://www.epsg.org/
7 http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/etrs89-etrs-laea/
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projection they are smaller. None of the projections is wrong—they serve different
purposes, but users of different CRSs have to keep in mind that with regards to the
different mapping purposes results may change.
Data Source: Statistical Office of the European Union Eurostat (2018)
Figure 2.3: AWorld Map in (Pseudo)-Mercator Projection (EPSG:3857) on the Left and
ETRS89 / LAEA Europe Projection (EPSG:3035) on the Right
The discussion on different projection models is extensive (Sheppard, 2005), and re-
peating all arguments in favor of a specificCRS is not subject of this book. Still, towork
with geospatial data researchers need information on CRS. Furthermore, to combine
different geospatial datasets their CRS have to match; otherwise their combination
would result in wrong spatial relationships between geometries. While tools to auto-
matically transform X and Y of a specific CRS into another CRS exist (Bivand et al.,
2008, 88f), specifically for spatial linking efforts (see Chapter 2.5 and 5.2) matching
CRS are vital.
Data Access via Web Services
Geospatial data can be enormous in file size. Analyzing the data is challenging and re-
quires adequate computing power if users aim to handle all data at once. For this rea-
son, in the geosciences, it is generally accepted to process the data based on database
accesses that request chunks of data for a specific purpose. Working with geospatial
data on a request basis decreases computing time and increases efficiency.
Of those data providers which decided to offer their data on the internet, some even
offer programming interfaces (Meyer & Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 325). Users of the data
do not have to download their data as a data dump in a specific geospatial data format.
Instead, they can send requests for individual geo-coordinates or bounding boxes—
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rectangular geographic areas defined byminimumaswell asmaximum longitude and
latitude values—and receive the underlying data (Percivall, 2016). Not all of these web
services offer data to download as someprovide interfaces solely for visualization pur-
poses. If data privacy concerns allow processing georeferenced survey data with web
services (see Chapter 4.3), the cases in which these services offer data to download
present an alternative to processing geospatial data all at once.
While in Germany more and more geospatial data are offered via web services8, of
all the data required for this book, only the data of the Leibniz Institute for Urban and
Regional Development could be obtained via such a service. A Web Coverage Service
(WCS) offers a programming interface to their raster data that enables users to request
data for specific bounding boxes.9 All other data either had to be acquired individu-
ally (Schweers et al., 2016, 109ff), or exist as a data dump on the internet (Müller∗,
Schweers, & Siegers, 2017, 13ff). In any case, because European initiatives expand the
landscape of administrative geospatial data (Schweers et al., 2016, 108), researchers
can expect that the supply of geospatial data through web services will increase in the
next years.
The following sections introduce the different geospatial datasets for the empiri-
cal applications in Chapters 6-8. They stem from a diverse set of disciplines ranging
fromacoustic engineering to social statistics and the ecological development sciences.
Each dataset requires training in dealing with the data collection and the measure-
ments of each discipline. As the general remarks about geospatial data above may
suggest, the geospatial data for this book represent a small extract of what is conceiv-
able for social science research in even more research applications. The applications
in this book are inevitably research examples and do not represent an exhaustive anal-
ysis of all possible applications.
8 See, for example, https://www.geoportal.de/EN/
9 The spatial linking of the downloaded data yet is still up to the researchers. As this de-
mands knowledge in software and data, a project funded by the German Research founda-
tion called ”Social Geospatial Research Data Infrastructure” (SoRa) builds a tool for social
science researchers to conduct spatial linking procedures of these data with georeferenced
survey data: www.sora-projekt.de
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2.4.2 Geospatial Data Sources
Road Traffic Noise
Somedatawhich are attractive for research are geospatial data that
the EuropeanMember States collected in correspondencewith the
Environmental Noise Directive (2002/49/EC) of the European Union
(EU) (European Parliament & European Council, 2002). One of
these collections deals with road traffic noise of the year 2012 and provides the basis
for the empirical application in Chapter 6 (German Environmental Agency / EIONET
Central Data Repository, 2016). Generally, the directive obligates members of the EU
to collect data on noise sources originating from industries and air, rail traffic as well
as road traffic. In this directive, noise is defined as an exceeding level of sound pres-
sure measured in A-weighted decibels (dB(A)), either 55 dB(A) by day or 50 dB(A) by
night. The data for this book capture road traffic noise as day-evening-night-mean
levels (≥ 55 dB(A)).
The directive limited the collection of data to road traffic noise sources that were
frequented by a specific amount of vehicles: the data only cover main roads which
carry more than threemillion cars a year, that is five cars per minute. For this reason,
plotting the data on a map results in a large number of non-covered areas for which
no road traffic noise measurement is available. Figure 2.4 displays an example of the
road traffic noise data for a map section of an area in the city of Cologne. All over the
map, the white areas show the effects of the missing data collection—in these areas,
no measurements of road traffic noise are available.
Concerning the issue of non-covered areas, one may argue that these areas are not
noisy by definition of the EU directive. While there may be loud and heavy traffic on
smaller roads as well, road traffic noise is not defined by temporary but by enduring
levels of dB(A). Studies on environmental noise and its effect on people, e.g., show that
mainly noise at night time affects people’s health (Bocquier et al., 2014; Schmidt et al.,
2013), which is also represented in the day-evening-night-mean. Thus, the road traffic
noise data with its long-time measurements accurately represent traffic noise and its
associated consequences, albeit being censored and not covering large areas.
As the empirical application in Chapter 6 shows, this particular structure of the
road traffic noise data has consequences for conducting research. The data consist
of spatial units or geometries of non-uniformly shaped polygons with missing mea-
surements for byroads. Population survey data, on the other hand, often consist of
a random sample of the population—people who live in main roads and in byroads.
As a consequence, combining these data results in a considerable number of missing
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Data Sources: German Environmental Agency / EIONET Central Data Repository (2016) and
OpenStreetMap / GEOFABRIK (2018)
Figure 2.4: Road Traffic Noise Data in an Area of the City of Cologne
road traffic noise measurements for the sample since a large number of people live in
areas with low road traffic noise exposure. Studying the effects of road traffic noise in
a population survey leads to statistical issues because of small sample sizes.
German Census 2011
One of the most comprehensive and also publicly available data
sources for the whole extent of Germany is the German Census
2011 which is used in the empirical application in Chapter 7. The
2011 European Census Regulation (European Parliament & European Council, 2008)
obligedmembers of the EU to collect these data to provide information on the sociode-
mographic composition of the EU population. Moreover, the German Federal Agency
of Statistic (destatis) gathered the German Census 2011 data on a rather small scale.
For example, the data contain information on immigrant rates used by the empirical
application for uniformly shaped 1 km2 grid cells for the whole extent of Germany—
information that authorities normally only provide on the municipality level. While
today the German Census 2011 data have aged, they still depict exceptional and com-
pelling data for research in Germany.
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Figure 2.5 displays the structure of these data for a map section of an area in the
city of Cologne at the example of immigrant rates (Statistical Offices of the Federation
and the Länder, 2016). In comparison to themap of road traffic noise before, this map
covers the whole area of the section—no areas are left out (non-rectangular grids are
artifacts which results from cutting out the map from a larger dataset). As Chapter 5
describes inmore detail, uniformly shaped grid cells which cover the whole area have
advantages for spatial linking and analyzing these data.
Data Source: Statistical Offices of the Federation and the Länder (2016)
Figure 2.5: Amount of Immigrants in 1 km2 Grid Cells in an Area of the City of Cologne
Other sociodemographic attributes are available comprising information on different
age groups, household sizes, vacancy rates, or flat sizes. Lately, destatis published an
even more extensive list on a smaller geographic scale of 100 meters × 100 meters.
The data now include, for instance, information on building types, families and new
sociodemographics such as religious denomination. Due to data permutation meth-
ods necessary for data protection, these data, however, must be treated with caution
(Statistische Ämter des Bundes und der Länder, 2011, 67ff). Therefore, the empirical
applications in this book do not use them as a data source for the analysis.
Structurally, the German Census 2011 data are raster data. Raster data have the
advantage of being smaller in file size compared to other geospatial data formats and,
at the same time, are computationally efficient. For these reasons, even though the
German Census 2011 data consist of 557,256 grid cells, the file size of these data is on
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average just ~12 Megabytes for each file. Lastly, as the data extend the whole area of
Germany, there are no issues of non-matching cases as with the road traffic noise data
because of randomly sampled populations in survey research.
Soil Sealing
Another comprehensive set of geospatial data for the whole extent
of Germany is land use data from the Leibniz Institute for Urban
and Ecological Development (IOER) which are used in the empiri-
cal applicationofChapter 8. TheirMonitor of Settlement andOpen
Space Development (IOERMonitor) provides access to a broad range of different land
use indicators ranging from settlement structures to land quality and relief informa-
tion.10 This book’s empirical applications use one of these indicators: soil sealing of
the year 2014 (Leibniz Institute of Ecological Urban and Regional Development, 2018).
Soil sealing is the air and water tight coverage of an area by buildings and traffic
areas. As a result of this coverage, water cannot seep away, and it affects and disturbs
the gas interchange with the atmosphere. These environmental impacts are lasting:
removing soil sealing is costly and in some cases even hard to realize.11 Soil sealing,
an admittedly abstract land use indicator, depicts an environmental hazard in areas
with a high density of buildings and traffic areas.
Figure 2.6 displays the structure of soil sealing data in another map section of the
city of Cologne. The datamainly cover areaswith high densities of big roads andbuild-
ings, which depicts amore nuanced distribution than that of the 1 km2 grid cells of the
Census data. The reason is that the data are farmore detailed as they comprise 100me-
ters × 100 meters grid cells. Already a small map section of soil sealing data contains
a broad set of information.
As soil sealing has increased in Germany in the last decades, it affects people and
society as a whole. Between the year 1992 and 2011, for example, the amount of soil
sealing has grown from5.3% to 6.2% (excluding data fromSaxony-Anhalt).12 While in
recent years the annual rate was less distinct, land use through soil sealing remains a
severe political issue. Areas that dealwith large amounts of soil sealingmiss, for exam-
ple, other recreational and free areas such as green spaces. These areas were shown
to have serious effects on people’s well-being (Gidlöf-Gunnarsson & Öhrström, 2007),
10 http://www.ioer-monitor.de/
11 https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/en/topics/soil-agriculture/land-a-precious-resource/
paving-construction
12 https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/sites/default/files/medien/384/bilder/dateien/
2_abb_anteil-suv-gesamtflaeche-d_2013-10-02.png
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Data Source: Leibniz Institute of Ecological Urban and Regional Development (2018)
Figure 2.6: Water and Air Tight Coverage of Land in 100 Meters× 100 Meters Grid Cells in
an Area of the City of Cologne
stress processing (Thompson et al., 2012), and health (Guite, Clark, & Ackrill, 2006).
Again, for these reasons soil sealing represents an environmental hazard worthwhile
to study in social science applications.
Structurally, the land use data from the IOER are also raster data that cover the
whole extent of Germany. Also, because the IOER used no data permutation meth-
ods, all 100m× 100m grid cells represent valid and reliable cases that can be used for
spatial linking purposes. In total, the data contain 67,108,864 grid cells.
Administrative Boundaries
In the applications as well as in the illustrations of this book, several other geospatial
data sources are used,most of thembeing administrative boundaries of different types
and different area sizes. The following briefly introduces these data sources.
In the case of city districts, the data stem from the open data portal of the city of
Cologne (City of Cologne, 2014). This portal offers a large amount of data on different
topics from different city authorities—geospatial data represent only one of them. In
particular, the data used in this book provide detailed insights into the shapes and
the extent of city boundaries. They are useful to compare the geographic scales of
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different geospatial datasets.
Maps with geospatial data from the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project visualize roads
and buildings (OpenStreetMap / GEOFABRIK, 2018). The website of GEOFABRIK of-
fers a large amount of already prepared geospatial data for geometries retrieved from
OSM, e.g., in the ESRI shapefile format (ESRI, 1998). Using GEOFABRIK represents a
convenient way of accessing the data fromOSM. Like the data from the open data por-
tal of the city of Cologne, OSM data in this book are used to compare the geographic
scales of the other geospatial datasets.
One last source of geospatial boundaries data are data onmunicipality boundaries.
They stem from the Federal Agency of Cartography andGeodesy and are also available
as a free download (Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy, 2018). Not only
are these data used for visualization purposes but also to locate survey respondents
within singlemunicipalities. The localization is useful to control spatial dependencies
between respondents that cluster in municipalities (see Chapter 5.3). In all empirical
applications in this book,municipalities data are used as part of the statisticalmodels.
2.5 Spatial Linking
Apart from the general discussion on georeferenced data, spatial linkingmethods are
central in this book. Spatial linkingmethods depict techniques of combining two geo-
referenced data sets, also called spatial overlay or spatial join (Bivand et al., 2008,
140ff). They are crucial to the use of georeferenced survey data if researchers aim
to combine them with data from other scientific disciplines. For this reason, Chapter
5.2 presents spatial linking methods in all detail. This section introduces the basic
idea of spatial linking.
Spatial linking is a specific technique of data linking. Instead of using standardized
identifiers in the form of names or distinct numbers, the linking happens by project-
ing georeferenced data into a joined coordinate space. In the simplest case, users of
spatial linking methods retrieve information based on identical locations, e.g., be-
tween survey respondents’ geo-coordinates and other spatial information, such as
road traffic noise at their dwelling. Hence, spatial linking involves the definition of
one focal dataset to which information from another dataset is added.
In the example of linking road traffic noise to survey respondents’ geo-coordinates,
the focal dataset is the respondents’ geo-coordinates. One research purpose of this
effort may be to see whether road traffic noise affects people’s health in comparison
to people who live in quiet spaces (Shepherd, Welch, Dirks, & McBride, 2013). Spatial
linking uses the locations of the respondents, extracts the road noise level value at this
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location and links this information to the geo-coordinates. In combination with the
actual survey data, researchers then also can analyze whether road traffic noise pre-
dominately affects people of specific social groups, such as low-income groups. Thus,
spatial linking with survey data uses combined information from geospatial informa-
tion and the answers of people in standardized surveys.
Data Sources: OpenStreetMap / GEOFABRIK (2018), City of Cologne (2014), Leibniz Institute of
Ecological Urban and Regional Development (2018), Statistical Offices of the Federation and the
Länder (2016), and German Environmental Agency / EIONET Central Data Repository (2016)
Figure 2.7: Spatial Linking as Projection of Multiple Layers into a Joined Coordinate
Space
This method of spatial linking is just one use case, whose results involve binary
outcomes—linking successful or linking not successful—and the corresponding val-
ues, such as road traffic noise values. The advantage of a projection in space is that
spatial linking can establish relationships between two data sources based on their
spatial relation to each other. As already presented in Chapter 2.4.2, the road traffic
noise data depict censored data, i.e., mapping the data results in large areas of non-
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measured spaces. Spatial linking to population survey data leads to notable numbers
of missing values. Alternativemethods of spatial linking, for example, the calculation
of geographic distances to noise sources, may present an option to navigate such is-
sues: researchers can use them as a proxy measure of noise exposure. The results of
such methods of spatial linking are no longer binary and show the general flexibility
of these methods.
Figure 2.7 displays the variety of spatial linking. The projection into a joined coor-
dinate space combines data from different sources and of different structures: road
traffic noise as polygons, immigrant rates as 1 km2 grid cells, soil sealing as 100 me-
ters× 100 meters grid cells, and boundaries of city districts as polygons. The location
marker on each of these layers represents a direct locational correspondence to the
marker on the bottom layer: the location of a fictional survey respondent’s address,
illustrated by a map of roads. This direct correspondence either enables a one-to-one
spatial linking to the focal data of the survey respondent’s location or the inclusion
of surrounding spatial information via geographic distances and other measures (de-
scribed in Chapter 5.2).
Table 2.3: Spatial Linking Combinations Between Survey Data and Geospatial Data Across
the Empirical Application (I-III)
GGSS GESIS Panel Method
Road Traffic Noise I By Location
(5.2.1), Geodesic
Distances (5.2.4)
Immigrant Rates II Focal Linking
(5.2.3)
Soil Sealing III Buffer (5.2.2)
Administrative Boundaries I, II III By Location (5.2.1)
This book’s empirical Applications I-III in Chapter 6-8 comprise different combina-
tions of the georeferenced survey data and the geospatial data that were introduced in
the previous two sections (2.3 and 2.4). Table 2.3 displays them by also indicating the
method of spatial linking that was applied to create the combinations. Each empiri-
cal application uses one of the geospatial data sources: road traffic noise, immigrant
rates, and soil sealing, whereas the administrative boundaries are used in all of them.
Although it is possible to combine information frommore than three data sources at a
time via spatial linking, the empirical applications in this book keep it straightforward.
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2.6 Translating Space into Socially Relevant Context
Working with georeferenced survey data is the practice of a spatially integrated social
science (Goodchild et al., 2000). This effort involves new data types or other statistical
models (Hillmert et al., 2017) as well as considerations of theoretical concepts. Albeit
working with georeferenced survey data involves various methodological efforts, the
implications of georeferenced survey data for theory are crucial. By using georefer-
enced survey data and spatial linking methods, what kind of information confronts
researchers in their research?
Thus far, previous research thoroughly discussed the theoretical implications of a
spatially integrated social science. Some of the arguments draw on the constructivist
question whether spaces are socially constructed or something that exists indepen-
dently fromhuman judgment (Baur, Hering, Raschke, &Thierbach, 2014). By combin-
ing Critical Theory and geography, moreover, some researchers even ask whether the
constructionofmapsdisplays andpasses societal inequalities andpower structures—a
strand of research known as Critical GIS (Sheppard, 2005). Regardless of the stance of
this work in this discussion, it is uncontroversial that constructing measurements for
neighborhood influences indeed assumes some theoretical models of people’s neigh-
borhood perception. Comparable to survey scales, measures from spatial data should
reflect the survey respondents’ perception of their spatial surrounding (Bluemke et
al., 2017, 311).
Meanwhile, space is a rather general term. It subsumes all actions and states that
happen or exist at a specific location during a specific time (Baur et al., 2014, 15f).
More specifically in this regard, locations can be small neighborhoods consisting of a
fewhouses surrounded by large roads, city districts, the area of amunicipality, or even
whole states. Another critical component of this definition is time: space changes
over time, maybe to its extent, its constitution or even its meaning for people. Space,
defined as relevant locations for people that influence their life, may not be stable for
all time.
On a practical note, for the work with georeferenced survey data, it is ideal if the
information from spatial data match with the respondents’ location during the time
of the interview. Otherwise, researchers would link information displaying differ-
ent time points and, thus, draw wrong inferences. Information about spaces would
become meaningless and would be left as being only places (Baur et al., 2014, 11).
Potential relationships that researchers find in these data were spurious. Because of
these reasons, it is necessary to find matches between space and time to operational-
ize people’s perception of their spatial surrounding.
Going back to the conceptual framework of space, the definition of space yet is still
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rather general. Spaces are locations that are relevant in a specific way, for people,
administrations, or the whole society. They define specific geographies either by bor-
ders and areal extents (e.g., neighborhoods, or municipalities), or landmarks (e.g.,
rivers and mountains, but also points of interest such as shopping centers, kinder-
gartens, and train stations). Thus, the actual answer to the question why they are rel-
evant for people varies with their content: municipalities affect people because of
policies, infrastructures and the people who live there; landmarks can limit or pro-
vide access to resources or other locations within an area. Relevant spaces, therefore,
depend on the geography as well as the content they provide.
By presenting and discussing the work of others, Chapter 3 exemplifies that this
general definition of space makes sense for social science studies. Research in which
the geographic scale of spatial information varies, for example, helps to find out to
which extent neighborhoods are still relevant for people (Sluiter et al., 2015; Tolsma
& van der Meer, 2017). Another line of research that analyzes the role of boundaries
within spaces emphasizes the fine-grained nuances in space and its influence on peo-
ple (Legewie & Schaeffer, 2016). In general, the choice of how researchers opera-
tionalize and measure space depends on the actual research question.
To narrow down this broad scope of a spatially integrated social science, this work
makes one necessary constraint concerning the examples and its applications: it will
concentrate on research with a geographic scale below or equal to the level of mu-
nicipalities. The literature on spatially integrated social sciences is already extensive,
especially regarding research questions and applications that focus on larger spatial
units such as administrative districts, or states. Previous work widely discussed the
implications for statistical and theoretical inference stemming from such applications
(Nonnenmacher, 2013; Schmidt-Catran & Fairbrother, 2016). Furthermore, the de-
mand of the social sciences for using spatial information on a particular small spa-
tial scale increased (Schweers et al., 2016), and is actively advertised (Bluemke et al.,
2017; Nonnenmacher & Friedrichs, 2011). As the demand for small-scale georefer-
enced data and its methodological implications lack a thorough discussion, this work
will concentrate on specific considerations regarding these data.
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3 Applications for Georeferenced Survey Data
After presenting the basic terms of and general ideas for georeferenced survey data,
themost important questions remain: Why should social science researchers use geo-
referenced data in the first place? What are the research applications that justify both-
ering with the interdisciplinary effort of a spatially integrated social science? More-
over, what has past research shown, what are the remaining open questions? Besides
this book’s general contribution to these questions, the present chapter gives some
first answers by highlighting studies of others. It discusses theoretical implications
and reoccurring methodological themes.
3.1 Exemplary Research Fields
Researchers use small-scale spatial data in a broad range of different areas of the so-
cial sciences. To name just a few, they range from health (Bocquier et al., 2013; Oiamo
et al., 2015; Saib et al., 2014), social inequalities (Downey, Crowder, & Kemp, 2016),
political behavior and migration (Dill & Jirjahn, 2014; Förster, 2018), values and atti-
tudes (Klinger et al., 2017) to educational research (Ainsworth, 2002; Crowder et al.,
2011; Weßling, 2016). The following presents some of these studies to exemplify their
contribution to the field. Because of their mere number, the examples are limited to
the fields that this book’s empirical applications belong to: health, social inequalities,
and political attitudes research. Moreover, the number of studies even in the fields
presented here is big. The examples, therefore, do not depict a complete list of ap-
plications with georeferenced data. Instead, they represent illustrative examples that
emphasize the utility but also the peculiarities of this research.13
3.1.1 Health and Neighborhoods
Space has been of interest in social science health research already for a long time.
Ecological health models conceptualize people’s health as influenced by individual
and contextual factors, including social networks, neighborhoods, or even state poli-
cies (Berkman, Glass, Brissette, & Seeman, 2000; Pescosolido, 2006). These models
assume that people themselves shape space by comprising neighborhoods with their
13 For systematic reviews, for example, on the topic of neighborhood effects, please refer to
the admittedly aged but still relevant work of Dietz (2002) or Sampson et al. (2002).
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actions or their composition of characteristics. Spaces, in turn, affect people through
geographic proximity in the simplest case—people compose spaces, and spaces in-
fluence their health. Moreover, also daytime and moving between spaces, such as
commuting to workplaces, are considered as an essential mechanism of how spaces
affect people’s health (Rainham,McDowell, Krewski, & Sawada, 2010). Space in health
researchwith its corresponding theoreticalmodels is a non-static criterion, leading to
a broad range of different applications.
For example, over the last two decades, an extensive body of research on neighbor-
hoods’ effects on mental disorders has emerged (Cutrona, Wallace, & Wesner, 2006;
Haines, Beggs, & Hurlbert, 2011; Ross, 2000). Researchers generally found that peo-
ple who live in disadvantaged neighborhoods report higher mental distress (Mair,
Diez Roux, & Galea, 2008); thus, disadvantages of neighborhoods become individual
disadvantages. What explains these disadvantages were often social factors such as
social support between neighbors (Kim & Ross, 2009; Kruger, Reischl, & Gee, 2007;
Thorlindsson, Valdimarsdottir, & Hrafn Jonsson, 2012). Also, factors such as crime or
violence are prominent themes in research (Curry, Latkin, & Davey-Rothwell, 2008;
Latkin & Curry, 2003), which then again connects to the socio-economic structure of
neighborhoods (Sampson et al., 2002). The example of mental health already shows
how research leads to a variety of applications when researchers consider spatial at-
tributes in their research question.
A few years ago, however, Ross andMirowsky (2008) critically asked to what degree
this link between neighborhoods’ socio-economic factors and people’s health com-
prises actual contextual effects. By using US census tracts as geographic units, they
compared characteristics of these geographic units and individual characteristicswith
regards to their effect on people’s health. They found a stronger association between
the individual-level variables than between the census tract characteristics and peo-
ple’s health. Neighborhood effects were accordingly rather small in comparison, but,
in line with other research (Lofors & Sundquist, 2007), they remained statistically sig-
nificant. Ross andMirowsky (2008) concluded that many findings in the literature are
not caused by actual contextual effects but by the compositional effects of individual
people in the neighborhood.
Because of this critical relation between neighborhood context and neighborhood
composition, recent studies refined their methods for investigating neighborhood
characteristics and health. Studying also the moving behavior of people into neigh-
borhoods, Termorshuizen, Braam, and van Ameijden (2015), for example, reported
an association between ethnic density and suicide risk among ethnic subgroups in the
Netherlands. They found that higher rates of specific ethnic subgroups lower the risk
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of committing suicide for members of these groups, mainly within non-Western mi-
norities. The authors explained these findings with fewer experiences of perceived
discrimination and more buffering through social support of people’s own group
members. While ethnic segregation varies between Western societies (Schönwälder
& Söhn, 2009), findings from countries with more strict immigration policies, such
as Canada, yielded similar results (Jurcik, Ahmed, Yakobov, Solopieieva-Jurcikova, &
Ryder, 2013). These examples show that not all questions in the complex relationship
between neighborhoods and people’s health have been answered yet.
Moreover, rather than just concentrating on socio-economic contexts, other stud-
ies on neighborhoods and health also considered different neighborhood character-
istics as well. Researchers discussed such environmental influences that intrude peo-
ple’s lives on an everyday basis, including environmental noise (Passchier-Vermeer
& Passchier, 2000). Recent studies corroborated links to hearing problems (Basner et
al., 2014), cardiovascular diseases (Babisch et al., 2014) and even diabetes (Sørensen
et al., 2013). As some of the noise sources are prevalent among the general popula-
tion, such as road traffic noise, environmental influences are also part of an ongoing
societal debate.14
While the results regarding physical health and road traffic noise are noteworthy,
the findings regarding mental illnesses such as depression or anxieties (Stansfeld,
Haines, Burr, Berry, & Lercher, 2000) are ambivalent. The same holds true for sub-
jective measures of health; many studies hardly find any effects at all. Roswall et al.
(2015), for instance, who reported weak associations between road traffic noise and
mental health, were able to explain their findings solely by lifestyle factors. Then
again, Hardoy et al. (2005) already showed earlier that under consideration of sub-
clinical symptoms, and even though their study was on air traffic noise, associations
can persist. Accordingly, the ambivalence of findings leaves room for questioning
possible explanations.
What a large set of explanations identify as a crucial factor for understanding the
ambivalent findings is environmental noise perception (Jakovljevic, Paunovic, & Be-
lojevic, 2009; Nitschke, Tucker, Simon, Hansen, & Pisaniello, 2014; Oiamo et al., 2015).
Heritier et al. (2014) demonstrated that environmental noise perception mediates the
effects of road traffic noise on health. Shepherd, Welch, Dirks, and Mathews (2010)
found vanishing effects of road traffic noise after controlling additional sociodemo-
14 For example, municipalities such as the city of Cologne offer information on their
websites that explicitly ask for the participation of their citizens to reduce noise:
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/en/topics/soil-agriculture/land-a-precious-resource/
paving-construction
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graphic variables, although it was mediated by noise annoyance and sleep distur-
bance. This twist in the study of environmental noise and health illustrates how the
effects of spatial attributes also depend on their individual perception.
In spite of the empirical application in Chapter 6 also uses the example of road traf-
fic noise, it just depicts one example of environmental stressors. Other environmental
stressors that affect people’s lives aremanifold, ranging from air pollution (Marques &
Lima, 2011; Rüttenauer, 2018), population density (Miles, Coutts, & Mohamadi, 2012)
and land-use deterioration (You, Spoor, Ulimwengu, & Zhang, 2011) to missing access
to recreational green areas (World Health Organization, 2016). Many of the findings
directly relate to studies of residential and segregational patterns because exposure
to environmental stressors is not necessarily a matter of voluntarily moving to, e.g.,
neighborhoods (Boes, Nüesch, & Stillman, 2013). In the next section, the perspective
on environmental hazards, therefore, expands to social inequalities and their deter-
mining factors.
3.1.2 Social Inequalities and Environmental Hazards
Generally, disadvantages between neighborhoods can also result in social inequali-
ties, meaning that neighborhoods affect people as individuals and also as a group
(Braubach & Fairburn, 2010). This notion implies that people are not randomly sited
in disadvantageous neighborhoods. They may also compose disadvantages through
their sociodemographic characteristics (Ross & Mirowsky, 2008), as mentioned ear-
lier, but segregational opportunities such as low housing prices could likewise in-
fluence migration into a specific neighborhood. Accordingly, social inequalities re-
search emphasized the role of segregation of people in disadvantaged neighborhoods.
However, what defines this inequality in particular? As the examples from health
research already have shown, neighborhood characteristics are often operationalized
as aggregated measures of social indicators. Studies, for instance, may ask for the in-
terplay between people’s employment status and neighborhood unemployment rates,
hypothesizing that if unemployment rates are high, people may be at risk to be un-
employed as well. Although such research questions create theoretical challenges re-
garding contextual vs. compositional effects (Ross & Mirowsky, 2008) or issues of en-
dogeneity (Dietz, 2002), in fact, they are a prominent theme in social science research
(Curry et al., 2008; Haines et al., 2011).
Moreover, regardless of the associated issues, it is well known that people with spe-
cific characteristics, such as ethnicity A or B, cluster in neighborhoods (Schönwälder
& Söhn, 2009) that have, in turn, their own environmental characteristics. There may
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not be an interplay between individual and aggregated disadvantages, e.g., unemploy-
ment on the aggregated level does not produce unemployment on the individual level
for one specific group. However, other environmental influences can cluster in these
neighborhoods and produce inequalities (Braubach & Fairburn, 2010), e.g., regarding
air pollution exposure (Crowder&Downey, 2010) or environmental noise (Bocquier et
al., 2013). In combinationwith the health hazardswhich they impose (see the previous
section 3.1.1), these environmental influences can accumulate disadvantages (Oiamo
et al., 2015). This line of research shows that not only sociodemographic factors affect
each other but also that other non-social factors may reveal interactions with people’s
lives.
For example, Rüttenauer (2018) analyzed if air pollution hazards of industry sites
mainly affect neighborhoods with high rates of immigrants in Germany. By using
aggregated German Census 2011 data (see Chapter 2.4.2) and location data of indus-
try sites, he found that indeed industry sites locate themselves in neighborhoods with
high shares of immigrants. This findingwas even stronger among neighborhoods that
are spatially clusteredwith neighborhoodswhichhave similar immigrant rates. More-
over, Rüttenauer reported a difference between urban and rural areas in the sense
that the effects are solely visible in urban areas. This association between clustering
of neighborhood characteristics and environmental hazards motivated an extensive
list of studies asking for the causal mechanisms on the micro level.
For the US societal context, Crowder and Downey (2010) studied whether socio-
economic factors can explain differences in exposure to air pollution between ethnic
groups. They found that inequalities persist, even after controlling factors such as ed-
ucation or household income. Likewise for Germany, Best and Rüttenauer (2018) re-
jected the general hypothesis that income reduces environmental noise annoyance.
In their study, using longitudinal data from the SOEP, income did not comprehen-
sively decreased such annoyances, even after people were moving to new neighbor-
hoods. Environmental inequalities persist, and social science researchers rightly ask
for the underlying mechanisms of these findings.
Past research accordingly discussed environmental inequalities in regards to dif-
ferent theoretical considerations of residential segregation. Broadly, these consider-
ations are either arguments stressing the socio-economic mechanisms of residential
segregation, such as neighborhood (Zwickl, Ash, & Boyce, 2014) and individual in-
come (Hoffmann, Robra, & Swart, 2003); or arguments that emphasize the social pro-
cesses behind residential segregation, for example, whether more impoverished peo-
plemove into polluted neighborhoods orwhether pollution sources locate themselves
in neighborhoods with more impoverished people (Best & Rüttenauer, 2018; Lersch,
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2013). The empirical application inChapter 8 compares these approacheswith regards
to land use hazards exposure and shows how georeferenced survey data can help to
dissolve some of the theoretical challenges.
The next section expands this view on sociodemographic factors, such as ethnic-
ity, to the overall perception of immigrants in society. A large number of theories
emphasized the role of spatial relationships and neighborhoods, for example, in the
study of prejudices against immigrants. The following, therefore, will exemplify the
use of georeferenced survey data for this line of research.
3.1.3 Attitudes Towards Migration
Political attitudes and neighborhood conflicts research stands out with regards to its
use of georeferenced data. By using small-scale spatial information, researchers can
draw on detailed neighborhood characteristics. In comparison to typical applications
that often operate with data on higher spatial levels and pose risks of ecological fal-
lacies (Wu, 2007), small-scale geospatial information allows analyzing dynamics be-
tween and within neighborhoods. Particularly neighborhood conflict research can
profit from such detailed data because of their rather demanding hypotheses.
Useful examples are applications that either use the Intergroup Threat Theory
(Stephan, Oscar Ybarra, & Morrison, 2009) or the Contact Theory (Allport, 1954) to ex-
plain neighborhood conflicts. Both theories define specific hypotheses on a person-
by-person level while also considering the neighborhood as a social entity. Following
the Intergroup Threat Theory, people feel threatened by the presence of foreign peo-
ple and fear a competition about socio-economic resources or cultural dominance.
Instead, following the Contact Theory, non-superficial contact diminishes such feel-
ings of threat. Although recent studies and the empirical application in Chapter 7 of
this book aim to combine both theories (Klinger et al., 2017;Martig & Bernauer, 2016),
they require data on a particular small geographic scale.
Effectively, recent research has been flourishing because of small-scale spatial data
that became available. In their study of ethnic diversity in the neighborhood and
its link to social trust, Dinesen and Sønderskov (2015) used neighborhood-level data
within a starting radius of 80 meters around survey respondents’ dwellings. At first,
they found a positive effect between ethnic fragmentation and social trust. However,
complementary to other research in this area (Sluiter et al., 2015), this effect vanished
more the larger they varied the size of the radii around the respondents’ locations—
the measurement of the neighborhoods’ influence got less precise. In general, social
isolation as cause of ethnic heterogeneity is discussed as an explanation for these find-
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ings (Dirksmeier, 2014, 843). This social isolation, in turn, decreases social capital as
people have less and less supportive interaction with each other (Förster, 2018; Put-
nam, 2007).
The Contested Boundaries Hypothesis, introduced by Legewie and Schaeffer (2016), is
an alternative explanation for poor social trust and resulting neighborhood conflicts.
It states that neighborhood conflict ”arises at poorly defined boundaries that separate
ethnic and racial groups” (Legewie & Schaeffer, 2016, 126). In contrast to existing the-
ories on inter-ethnic conflict or community erosion, the Contested Boundaries Hy-
pothesis assumes that unclear or ”fuzzy” boundaries between neighborhoods cause
conflicts. Therefore, it draws attention to relationships between neighborhoods and
not within neighborhoods (Dietz, 2002, 571). Legewie and Schaeffer (2016) corrobo-
rated this effect between interrelated neighborhoods with neighborhood complaints
call data in New York City.
Consequently, current research concentrates on small-scale neighborhood data
and the specific constellations of neighborhoods in a broader spatial context (Dean,
Dong, Piekut, & Pryce, 2018). With this perspective, researchers can revise and re-
assess classic social science hypotheses that are still subject of an ongoing debate.
Moreover, this perspective also introduces new sets of hypotheses that may have been
part of theoretical considerations before butwere not able to be adequately addressed.
Researchers now can test more fine-grained mechanisms of social behavior or atti-
tudes, which depicts innovation in social science research.
3.2 CommonMethodological Themes
In the research sketched above, several methodological themes reoccur. Not only do
researchers often face similar theoretical challenges, but they also have to deal with
interconnected methodological challenges. For example, researchers, who have to
find operationalizations of neighborhoods, are confronted with rather broad and also
vague definitions of the theoretical concept of neighborhoods. Therefore, they some-
times vary the choice of geographic scales (Klinger et al., 2017; Tolsma&vanderMeer,
2017) or they incorporate this variation in their actual researchquestions (Sluiter et al.,
2015). The following sections analyze these questionsmore thoroughly as themethod-
ological questions pose the basis for the empirical applications in this book.
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3.2.1 Measurement of Neighborhoods: Ego-Hoods vs. Common Exposure
Neighborhoods
In a large number of studies, the term neighborhood is not defined (Spielman & Yoo,
2009, 1100). This lack often occurs because of data limitations: many datasets only
contain information on a limited number of different spatial units, such as zip codes,
census tracts, district or municipality identifiers (Dietz, 2002, 541). As a consequence,
researchers dismiss discussing alternative definitions for neighborhoods. At the same
time, to understand and interpret the results of statistical analyses, some authors ar-
gue that it is still important to recapitulate the definition and the corresponding op-
erationalization of neighborhoods in social studies (Sampson et al., 2002). Without
knowing the implications of neighborhood definitions, inferring from data to social
reality is difficult.
Chaskin (after Spielman & Yoo, 2009, 1098) differentiates three types of neighbor-
hood operationalizations:
1. neighborhoods as social units
2. neighborhoods as spatial units
3. neighborhoods as network of associations
According to Dietz (2002, 541), neighborhoods as spatial units are themost commonly
used operationalization for neighborhoods. Thus, any study on neighborhoods can
automatically be understood as a spatial investigation (Spielman & Yoo, 2009, 1100).
When researchers study the context of social behavior, defined by neighborhood in-
fluences, technically they analyze the variation in neighborhood characteristics on a
particular outcome (i.e., social behavior or attitudes). These neighborhood charac-
teristics are part of neighborhoods located in space. Thus, neighborhoods as spatial
units impact the lives of people through their location in space and their associated
characteristics.
At the same time, administrative units which are used as neighborhoods in a lot
of multilevel studies do not necessarily predefine neighborhoods. Researchers have
to define neighborhoods according to their hypotheses, and ultimately not based on
what is convenient to use or is available. This effort involves searching for opera-
tionalizations of neighborhoods that represent relevant contexts of social behavior or
attitudes. Georeferenced survey data are particularly useful in this effort as they allow
to flexibly and dynamically model the kind of neighborhoods that are of interest.
Researchers hence use georeferenced survey data to either build ego-hood neigh-
borhoods or common exposure neighborhoods. Ego-hood neighborhoods are individ-
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ual neighborhoods for each survey respondent, for example, by drawing circular areas
around their location. Tolsma and van der Meer (2017) used such areas from 500 me-
ters up to 4000 meters to find gradual influences of ethnic neighborhood densities on
social trust for which building ego-hood neighborhoods provide a particularly flexible
method. Common exposure neighborhoods, on the other hand, may also be flexible
in size but can serve as neighborhoods for more than one survey respondent. Re-
searchers usually obtain them by defining borders between neighborhoods and then
locating survey respondents within the borders. Förster (2018) used them to compare
immigrant rates in small-scale 1 km2 neighborhoods and administrative districts with
regards to their effects on electoral turnouts. Nomatter which kind of neighborhoods
researchers choose depending on their research question, georeferenced survey data
suit both of these theoretical and methodological approaches.
Two general considerations help to decide between the two kinds of neighbor-
hoods. First, if theories specify interaction between people according to their mo-
tion in space, ego-hood neighborhoods may be preferable. Researchers can vary the
ego-hoods’ size and evaluate at which geographic scale predictions of the theory ap-
ply (Sluiter et al., 2015). Second, if theories make assumptions about how specific
characteristics of neighborhoods, such as policies, settlement structures, or general
infrastructure, affect all people in the neighborhood, common exposure neighbor-
hoods may be preferable. Researchers can test whether these characteristics affect
all people within these neighborhoods in the same way (Thorlindsson et al., 2012).
Thus, as mentioned, before researchers operationalize neighborhoods, starting with
the theory does help to decide at least between these two kinds of neighborhoods.
Overall, ego-hood or commonexposure neighborhoods are not necessarily distinct.
Researchers can combine them, for example, by varying geographic sizes of common
exposure neighborhoods. As georeferenced data are data that are relatable to other
data in space, the mere number of spatial methods (see Chapter 5.2) enable such flex-
ible approaches.
This flexibility, however, also comes with a price. Before researchers can apply
these methods to their research problem, other intermediate steps and considera-
tions are of high importance. They concern common issues in spatial research that
result from the mass of information in spatial data, which affects creating measure-
ment scales. The following section, in this regard, introduces the most prominent
issue, the Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP).
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3.2.2 The Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP)
TheModifiable AreaUnit Problem (MAUP) is one of themost common issues that con-
cerns the use of geographic data (Wu, 2007). It originates in the rationale that all areal
or spatial units are arbitrary: contents of geographic scales vary and are not neces-
sarily fixed. Depending on how researchers choose their spatial units for analysis,
the results of the analysis change. ”MAUP implies that results of statistical models in
which contextual information is used can be strongly affected by the level at which the
contextual data is aggregated” (Hillmert et al., 2017, 274), thus researchers cannot say
for sure what happens to their scale in case they choose ego-hoods of 500 meters or
1000 meters. The latter is not necessarily a coarsened version of the former. Because
of the MAUP, results of statistical models can differ severely and researchers have to
examine their results accordingly.
Moreover, the MAUP comprises two components: the Scale Effect and the Zoning
Effect (Spielman & Yoo, 2009; Wu, 2007). The Scale Effect is the variation of statistical
results when spatial units are aggregated into larger units. The Zoning Effect, on the
other hand, is the variation of statistical results that orginates in different methods
of aggregating the spatial units. Both components may affect the results of analyses
when geographic scales are varied.
Despite their conceptual difference, the impacts of the two components are simi-
lar. Regardless whether the scale of spatial units or their zoning is varied, it is unpre-
dictable at first how they affect the results, for example, of regression or correlation
coefficients. The coefficients may differ in size, in their accuracy or they even may
change direction (Spielman & Yoo, 2009, 1099). One prominent case for the latter are
immigrant rates in small neighborhoods in comparison to larger regions and their
influence on attitudes towards immigrants: while higher immigrant rates in larger re-
gions tend to influence attitudes positively, in small neighborhoods they affect them
negatively (Putnam, 2007). Solely by inspecting the data and their distribution, re-
searchers cannot estimate such differences of results.
Like the MAUP, other methodological challenges occur when using spatial data
(Bluemke et al., 2017, 312ff). This chapter cannot discuss each of them individually,
but one specific topic is exceptionally vital when researchers aim toworkwith individ-
ual data such as survey data. Namely, in cases in which researchers include data from
different geographic levels into one analysis, or in which they try to make statements
about one geographic level based on findings on the other geographic level, they have
to be cautious. The following section addresses this topic in more detail.
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3.2.3 Ecological Fallacies
The other prominent issue with spatial data is the risk of conducting ecological falla-
cies. They can occur when researchers unjustifiably transfer findings, gained on the
aggregated level, to the individual level (Bluemke et al., 2017, 317). Wu (2007) used the
example of illiteracy among foreign-born people in the US. Previous research on the
individual level revealed that illiteracy positively correlates with foreign citizenship.
On the aggregated level of states the correlation is the opposite: in regions with high
rates of foreign-born people, the mean level of illiteracy is unusually low. However,
the foreign-born people in these regions do not necessarily have to be literate them-
selves. This example shows that relationships between aggregated measures may not
be the same as the relationships between individual measures.
The risk of ecological fallacies may not lead to the notion that aggregated data
are inadequate to use. Wu (2007) stated misguided conceptions about the link
between individual-level data and aggregated data, for instance, the assessment
that ”individual-level models are always better specified and more accurate than
aggregated-level models, aggregate-level relationships are always intended as substi-
tutes of individual-level relationships, and aggregate-level variables [have] no rele-
vance to causal relationships and mechanistic explanations of individual-level activi-
ties” (Wu, 2007, 122f). Among others, variables on the aggregated level can be direct
causes of individual-level processes, for example, in regards to public health issues
and the spreading of diseases. It depends on the research question whether the ag-
gregated measures correspond to the intentions of the researchers.
In the context of georeferenced survey data, researchers have to be aware that
geospatial data on a small scale may represent other information than geospatial data
on a higher and aggregated geographic scale. However, researchers may even in-
tend to use this difference in their research. Förster (2018), for example, explicitly
compared immigrant rates on the small neighborhood level with immigrant rates on
the administrative district level. After including all these levels in one analysis, only
individual-level variables remained to be statistically significant, although, as Spiel-
man and Yoo (2009, 1102) noted, model fit may not be one of the best tools to compare
models of different geographic scales. As data of different geographic scales can vary
with regards to their meaning, researchers do well to refer to the theory when analyz-
ing them.
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3.2.4 Used Data
The data of studies investigating neighborhood effects are diverse because they differ
with regards to their geographic scale and their actual content. This variety of data
leads to a huge set of applications which, moreover, differ between countries because
of unlike spatial data landscapes. Not in all countries access to geospatial data is con-
venient and straightforward; Germany, for example, is a country with a fragmented
geospatial data landscape (Schweers et al., 2016). Multiple authorities hold data on the
same topic but in different access categories and also in different geographic struc-
tures (see Chapter 4.1). Researchers who aim to use these data for their studies have
to request, prepare, harmonize, and in consequence restructure these data.
Differences in geographic scales betweenmultiple data sources often are also a con-
sequence of disparate data availability. Not all interesting geospatial data for the use
with georeferenced survey data are available on the intended geographic level; re-
searchers have to deal with the available data. For example, researchers may want to
study the neighborhood effects of unemployment rates on mental health, but these
data are only accessible on the municipality level in Germany.15 If they still want to
conduct their research, theymayhave to adjust their hypotheses or be cautious in their
interpretation of the results (see preceding section). Other data may indeed be avail-
able on neighborhood levels of 1 km2 grid cells, such as the German Census 2011 data.
From a candid standpoint, it may not be clear why the one data source is available on
this small spatial scale and the other is not.
Diversity with regards to the content of geospatial data also occurs as the geo-
sciences are a multidisciplinary field of research, alike the social sciences. Combin-
ing data from both disciplines introduces permutation that increases with each sub-
discipline that gets involved. For example, geospatial data exist for traditional disci-
plines such as agriculture or the geography of landscapes (Plant, 2012, 9ff). There are
social science data for a variety of social science disciplines, including health, edu-
cation, or attitudes research. The number of possible combinations among them are
extensive.
The data of the presented research examples in Chapter 3.1 often stem from the
non-German context. Thus, issues of data availability may differ between the coun-
tries where the research was conducted. In Germany, for example, there is only a
small amount of georeferenced survey data (see Chapter 4.1.2) which leads to a lack
of a methodological institutionalization as only few researchers use them. Hence,
another objective of this book is to present possible methods and applications to con-
15 https://www.regionalstatistik.de/genesis/online
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tribute to the dissemination of such data.
Lastly, not all examples presented in the chapter at hand use georeferenced sur-
vey data. Some of the applications also exploited data from other sources, such as a
neighborhood complaints call databases (Legewie & Schaeffer, 2016). These applica-
tions still illustrate the particular use of small-scale spatial data for social research as,
in principle, such data could also be combined with survey data.
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4 Challenges of Using Georeferenced Survey Data
This chapter is about the challenges of using georeferenced survey data. By reference
to research using georeferenced data, the previous chapter exemplified that current
applications lack common standards because of theoretical as well as methodologi-
cal differences in operationalizing space and neighborhoods. Some of these missing
standards indeedmay be explained by still existing challenges of using georeferenced
survey data. Each of these challenges—data availability, technical procedures, data
protection, and privacy—hinder research from a more widespread fraction of the so-
cial science community. As long as these issues of using georeferenced survey data
persist, research will lack common standards. To navigate these challenges, the fol-
lowing discusses themmore specifically.16
4.1 Data Availability
Before social scientists can conduct research with georeferenced survey data, they
need access to the data. One of the most important prerequisites is data availabil-
ity. Moreover, as spatial linking (see Chapter 2.5 and 5.2) requires access to even two
data sources, this prerequisite is twofold: it concerns the geospatial data landscape
(Schweers et al., 2016), and the data landscape of georeferenced survey data.
The empirical applications in Chapter 6-8 use data from Germany, both for the
geospatial data and the georeferenced survey data. Most of the remarks below, there-
fore, apply to the situation in Germany.17 At the same time, the German context may
also be a useful example because it depicts a rather extreme case for data availability
16 In Müller∗ (2019), I provided an even more in-depth analysis of the challenges of georef-
erenced survey data and its implications for research data management. Specifically, the
challenges of applying technical procedures and data protection legislation described here
(Chapter 4.2 and 4.3) are also part of Müller∗ (2019) which targets a more general audience
interested in research data management issues with regards to georeferenced survey data.
17 Furthermore, this book concentrates on the data landscape for geospatial data from pub-
lic authorities. These data have the advantage that authorities collect them according to
standards which results in open and, in principle, reproducible data. Whereas commercial
providers of geospatial data offer interesting geospatial data as well, their compilation of
data is part of a business secret. Indeed, providers such as microm (www.microm.de) in
Germany corroborate their data with other open data sources such as data from the Ger-
man Socio-economic Panel (Goebel, Spieß, Witte, & Gerstenberg, 2014), yet the black-box
principle of data generation remains. For convenience, and because the empirical appli-
cations in this book use publicly available geospatial data, the following discusses the data
landscape for geospatial data from public authorities in Germany.
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due to strict legislation for data protection and privacy. Germany is also an appropri-
ate example because the administrative structure of the Federal Republic leads to a
fragmented data landscape. Thus, while in detail the situation in other countries may
involve other challenges, two important challenges of availability are already covered
by the German case.
4.1.1 Geospatial Data
The geospatial data landscape in Germany is a prime example of how federal public
structures affect research. Along with the general Federal Statistical Office of Ger-
many, destatis, almost all federal states host their own statistical office (in sum 14
of 16 federal states; Hamburg and Schleswig-Holstein as well as Berlin and Branden-
burg each share one office). Since a ”comprehensive supply of spatial data exists
only for those policy domains where local governments are required to deliver data
to the national federal office” (Schweers et al., 2016, 108), it is sometimes difficult to
receive data for the whole extent of Germany in a standardized spatiotemporal struc-
ture. Geospatial data either are available for a subset of municipalities or regions, or
they contain timemismatches. In any case, the geospatial data landscape in Germany
is fragmented, and researchers have to navigate these issues by requesting data at dif-
ferent authorities and agencies.
Furthermore, this missing or decentralized supply of data also applies to data col-
lections that public authorities collected according to European regulations. Thus,
even EU obligations to collect data do not guarantee access to the data. Some of the
data that the applications in this book use can serve as examples for both poles of data
availability. While the German Census 2011 data are available for the whole extent of
Germany at a central access point on the internet, the environmental noise data exist
as an incomplete and non-harmonized data dump in the EIONET Central Data Reposi-
tory. Consequently, the German Census data are farmore accessible for research than
the environmental noise data.
Even so, one should note that these circumstances are not the result of missing
responsibilities or bad intentions. As for the examples of the German Census and the
environmental noise data, their corresponding EU regulation and directive were just
implemented differently in German law. The census data aim to serve as comparative
data for the whole EU; the environmental noise data aim to serve as data to develop
noise reduction plans for municipalities in the EU. The motives for providing access
to harmonized data for the whole extent of the countries were just different.
By all means, getting access to harmonized geospatial data in Germany can merely
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be answered on a case-by-case basis. Müller∗ et al. (2017) presented a list of compre-
hensive geospatial data collections in Germany which can be found in the appendix
of the publication. However, this list is prone to change, either because data sources
disappear, or because new ones appear. Effectively, the latter case may be even more
realistic as new regulations on the EU level, specifically the directive ”Infrastructure
for Spatial Information in Europe” (INSPIRE), obligemore andmore authorities to up-
load their data to a central portal at the internet.18 To date, a fragmented but changing
geospatial data landscape remains challenging for researchers.
4.1.2 Georeferenced Survey Data
It is difficult to evaluate the data landscape of georeferenced survey data in Germany
exactly like the geospatial data landscape. At first, all georeferenced survey data are
primarily survey data. For searching and accessing them, researchers can use well-
established data catalogs or searchmachines, giving them access to a rich and diverse
universe of surveys from which many can be downloaded directly. Relating to infor-
mation on georeferencing, research and even access is not that straightforward. For
example, documentation of the data can leave uncertainty with regards to the details
of a survey, e.g., the geographic scale of spatial units. Strict regulations can also limit
access because of data protection (see Chapter 4.3). Either way, social science survey
researchers who aim to use georeferenced survey data, face a less transparent data
landscape than in comparison to the regular survey data landscape.
Thismuch is certain: the demand for georeferenced survey data aswell as the num-
ber of applications using them have increased in the last years (Bluemke et al., 2017;
Schweers et al., 2016). Some social science researchdata centers provide access to geo-
referenced survey data already for a long time. One prominent example is the data of
the German Socio-economic Panel (SOEP) which offers geo-coordinates of panel re-
spondents’ addresses starting with the year 2000 (Goebel, 2017). Other examples are
data from the German Family Panel pairfam (Schmiedeberg, 2015), the National Ed-
ucational Panel Study19 (NEPS), or data from the GGSS (Klinger, 2018). Given the al-
ready available georeferenced survey data in Germany, it cannot be inferred that no
data exist.
Still, access to these data is not yet standardized. This missing standardization con-
cerns the mode of how and where researchers can find georeferenced survey data,
and it also concerns detailed instructions about the available information. Whereas
18 http://inspire-geoportal.ec.europa.eu
19 https://www.neps-data.de/de-de/datenzentrum/datenzugang/sensibleinformationen.aspx
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some surveys are transparent relating to, e.g., the geospatial units researchers can
use at research data centers’ facilities (Goebel, 2017), others solely prepare data on
request (Schmiedeberg, 2015, 3). For researchers, searching and accessing georefer-
enced survey data involves addressing plenty of people at the research data centers
that, in principle, hold these data.
It may be argued that these issues of data availability are partly a cause of the chal-
lenges which the next two sections describe: using georeferenced data in social sci-
ences survey research involves commitment in the sense that researchers must learn
new methods and new techniques, or at least that they have to gather external exper-
tise. Moreover, it concerns the challenges of data protection and the privacy of survey
respondents. Partly, these challenges will remain prevalent in Germany, but they also
lack standards which are a prerequisite for a broader data availability.
4.2 Technical Procedures
4.2.1 Geocoding
As described earlier in Chapter 2.2, georeferencing survey data requires geocoding of
survey respondents’ locations. Geocoding is themethod of converting indirect spatial
references such as the respondents’ housing addresses into geo-coordinates. For this
purpose, there are geocoding services that access databases with address informa-
tion and the corresponding geo-coordinates. Accordingly, they convert this informa-
tion vice versa (Zandbergen, 2014, 2). Geocoding is a reasonably automated procedure
which facilitates the conversion of thousands of addresses into geo-coordinates.
Running these geocoding services as an own technological infrastructure, however,
is demanding and requires up to date address and geo-coordinate databases. The ac-
tual geocoding, therefore, seldom takes place locally on research projects’ computers.
Instead, projects rely on the expertise of third-party providers of geocoding services
such as Google, Bing, or the German Federal Agency for Cartography and Geodesy
(BKG). These geocoding services differ in the quality of the geocoded addresses, but
more so in privacy implications which Chapter 4.3 will discuss.
By and large, geocoding is one of the first and most essential prerequisites to cre-
ate georeferenced survey data. Geo-coordinates are necessary to identify survey re-
spondents’ locations to link these locations to other geospatial information. Without
geo-coordinates, researchers cannot relate locations to each other and have to rely on
more traditional methods of data linking, e.g., with common identifiers (see Chapter
5.1 formore details). Geocoding concerns primarily the challenges of data protection,
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but applying themethod of geocoding through ready-made services is not complicated
(Müller∗ et al., 2017).
In order to manage data with geo-coordinates and to perform spatial linking, re-
searchers have to work with specialized software: Geographic Information Systems
(GIS). While Chapter 2.1 already introduced them, the next section discusses their
technical and organizational prerequisites.
4.2.2 Using GIS Procedures
GIS is a tool to manage, analyze and graphically display georeferenced data (Bluemke
et al., 2017). Some of the available GIS software and service providers belong to the
commercial sector, e.g., the software ArcGIS of the company ESRI (ESRI, 2015). Mean-
while, the open source softwareQGIS (QGISDevelopment Team, 2019) is a free alterna-
tive for projects with smaller fundings. For researchers in the social sciences, also the
use of the statistical software R (R Core Team, 2019) may be interesting (Müller∗ et al.,
2017). Given these commercial and open source GIS tools, the collection of available
GIS tools is already extensive.
At the same time, usingGISprocedureswithin the software is complex. Researchers
have to learn how they can apply the procedures to their spatial linking and data anal-
ysis problem (Meyer & Bruderer Enzler, 2013, 319). Furthermore, as Chapter 2.5 sig-
nifies and as Chapter 5.2 illustrates in more detail, the amount of available methods
of spatial linking is tremendous. Even if researchers use spatial linking services from
third-party providers, they, at least, need training in the principles of these methods
to identify differences between them. The empirical applications in this book (Chap-
ter 6-8) may serve as an adequate example of why it is worthwhile to look at the results
of spatial linking—depending on the applied methods, the results and their interpre-
tation differ severely. Conducting research with georeferenced survey data remains
an interdisciplinary undertaking that requires learning the ropes of GIS procedures.
One last issue concerning the application of GIS procedures is their computational
demand. Geospatial data can be rather large in file size—they can reach gigabyte file
sizes, depending on the actual dataset. Furthermore, processing and analyzing these
data requires a decent central processing unit (CPU) and enough main memory. Re-
searchers aiming to use georeferenced data have to expect an increased demand for
computing power.
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4.3 Data Protection and Privacy
Using small-scale georeferenced survey data requires paying attention to the com-
plex of data protection and data privacy. Georeferenced survey data are sensitive data
as explicit spatial references increase the risk of re-identifying anonymized survey
respondents. Moreover, re-identifying can occur during the processing of georefer-
enced survey data but also during the production of statistical results from analyses.
Thus, in all phases of research and datamanagement, such as storing, geocoding, spa-
tial linking and analyzing of the data, researchers work with sensitive data.
Indeed, even ordinary survey data may incorporate sensitive information. Explicit
spatial references can intensify this problem because information about locations
makes creating unique observations in a dataset more probable. Unique observations
are people who are candidates for a re-identification. Moreover, the smaller the lo-
cations are, the fewer people live in these areas, which intensifies the problem even
more. For example, a lawyer with seven children who lives in a known city district is
easier to identify than a lawyer from whom only the country of residence is known.
Because of explicit spatial references, georeferenced survey data are generally more
sensitive.
The complex of data protection and privacy can be divided into two separated
parts. The first part is the legal perspective on data protection which regulates how
researchers have to manage these sensitive data. The second part is the perspective
on the already mentioned re-identification risk and its effect on data quality. The fol-
lowing discusses both parts separately.
4.3.1 Legal Regulations and Spatial Linking Workflow
Most importantly, storing personal information such as addresses and geo-
coordinates in the same place as the actual survey results is not allowed in Ger-
many, according to data protection legislation.20 In common survey projects, address
20 On May 25, 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union
and its German implementation, the ”Law for Adaptation of Data Protection to the Regula-
tion of the European Union” (DSAnpUG-EU, own translation) came into force. In this law,
one paragraph states that personal information such as addresses and other information
are allowed to be combined as long as the research and the statistical purpose require it
(DSAnpUG-EU § 27 Abs.3). Thus, in some circumstances, researchers might interpret spa-
tial linking as such a research and statistical purpose. In the former law, however, this
paragraph was already included in the same wording. Moreover, still, research projects
established the more conservative approach to strictly separate personal information and
other information. Because of that, the following presents an approach that makes spatial
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and survey information are stored in separate files or even in separate locations and
can only be matched by an ID correspondence table. However, to spatially link the
data—survey data and geospatial data—an indirect correspondence between the geo-
coordinates and the survey data must be established. This correspondence is neces-
sary to add information from geospatial data, e.g., dB(A) values from road traffic noise
data, as attributes to the survey data using geo-coordinates. To be able to achieve this
correspondence without violating the data protection legislation, researchers have to
apply organizational barriers during the linking procedure.
Figure 4.1 displays how the organization of such a spatial linking procedure may
look by extending Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2.3. At no time, survey information and ad-
dress information are stored together. Instead, even separate storage locations hold
the individual data collections: computer/server A stores the survey data; comput-
er/server B stores the address information. Another feature is the use of a third storage
point, computer/server C which stores a correspondence table that establishes a cor-
respondence between differing identifiers stored in computer A and B. The geospatial
data, on the other hand, can be stored anywhere as is signified by an asterisk.
Up to the point of linking geoinformation and survey information, processing of
the data is straightforward. Using the standard tools such as R or QGIS, researchers
can even spatially link the geocoded address data with the geospatial data. However,
during the following steps, researchers have to apply to specific procedures andmake
a decision of how to deal with the geo-coordinates:
First, before linking the newly added geospatial information and the actual sur-
vey data, it should be considered to delete the geo-coordinates in the data. This step
prevents a direct re-identification of survey respondents through direct spatial refer-
ences. Also, relating to legal compliance, personal information and survey informa-
tion are thus not combined.
Second, coarsening of the geo-coordinates may present an alternative to deleting
the geo-coordinates. Aggregating the geo-coordinates to higher spatial units, e.g., city
districts, reduces the issue of sensitivity of the data. At the same time, this guarantees
the statistical control of spatial dependencies in later analyses (see Chapter 5.3) and
supports ex-post adding of geoinformation based on these spatial units. Lastly, with
regards to legal compliance, coarsened geo-coordinates no longer constitute personal
information.
Besides the general organizational challenge of applying the whole workflow,
geocoding may impose an issue even before the spatial linking. Geocoding services
linking possible even under such strict arrangements.
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Figure 4.1: Organization of Spatial Linking Respecting Data Protection (extended)
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manage data not locally on researchers’ working computer. Instead, they offer the
possibility to access geo-coordinates over web services for address data (Zandbergen,
2014, 2). Users of these services, for instance, upload address tables from survey re-
spondents to the web service. After completing the conversion, they download them
again, enriched with geo-coordinates. What makes geocoding services problematic
is that using them implies sending personal information, which is the survey respon-
dents’ addresses, through the internet.
However, the technical implementation of the geocoding services varies. Commer-
cial providers of these services, such as Google, might store requests for their ser-
vices, containing the addresses of survey respondents. As such, relying on commer-
cial providers may also impose the risk of non-compliance to data protection legisla-
tion. In contrast, public providers such as theGermanFederal Agency forCartography
andGeodesy (BKG) process requests on the fly and do not store them. Thus, they reach
compliance with data protection legislation. Unfortunately, research projects at uni-
versities which are not funded by the federal state in Germany cannot necessarily use
this service.21 Researchers have to weigh up the different geocoding service providers
against one another and negotiate the conditions with them to follow data protection
legislation.
Even after finding geocoding services that do not store the requests permanently,
e.g., by signing contracts, caution concerning their use is advised. Addresses alone
may not depict personal data, but in combination with other information, addresses
may help to draw further inferences about survey respondents’ identity. This infor-
mationmay bemeta information, such as a survey’s project title in the filename of the
address list sent to the geocoding service, or a correspondencebetween the rowsof the
address list and the response number in the survey. Furthermore, IP addresses may
deliver information about the researcher’s location to the geocoding service, which
can provide knowledge about the specific research project. To sum up, researchers
have to pay attention to many details when managing geo-referenced survey data.
4.3.2 Re-Identification Risk and Data Quality
The second part of data protection and data privacy concerns the enrichment of sur-
vey data with new information. Locating people in space on a small scale increases
21 An alternative would be to build an own geocoding service. For this purpose, for example,
data from the free map project OpenStreetMap is useful, but curating these services is dif-
ficult. Also, geocoding based on exact addresses containing house numbers is not always
possible since not for all addresses house numbers are available.
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the risk of re-identifying survey respondents. As the number of respondents in sur-
veys decreases with decreasing sizes of spatial units, it is easier to identify individual
people with specific characteristics. Knowing survey respondents’ locations in com-
bination with their survey answers may disclose more information on their identity
as intended.
Moreover, irrespective of specific locations, the locations’ attributes can also pro-
duce unique observations in the data. For example, the exact number of unemploy-
ment rates or the amount of air pollution in a specific neighborhood can reveal its
location, even if the name or identifier of the neighborhood is unknown. In combi-
nation with other information, such as basic sociodemographic characteristics, infer-
ences about single persons in the corresponding survey data may become probable.
Thus, the information on locations alone carries the risk of re-identifying survey re-
spondents.
If both data sources, survey data and geospatial data, are machine-actionable, this
risk even increases. Not the insider knowledge of people who gather additional in-
formation about neighborhoods can provide additional attack vectors, but the data
themselves can be systematically searched and processed by potential attackers. The
freely accessible geospatial data which are used for spatial linking purposes of sur-
vey data can be accessed by anyone. Researchers can lose control over this process,
such thatmachine-actionable and free data produce another hazard for re-identifying
survey respondents.
In order to decrease this risk of re-identifying survey respondents, different meth-
ods are discussed. Generally, these are methods that either veil or coarsen geo-
coordinates to wipe out unique cases in data. In the first group of methods, permu-
tation procedures are applied (Kroll & Schnell, 2016; Zandbergen, 2014) which aim to
prevent any reference to the original geo-coordinates. In the second group, aggrega-
tion procedures are used to assess the risk of re-identifying people in spatial units,
such as municipalities or zip code areas (Blatt, 2012; El Emam, 2006). The applica-
tion of both methods is complex, depending on the structure and the content of the
geospatial information, they differ severely. For this reason, theywill not be discussed
in more detail.
To summarize this section, at any time during research with georeferenced survey
data, data protection and data privacy are essential. Starting from geocoding and spa-
tial linking to the analysis of georeferenced survey data, researchers have to protect
sensitive information. Because of sensitivity, providers which offer these data for sec-
ondary use in Germany, such as SOEP, NEPS or pairfam solely give access to their data
in on-site working environments. The same holds for the data in this book which are
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available at the GESIS Secure Data Center in Cologne, Germany. Controlling the input
and output of data in these environments minimizes the risk of re-identifying survey
respondents and allows their use to a broader research audience.
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5 Linking Spatial Information to Georeferenced Survey
Data
Thus far, the previous chapters prepared the terminology and landscape for spatial
analysis in the social sciences. The following chapter presents how spatial methods
can help to gather new information from geospatial data for georeferenced survey
data, and how these combined data can be analyzed. This chapter introduces the
methods that are deployed in the empirical applications of Chapter 6-8.
5.1 Difference to Other Approaches of Data Linking
Data linking means to combine or establish a correspondence between two or more
distinct data sources. Common identifiers or structural similarities of the data sources
enable the linking so that researchers can draw on one single file for their analysis.
This approach allows to either add new attributes or to add new observations to exist-
ing survey data. Data linking in the social sciences consequently subsumes a family
of methods to enrich existing survey data.22
As a common approach, researchers use data linking methods to add attributes of
a broader geographic context to their data. If they have access to identifiers such as
municipality codes, they can use external data sources from statistical offices to link
them with their survey data column-wise based on common identifiers (Hillmert et
al., 2017, 272). The idea is to provide auxiliary explanatory variables to the data and to
test theories on the broader geographic context of social behavior or attitudes.
Alternatively, researchers use data linking methods to add new observations from
other surveys to their data. For this approach, they use sets of harmonized variables
between these two data sources (Zhang, 2012, 51). If the two data sources are struc-
turally equal, they can be linked by merely combining them row-wise. The idea is to
22 In other scientific disciplines, the term data linking can also mean to link two data sources
on an ontological level. The two data sources then are not linked physically. Instead, corre-
spondence is established by finding common identifiable information (Hallo, Luján-Mora,
Maté, & Trujillo, 2016). Use cases comprise, for example, finding cited data sources in a re-
search publication and then connect both, the data and the publication, ontologically based
on this identifiable information (Bensmann, Zapilko, & Mayr, 2017). On the long run, by
connecting different sources, a network of publications and data evolves that can be ana-
lyzed with regards to the citing practice of researchers. This book, however, leaves aside
this understanding of data linking. The empirical social sciences generally use data linking
to enrich their social sciences data with auxiliary information for their analyses.
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increase sample sizes for analyses and gain more reliable statistical results.
Figure 5.1 displays these two approaches. Column-wise linking combines the two
data sources A and B by using common identifiers. Row-wise linking combines the
two data source by establishing structural equivalence through harmonizing A and
B. Also, using more than two data sources, or even mixing the approaches with at
least three data sources, is possible. For instance, researchers could combine two
data sources and subsequently add attributes from a database of the statistical offices
based on some common identifiers, such as municipality codes. Linking data sources
column-wise and row-wise opens up plenty of possibilities for research.
Figure 5.1: Column-Wise and Row-Wise Linking of Additional Data to Existing Survey
Data
Another specific case of these data linking efforts is record linkage. Thismethod aims
to link data from different data sources that contain individual data, i.e., data from
single persons which were collected separately and for different purposes. Promi-
nent applications are the linking of medical records to create a better understanding
of the development of diseases (Taylor, Irvine, Iannotti, Harchak, & Lim, 2014). Such
studies address statisticalmethods to combine the data, for example, either by finding
deterministic or probabilistic links between them (X. Li & Shen, 2013, 33ff). However,
legal provisions and survey response issues complicate record linkage with regards to
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the consent of respondents (Sakshaug, Couper, Ofstedal, & Weir, 2012). Accordingly,
record linkage involves extra challenges regarding the statistical and organizational
methods of linking compared to the above presented classic approaches of data link-
ing.
How does spatial linking fit into these data linking approaches? Spatial linking be-
longs to the column-wise approach of data linking. Its goal is similar—adding new
attributes to data—, but the linking does not require common identifiers. Instead, in
this case, geo-coordinates make it possible to project both data sources into a joined
geographic coordinate space. The projection, in turn, establishes a geographic rela-
tionship between each of the geo-coordinates. As such, spatial linking does not re-
quire linking two data sources one-to-one based on strict identifiers, and is a more
flexible version of column-wise linking.
Thus, relating twodata sourceswith spatial linking is evenpossible for observations
that are far apart. Geo-coordinates can be used, for example, to calculate geographic
distances between relevant points of the twodata sources. These geographic distances
may be relevant information on their own but evenmore so for advanced calculations
such as summary statistics or other descriptive statistics. Finding common identifiers
is not necessary for spatial linking—drawing on geo-coordinates that are part of the
same CRS is sufficient.
5.2 Types of Spatial Linking
Combining spatial information from different sources through spatial linking com-
prises a set of highly standardized GIS techniques. What is similar between the dif-
ferent techniques is that most of themmake use of topological models. These models
ensure that any calculation or transformation of the data preserves the association be-
tween separate objects or observations in the data (Zhong, Jing, Chen, &Wu, 2004). In
consequence, no matter which technique of spatial linking is chosen, the geographic
associations between geometries remain to be intact. Calculating measures based on
geographic distances, for example, is not different comparing a radius of 100 meters
and another of 1000meters. The base of any spatial linking technique does not change
when changing the parameters of the calculation.
Some of the spatial linking techniques in this section refer to the Dimensionally Ex-
tended Nine-Intersection Model (DE-9IM) (Strobl, 2017). The DE-9IM is a topological
model for vector data to establish spatial relationships between two datasets and is
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incorporated in widely used GIS standards, such as the ISO 1912523 or the standards
of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) (Percivall, 2016). This topological model is
also known as the Simple Features Interface Specification or briefly Simple Features. GIS
software, moreover, such as QGIS24 or R25, rely on this standard for some of their spa-
tial linking methods. Accordingly, the DE-9IM model also provides an adequate tool
for social science researchers who aim to conduct spatial linking methods on georef-
erenced survey data.
The DE-9IM contains methods to identify intersections between two spatial vector
geometries. Definitions of boundaries between them, as well as interiors and exteri-
ors of objects, enable a Boolean logic in the form of a three× threematrix—hence, the
name nine-Intersection Model. Furthermore, this model enables exploiting topolog-
ical predicates to specify the character of intersections. For example, the predicates
can specify whether one spatial object contains another spatial object or whether they
cross each other. Thus, the DE-9IM inherits an extensive range of applications for an
extensive range of research questions.
Moreover, specifying intersections by using topological predicates is possible along
different vector geometries, such as polygons or lines. Georeferenced survey data
based on the respondents’ addresses, however, contain point data of respondents’ lo-
cations. For example, intersections between these points and polygons may be of in-
terest, whereas intersections between polygons and and polygons are not. Because
social science survey researchers cannot use all of the DE-9IM procedures, the fol-
lowing sections exemplify a specific collection of spatial linking methods which the
empirical applications in Chapter 6-8 exploit.
These spatial linking methods also contain methods to combine point data with
raster data that are not part of the DE-9IMmodel. Raster data comprise evenly shaped
raster cells for a specific geographic area. Methods for calculating spatial relation-
ships or other statistics make use of this plain data structure by applying matrix oper-
ations for descriptive statistics. All raster cells have the same geographic extent, and
they solely differ in their corresponding attribute value. Accordingly, these spatial
linking methods with raster data are based on mathematical calculations using two-
dimensional data matrices with corresponding attribute values and not topological
models.
23 https://www.iso.org/standard/40114.html
24 https://docs.qgis.org/testing/en/docs/pyqgis_developer_cookbook/geometry.html
25 https://www.r-consortium.org/blog/2017/01/03/simple-features-now-on-cran
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5.2.1 Linking by Location
The simplest method of spatial linking is linking by location, a method that links two
data sources one-to-one. It transfers a value at a specific location of one data source
to the other data source at the corresponding location. Comparable to linking ap-
proaches with common identifiers, the transferred values are the same in both data
sources. Moreover, what is different from linkingwith common identifiers such as zip
or municipality codes is that, in practice, spatial linking by location also works on a
smaller geographic scale. Geo-coordinates replace the search for harmonized identi-
fiers, and as long as theymatch, spatial linking of two data sources is straightforward.
Data Sources: German Environmental Agency / EIONET Central Data Repository (2016) and
OpenStreetMap / GEOFABRIK (2018)
Figure 5.2: Spatial Linking by Location with Road Traffic Noise Data
Figure 5.2 displays this method of spatial linking at the example of road traffic noise.
Themap projects the fictional geo-coordinates of a respondent in the same coordinate
space as road traffic noise data. Spatial linking by location allows assigning the dB(A)
value of the road traffic noise to the survey respondent’s location. After applying the
data protection arrangements, described in Chapter 4.3, the results of this method of
spatial linking are extra variables in the survey data that depict the dB(A) values mea-
sured at the respondent’s locations. Another example of spatial linking by location is
the rate of immigrants in Figure 5.3. The method transfers the percentage of immi-
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grants in 1 km2 raster cells to the respondent’s location which happens to fall into the
corresponding raster cell. As a result, the survey data comprise one extra variable that
depicts the immigrant rate at the corresponding location.
Data Source: Statistical Offices of the Federation and the Länder (2016)
Figure 5.3: Spatial Linking by Location with Immigrant Rates Data
This method of spatial linking yet is prone to inaccuracy errors for the following rea-
sons:
First, geospatial data can be inaccurate through measurement errors or missing
data (Henry & Boscoe, 2008). While this may not pose a problem for statistical models
based on the geospatial data as such, the transferred values, as part of the survey data,
are nothing but a subset of the geospatial data values. Thus, there may not be enough
data points to compensate for measurement errors.
Second, inaccuracies can occur because of the geographic scale of the geospatial
data. If their values are a product of aggregating data from a smaller spatial unit to a
higher spatial unit, the variance on the original scale is reduced (Bluemke et al., 2017,
315). A useful example is the German Census 2011 data as the raster cell values are
mean values within a sizable geographic area of 1 km2. All the variance within these
areas is assumed to be zero.
Third, also the geo-coordinates of the survey respondents’ locations can be inaccu-
rate. Depending on the service, geocoding of addresses often results in centroid geo-
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coordinates of the building at the corresponding address. However, measurements
of road traffic noise, for example, stop at buildings’ facades. Spatial linking by loca-
tion assigns a value of zero to the respondents, although it is unrealistic to assume
that respondents cannot hear any noise in the building. Another example concerns
respondents who live at the border of two census 1 km2 raster cells—which one has
the higher influence on the respondents? Accordingly, researchers have to consider
potential biases when they interpret the results of spatial linking by location.
Lastly, on a different note, it may not be appropriate to concentrate on single loca-
tion values for specific research questions. While actual noise measured at respon-
dents’ buildings may be a determinant of health (Babisch et al., 2014), its associated
factors such as odor or vibrations influence people’s well-being as well (Oiamo et al.,
2015). Measures of surrounding noise sources can also be of interest because they af-
fect people through these associated factors. In these cases, not the noise pressure
level in dB(A) has an effect, as it is too far away, but the odor or vibrations. Likewise,
not merely the social context within 1 km2 grid cells is relevant for people. They com-
mute to work, they shop in city centers, and they make visits to other people. Accord-
ingly, what people experience in these locations affects them as well. Using spatial
linking by location cannot answer complex questions on social behavior and attitudes
that involve different characteristics of space or movement in space.
Georeferenced data enable more methods of spatial linking by projecting data in
a joined coordinate space. Projection allows relating different observations, not just
one-to-one but also through proximity. The following section presents methods that
exceed spatial linking by location.
5.2.2 Buffers
Acommonly usedmethod of spatial linking is to build buffers as the empirical applica-
tion in Chapter 8 demonstrates. Buffers are circular areas around certain geometries
that can vary in size (De Smith, Goodchild, & Longley, 2018). They are used to calcu-
late descriptive statistics of the area around each corresponding point. Information
of surrounding spatial objects is combined to calculate, e.g., mean values, maximum
values, or standard deviations. As the size of the buffers can be varied, they provide a
flexible tool to assess growing or shrinking influences of surrounding neighborhoods
(Sluiter et al., 2015; Tolsma & van der Meer, 2017).
Buffering is oftenused to combine spatial points data—i.e., survey respondents’ geo-
coordinates—with raster data. All raster cells that fall into a buffer form the basis to
calculate the corresponding descriptive statistics. Moreover, they are not weighted,
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neither by the geographic distance to the geo-coordinate nor by the area that they
extend. Buffer calculationmakes use of a relatively plain data structure, whichmakes
them easy to deploy on rather large datasets.
Data Source: Leibniz Institute of Ecological Urban and Regional Development (2018)
Figure 5.4: Spatial Linking by Buffers with Soil Sealing Data
Figure 5.4 displays the calculation of buffers at the example of soil sealing. Circular
areas of 500 meters and 1000 meters around a specific geo-coordinate are defined. All
raster cells that fall in the corresponding circle are used to calculate the matching
statistics. In evenly distributed areas which have low levels of spatial clustering, the
size of the actual buffers does not make a difference. If the aimed attribute, however,
is unevenly distributed, different sizes of buffers canmake a considerable difference.
Soil sealing in high population density areas, for example, is more evenly distributed
and has low levels of spatial clustering.
Using buffers enables researchers to incorporate information from surrounding ar-
eas andnot just the specific locationof a survey respondent. Thismethod is interesting
because it is unrealistic that solely direct neighborhood attributes influence the atti-
tudes and the behavior of people—the action radius of people is bigger. Furthermore,
researchers can vary the sizes of the surrounding areas. Sluiter et al. (2015) varied the
sizes of buffers to find the most influential size of neighborhoods regarding ethnic di-
versity and its effect on social trust. While researchers have to be cautious to assess
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neighborhood effects not exclusively based on model fit (Spielman & Yoo, 2009), this
exemplifies the flexibility of buffering methods. They allow testing different compet-
ing hypotheses on neighborhood influences on people’s behavior and attitudes.
Again, two ideas should be considered with regards to the use of buffers: First,
buffers operationalize neighborhoods as circularly formedego-hoods. Natural bound-
aries, such as rivers, cut these circular areas off the surrounding territories and make
it hard to overcome them physically. In cases where buffer areas depict areas of social
interaction within a neighborhood, large streets can obstruct interaction. For these
reasons, it is questionable whether people perceive their neighborhoods as being cir-
cular. Characteristics of the physical environment of people could introduce uncer-
tainty in the measurement of buffers.
Second, buffers entail information on surrounding areas of a focal point. Some
hypotheses in social science research though also involve assumptions about the as-
sociations between neighborhoods. These relationships occur on an aggregate-level,
yet they also affect people on the individual level. Legewie and Schaeffer (2016), for
example, showed that contested boundaries of ethnicity between neighborhoods in-
creased people’s complaints about neighborhood behavior. Thus, the constellation of
neighborhoods in a network of related neighborhoods influenced people’s behavior.
Accordingly, researchers cannot use buffers alone to operationalize complex relation-
ships between neighborhoods or ego-hoods.
The first consideration is challenging to address. It requires complicated GIS pro-
cedures to filter for natural boundaries and to compute conditional buffers based on
these constraints. Even then, it remains difficult to assume that the same type of
boundary affects different persons in the same way. Seniors, for instance, may have
a harder time to get from one point within a buffer to another, while younger people
may not. At the same time, it still can be argued that buffers depict at least a useful
approximation of neighborhoods that are worthwhile to inspect. Researchers should
merely remain cautiouswith regards to the issues of natural boundaries or differences
in the perception of neighborhoods when interpreting the actual results of statistical
analyses.
In order to address the second consideration, other spatial linking procedures are
available. They allow to weigh neighborhoods according to their proximity to a fo-
cal point, but also to relate surrounding neighborhoods to each other. The following
section presents one of these procedures.
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5.2.3 Focal Linking
A method to relate neighborhoods to each other is focal linking. Comparable to
buffers, itmakes use of uniformly shaped raster data. Instead of capturing all informa-
tion in a specific radius, focal linking uses schemes of grid cells weighted viamatrices
around focal grid cells (Raju, 2004, 168)—hence, the name focal linking. Figure 5.5
shows such matrices that relate information of one focal grid cell to other surround-
ing grid cells. The raster cells depict operationalizations of related neighborhoods on
an aggregate-level. Comparable to buffer calculations, the matrices in this method
can be used to calculate (weighted) descriptive statistics of neighborhoods.
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
(a) Equal weights
.5 .5 .5
.5 1 .5
.5 .5 .5
(b) Different weights
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
(c) Focal cell only
1 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
(d) Focal cell left out
1 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
− or÷ or×
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
(e) Relating matrices to each other using mathematical operators
Figure 5.5: Variations of 3× 3 Focal Neighborhood Matrices
The matrices can represent a multitude of neighborhood relations (Figure 5.5 a-d).
Moreover, by purposely excluding the value of the focal raster cell in which a sur-
vey respondent lives, researchers can gather information from surrounding neigh-
borhoods solely (Figure 5.5 d). In turn, they can relate this information to informa-
tion from the focal grid cell—the direct neighborhood—, e.g., by building ratios, dif-
ference scores or interactions (Figure 5.5 e). Distinct from buffers, these relations
do not necessarily comprise descriptive statistics of all surrounding areas of a focal
point. Moreover, they also contain a potential variance between direct and surround-
ing neighborhoods. Focal linking allows answering more fine-grained and detailed
research questions about neighborhood effects.
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One example of such constellations, which the empirical application in Chapter 7 of
this bookuses, is based ondata on immigrant rates from theGermanCensus 2011. The
raster cell, containing a survey respondent’s geo-coordinate, depicts the focal raster
cell and the direct neighborhood. Surrounding grid cells describe the surrounding
neighborhoods accordingly, as displayed in Figure 5.6. Both sets of information can
be used to compare them to each other, for example, by dividing them to build a ratio,
subtracting them to build a difference score or tomultiply them to include them as an
interaction term in a statistical regression model. Either way, each of these measures
serves as operationalization to answer social sciences research hypotheses, e.g., with
regards to their effect on attitudes towards immigrants (see Chapter 7).
Data Source: Statistical Offices of the Federation and the Länder (2016)
Figure 5.6: Spatial Linking of Immigrant Rates Data with Focal Matrices
Focal linking is an alternative to buffers if the size of the used raster grid cells is large,
as in the case of the German Census 2011 data which contain raster grid cells of 1 km2.
Calculating buffers of different sizes does notmake sense in such cases. Adjacent grid
cells of a focal grid cell could be the ones that are relevant. Buffers of different sizes,
however, are helpful if grid cells are small. An example is the raster grid cells of the
soil sealing data which depict an area of 100 meters × 100 meters. Nonetheless, an-
other advantage of focal linking is the fact that surrounding grid cells can be weighted
according to their distance to the focal point. Thus, while buffers and focal linking
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make use of the same data structure, the results of their application differ.
Both focal linking andbuffers are suited for geospatial data that cover a rather broad
extent of an area. In cases of systematically missing data, for example, because of
censoring, focal linking and buffers may capture too little information. Accordingly,
these methods would be inefficient to use. Alternatives to these GIS procedures, how-
ever, exist that are better suited for such cases. One of thesemethods is the calculation
of distancesbetweengeometries, which is qualified tonavigate issues of non-extensive
geospatial data and, moreover, to answer even more sets of research questions.
5.2.4 Geodesic Distances
Not all geospatial data that are interesting for social science research cover a broad
geographic extent. Some data are available as single points data or as polygons which
are not in the direct surrounding of survey respondents. To spatially link them by
location, buffers and focal linking are not useful because both of themwould result in
a considerable amount of non-matching cases or inefficient solutions (see theprevious
section). For these reasons, the spatial linking of such data with georeferenced survey
data requires other methods.
One of these methods is the calculation of geodesic distances, used in Chapter
6, which produces distances between two geo-coordinate pairs. Geodesic distances
make use of the projection of geo-coordinates on earth’s surface (see section 2.4.1)
and differ from calculating a straight line between two points on a flat surface; in-
stead, these distances are the beeline between them that also respect earth’s curva-
ture. Geodesic distances represent a commonly used method in research.
Moreover, geodesic distances display the enormous potential of GIS procedures and
the associated projection in a common coordinate space. Geometries cannot only pro-
duce relationships within short ranges but also between distant ones. In principle,
links between two points which are on the opposite sides of the globe can be estab-
lished. Geodesic distances provide a flexible tool to model short range and long dis-
tance relations between two geometries.
An example of the use of this method is the proximity of survey respondents to
amenities in neighborhoods, such as kindergartens. In this case, minimal geodesic
distances to the next kindergarten can serve as an appropriate measure of proxim-
ity. The calculation of geodesic distances then requires two sets of geo-coordinates:
the geo-coordinates of the survey respondents’ addresses, and the geo-coordinates of
the kindergartens. After applying the geodesic distance calculation, the results illus-
trate minimal distances between these sets of geo-coordinates and depict how close
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respondents live to the next kindergarten. Researchers can use this information to an-
alyze whether this proximity influences people’s perception of how they can combine
family and career goals.
Data Sources: German Environmental Agency / EIONET Central Data Repository (2016) and
OpenStreetMap / GEOFABRIK (2018)
Figure 5.7: Spatial Linking by Distances with Road Traffic Noise Data
Calculating geodesic distances, however, is not limited to geometries of the samekind.
Geodesic distances between point locations and, e.g., the edges of polygon geometries
can be computed as well. Researchers can use this approach to measure geodesic
distances between a survey respondent’s house and the next park. Moreover, they can
filter geometries of interest by specific criteria or attribute values of other geometries.
Figure 5.7 displays an example of a point geometry and its geodesic distance to the
next road traffic noise source of at least 65 dB(A). Geodesic distances are useful to
approximate neighborhood features that are not directly observable as in the case of
spatial linking by location. Accordingly, geodesic distances provide another flexible
tool of spatial linking for a broad range of different applications.
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5.2.5 Collection of GIS Procedures
The presented methods of spatial linking are not an exhaustive list of all available
methods. Other methods in GIS offer different options to manipulate georeferenced
data: they can be combined, interlinked, and processed in multiple steps. Focal link-
ing, for example, is a method that combines two procedures in one step: the conver-
sion of raster data through the neighborhood matrices and spatial linking by location
for the focal raster cell. Accordingly, in other applications, other combinations of GIS
procedures are used that cannot be presented here.
Table 5.1: Spatial Linking Methods and Their Use in the Empirical Applications (I-III)
Application By Location Buffer Focal Linking Geodesic Distances
I ✓ ✓
II ✓ ✓
III ✓ ✓
The presented methods are those that are used in the empirical applications in Chap-
ters 6-8. Table 5.1 gives an overview of the methods across the individual applica-
tions. In any application, spatial linking by location is applied, either because it is
themethod of choice or because extra information is added with this method, such as
municipality level inhabitant sizes. Buffers are only used in Application III (Chapter
8), focal linking in Application II (Chapter 7), and geodesic distances in Application I
(Chapter 6).
5.3 Statistical Models for Analyzing Georeferenced Survey Data
Georeferenced surveydata arenot necessarily different fromother social sciences sur-
vey data. If researchers use them to add spatial information to their data, as described
above, the only difference is that they are enriched with additional variables. Still, the
content of these variables can differ from information gathered in standardized sur-
veys. For example, dB(A) noise values representmeasurements on a logarithmic scale.
While logarithmic scales are not unusual in the social sciences, researchers have to
know how to interpret them in the particular use case of noise measurement. What
are unusually high values that affect people’s health, and what are moderate values?
Thus, using georeferenced survey data requires interdisciplinary efforts.
Apart from this content-related component of new variables, researchers may also
conduct methodological considerations when analyzing the data in statistical models.
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One of the most prominent considerations affects spatial dependency which implies
the idea that ”everything is related to everything else, but near things aremore related
than distant things” (Tobler, 1970, 236), a phrase that is also known as Toblerʼs First Law
of Geography. This law states that people who live close to each other are more similar
concerning specific characteristics, such as sociodemographics or attitudes, than peo-
ple who live far away from each other. This similarity in turn also implies conformity
of observations in data. Applying common regression models such as Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) would violate assumptions of observations’ independence. Comparable
to the approaches of other dependency frameworks for survey data, such as in multi-
level regression models, researchers have to address dependencies in geospatial data
attributes when analyzing the data.
Moreover, another problem is caused by the endogeneity of attributes. Using at-
tributes from neighborhoods often means using aggregated data which are the re-
sult of social interaction or the characteristics of neighborhoods’ inhabitants. If re-
searchers aim to link this information to survey data, they link data that stem from the
same people. Thus, in the study of neighborhood effects, the neighborhood attributes
sometimes are no longer exogenous. Also, people choose their neighborhood; they
decide where they want to live (Dietz, 2002, 551). Accordingly, moving is carried out
by the people themselves and is not exogenous either. Sources of endogeneity are
often as manifold as the people who live in the neighborhood because attributes of
neighborhoods often directly stem from these people.
The problemwith endogeneity is that non-exogenous covariates in regressionmod-
els produce severe estimation biases. Endogeneity occurs in statistical models when
one or more predictor variable correlates with the disturbance term of a regression
model (Wooldridge, 2012, 513). As disturbance terms aim to capture all variance that
exogenous variables do not explain, correlating disturbance terms and predictor vari-
ables imply a model design issue. In consequence, estimates are unreliably biased,
and the coefficients of the model cannot be trusted.
In sum, researchers face severe estimation issueswhen they use common statistical
models, such as OLS regression, in their study of neighborhood effects. Spatial sim-
ilarities of survey respondents can result in the issue of observational dependencies,
endogeneity and, moreover, Omitted Variable Bias (OVB) (Dietz, 2002; LeSage & Pace,
2009, 550f). As a largenumberof studies in thepast used suchcommonstatisticalmod-
els, in his seminal paper on neighborhood effects, Dietz even came to the rather harsh
conclusion ”that existing studies of neighborhood effects that employ OLS estimation
are of little scientific value” (Dietz, 2002, 551). Against this background, approaching
the issue itself as well as potential solutions to it seems reasonable.
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The following section first presents a set of commonly used regression models to
analyze georeferenced survey data. It will then turn to econometric models that for-
mulate spatial dependencies in data explicitly and that are considered as more ade-
quate for the above-presented issues. Moreover, these econometric models are useful
for research questions in which measures of spatial diffusion are of interest. Lastly, a
concluding section discusses further avenues and the implications for the empirical
applications in the following chapters.
5.3.1 Commonly Used Regression Models
To analyze multivariate relationships in data, one of the most straightforward ap-
proaches is to use OLS estimation. Apart from its well-known specification, one of
its strictest assumptions is that observations’ error terms in the data are independent
of each other (Gelman & Hill, 2007, 46). In practice, this assumption implies that the
outcome yi of one observation i does not affect the outcome yj of any other observa-
tion j. All relationships that researchers find in data result from the relationship of
variables within observations and not between observations.
The assumption of independence often does not hold (Wooldridge, 2012, 101). In
survey data26, respondents from one geographic cluster A tend to give similar answers
as other respondents living in cluster A compared to respondents from cluster B (Gel-
man & Hill, 2007, 237f). The same effect exists in a reverse direction.
As mentioned, dependent observations in data severely affect estimates of regres-
sionmodels. One of themost common issues is that standard errors tend to be under-
estimated (Angrist & Pischke, 2009, 231ff). Researchers who ignore this bias, there-
fore, increase their chance of conducting type I statistical errors (Cohen, 1994, 1000).
They risk rejecting the null hypothesis while in reality, it may be more appropriate to
assume it is true. In other words: Not adjusting for the independence of observations
can result in statistical relationships that do not exist.
Because of this issue, alternative approaches to OLS regression aim to control or
adjust the clustering of observations, for example, by using dummy variables for ge-
ographic clusters (Wooldridge, 2012, 488ff). This approach can turn into inefficient
modeling as the number of clusters increases. While in models with a low number
of clusters using dummy variables can pose a convenient approach, models with high
numbers of clusters can again be difficult to estimate. In cases inwhich the number of
clusters k approaches the number of observations n, reliable estimates are no longer
26 Given the assumption that a survey follows a clustered design in which first, a sample of
clusters are drawn and second, people within these clusters are chosen.
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possible to realize. As useful as such models are because of their direct applicability,
they become less suitable for more complex data structures with regards to reliable
estimates.
Ultimately, using the dummy variable approach for geographic clusters also leaves
no room for evaluating the actual influence of the clustering on the results. Suchmod-
els do not provide any information on the variance of the outcomewithin and between
the geographic clusters (Gelman & Hill, 2007, 252ff). This variance is often crucial in
specific research settings in which researchers analyze potential differences between
geographic clusters. For example, researchers may study whether two or more dif-
ferent city districts (i.e., geographic clusters) differ with regards to their sociodemo-
graphic composition. Comparing only the coefficients of a large set of dummieswould
not support them in this regard. Thus, to analyze the influence of geographic clusters
on estimates researchers have to seek alternatives to dummy variable approaches.
A standard option to decrease standard error biases and to grasp group statistics of
variances areMultilevel (ML) models (Dietz, 2002, 555f). ML models provide accurate
standard errors for estimates, and they also allow estimating variances of parame-
ters on the observation level across clusters. Researchers can estimate such variances
for intercept parameters to account for varying levels of the outcome across clusters.
Moreover, they can estimate variances for slope parameters to assess varying covari-
ate effects on the outcome across clusters (see, e.g., Förster, 2018). When geographic
clusters are of specific research interest, ML models provide extensive information
for researchers.
This extensive information comes with the prize of requiring additional effort in
interpreting and checking the models. ML’s coefficients are computed under strong
statistical assumptions aswell, whichmeans that researchers have to examine the data
generation process in particular. For example, the estimation of the variance compo-
nents assumes that clusters stem from a random sample, leading to a normal distribu-
tion assumption for the variances. While this specific assumption can be relaxed by
using alternative but more complex estimators (Gelman, 2006), what remains is that
researchers still have additional information to deal with such as intra-class correla-
tion coefficients or statistical significance tests of variance terms. Researchers who
switch from simple OLS regression models to more complex ML modeling to control
spatial dependence, at the same time, invest in another set of ambitious modeling
assumptions.
However, if content-related differences between geographic clusters are not of par-
ticular interest, Fixed Effects (FE) regression models may provide another alternative
to OLS regressionmodels (Dietz, 2002, 554). These models allow controlling between-
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cluster heterogeneity while also providing efficient estimators. Estimated coefficients
of FEmodels are within-cluster estimates stemming from the elimination of all unob-
served heterogeneity between clusters. Often used for panel data (Wooldridge, 2012,
484ff), previous research has shown that these estimators are also well suited for geo-
graphically clustered data, for example, as they also tackle issues of OVB (Dietz, 2002,
554).
Another prominent alternative to FE are regressionmodels with clustered standard
errors (Hillmert et al., 2017, 269). These models relax the assumption of indepen-
dent residuals in linear models—i.e., heteroscedasticity—and allow for correlation of
observation within clusters such as survey sample points or shared spatial locations
and neighborhoods. Clustered standard errors provide adjustment for overestimated
standard errors without requiring overly burdensome modeling techniques. Abadie,
Athey, Imbens, andWooldridge (2017) recommended to use clustered standard errors
on every data that was part of a clustered sampling approach, such as the two survey
data sets used in this book (see Chapter 2.3).
WhileMLmodels, FEmodels, andmodelswith clustered standard errors provide al-
ternatives to simple OLS regression models, issues of endogeneity may remain. None
of these modeling techniques provides a solution to this issue. In cases in which
geospatial data attributes stem from aggregated person-level data, endogeneity might
confound estimates. The following section presents alternatives to ML, FE and clus-
tered standard errormodels: Spatial EconometricModels. As suchmodels are less com-
mon in social science survey research, the section providesmore detailed information
than the remarks above. Spatial EconometricModels represent an alternative in cases
in which endogeneity states a problem.
5.3.2 Spatial Econometric Models
Alternatives to commonly used regression models for the analysis of spatially clus-
tered data are Spatial Econometric Models (LeSage & Pace, 2009). Their emphasis is
on providing the most efficient and unbiased estimators for spatially dependent and
endogenous data. However, their specification is different in comparison to other
regression models because, instead of using cluster information of observations’ lo-
cations, they use the actual locations in the form of geo-coordinates. The following
explains the idea of using geo-coordinates in regression models in more detail.
The general concept of Spatial Econometric Models is to connect observations in
the data based on their locations. Although this is not necessarily different from ML
models, the connection occurs on a case-by-case basis (Elhorst, 2014, 7). Thus, in-
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stead of concentrating on the geographic clusters in which the observation i and j are
located, as done in ML models, researchers connect these two observations through
their geographic relation to each other. This geographic relation may comprise, for
example, geodesic distances or adjacencies of neighborhoods (Neumayer & Plümper,
2016, 179). By using these connections, researchers can create lagged variables of ob-
servation i’s outcome, covariates or even the error term that affects observation j’s out-
come. Spatial Econometric Models provide similar modeling opportunities as panel
models, but instead of time, they use space as the basis for the lagged variables.
Accordingly, Spatial EconometricModelsmimic spatial dependency on an observa-
tional level. In contrast toMLmodels, users of this approach do not compare observa-
tions on a group-by-group basis but an observation-by-observation basis. Moreover,
while MLmodels require specific group and within-group observation numbers, Spa-
tial Econometric Models are more flexible in this regard. They work on small-scale
geographic locations such as point geo-coordinates of addresses or small neighbor-
hoods.
Moreover, Spatial Econometric Models allow to distinct within-neighborhood and
between-neighborhood effects (Dietz, 2002, 541). Within-neighborhood effects are
comparable to ML modeling in which attributes on the group level are of interest,
whereas between-neighborhood effects also take into account considerations of spa-
tial spillovers ormutual influences of neighborhoods on each other. One of the advan-
tages of Spatial Econometric Models, therefore, is the adjustment of spatial clustering
of observations and elimination of estimates’ biases. Also, researchers can analyze
spatial diffusion processes between observations. For example, they can investigate
how the outcome yi of observation i affects the outcome yj of observation j. Spatial
Econometric Models provide a rich and flexible framework to incorporate an exten-
sive range of different assumptions about spatial processes betweenpeople andneigh-
borhoods.
Despite these advantages, specifying connections between observations in data re-
quires to work on their actual conceptualization. Depending on which specification
researchers choose, results of analyses may differ (Neumayer & Plümper, 2016). Al-
though LeSage and Pace (2014) challenged this notion in recent years, it remains cru-
cial to inspect substantial consequences of different concepts. For this reason, the
following section introduces the more formal idea of building spatial connections be-
tween observations in data. It concerns the techniques of how to establish spatial con-
nections, what these connections substantially mean and how the connections can be
used in analyses.
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The Connectivity MatrixW and Spatial Lags
Before researchers can use the flexible framework of Spatial Econometric Models,
they have to connect the observations in their data. These connections are the basis
formodeling spatial diffusion or spillover effects between observations (Elhorst, 2014,
6). In principle, these spatial connections are comparable to connections between ob-
servations in general network data. Each observation i connects to each observation
j via a specific function, and while non-spatial interactions can be used as a basis for
such a connection function (Neumayer & Plümper, 2016, 179), most of the time, this
is done by using information about geographic locations.27 Therefore, whenever re-
searchers connect two observations, they assume some common exposure or social
interaction between observations which is based on geographic proximity.
This connection of observations, based on geography, is represented in a rectan-
gular n × n matrix, called the connectivity matrix W (Neumayer & Plümper, 2016).
Each cell of the upper and the lower triangle ofW depicts the corresponding connec-
tion’s value of observation i vs. j and j vs. i, respectively—in Figure 5.8, this value is
either 0 or 1. In contrast, the diagonal comprises a vector of zeros as each observation
cannot be connected to itself. A rectangular connectivity matrix W for a dataset of
observations contains, in principle, all essential information for the spatial analysis.
i . . . n
i 0 1 0 0 1
. 1 0 0 1 0
. 0 0 0 1 1
. 0 1 1 0 1
n 1 0 1 1 0
Figure 5.8: Example of a Connectivity MatrixW with Binary Connections (0 = Absent; 1 =
Existing)
The matrix in Figure 5.8 is an example of a binary connectivity matrix W for 5 ob-
servations. Either connections between observations exist, or they do not, resulting
in a value of 1 for connections or 0 for non-existing ones (Elhorst, 2014, 10). Accord-
27 Moreover, Spatial Econometric Models were developed within the scope of the geographic
data analysis. In such a setting, observations in data are geographic regions, which is why
researchers often refer to observations in data as neighbors. In survey research, this is
different: observations are individual people and not necessarily neighbors in the sense of
geographic regions.
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ingly, comparable to the diagonal of zeros for each observation’s own cell combina-
tion, non-existing connections between i and j take on the same value, namely 0. In
more complicated cases, as shown below,W can be more elaborated resulting in val-
ues of a larger range. Generally,W contains values for connections and non-existing
connections, either in a binary format or in a more elaborated form.
The actual connections inW can stem from different approaches that also depend
on the geometric properties of the observations. Connections can, for example, de-
rive from contiguous neighbors of observations. If observation i’s neighborhood A
shares a mutual boundary with observation j’s neighborhood B, establishing a con-
nection may be appropriate. Alternatively, if these two neighborhoods do not share
a mutual boundary but are within short proximity, establishing a connection may be
appropriate as well. Connection modeling offers an extensive set of different meth-
ods that all rely on the earlier presented advantages of a projection of the observations
into a joined coordinate space.
Meanwhile, one of themost prominent approaches is to use proximity as a direct in-
dicator of observations’ spatial connections (Hillmert et al., 2017, 270). This approach
no longer results in binary connection indicators of zeros and ones but in geodesic dis-
tances between the two observations i and j. Whereas the resulting cell values aim to
express the intensity of a connection, the value of geodesic distances increases with
the distance between observation sites. The idea of geodesic distances is to opera-
tionalize the intensity of connections. For this reason, what researchers often do is to
transform the value of geodesic distances through their inverse:
Distanceinverse = 1/Distance (5.1)
With an inverse transformation, the higher the value of the geodesic distance, the
lower is the inverse value. The values of connections in W are higher the closer the
observations i and j are to each other. Thus, the inverse transformation converts con-
nection values into the form intended by buildingW in the first place.
Figure 5.9 displays the effect of an inverse transformation on W . It first shows a
connectivitymatrix with geodesic distances between observations (Figure 5.9 (a)): the
further away two observations are, the higher is their shared value. After applying
the inverse transformation, the pattern changes (Figure 5.9 (b)): the further away two
observations are, the lower is their shared value. In other words: the closer they are,
the stronger is their connection.
The inverse transformation can be expressed in a distance decay function of influ-
ences (Hillmert et al., 2017, 270), displayed in Figure 5.10. The decay of the inverse
transformation increases comparatively fast. Moreover, such functions are not lim-
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i . . . n
i 0 43 122 243 99
. 43 0 376 22 841
. 122 376 0 30 7
. 243 22 30 0 47
n 99 841 7 47 0
(a) Distance, e.g., in meters
i . . . n
i 0 .023 .008 .004 .010
. .023 0 .003 .04 .001
. .008 .003 0 .034 .143
. .004 .04 .034 0 .021
n .010 .001 .143 .021 0
(b) 1 / Distance
Figure 5.9: Example of a Connectivity MatrixW with Distance and Inverse Distance
Based Connections
ited to simple inverse functions. Researchers can use other functions such as inverse
quadratic, gaussian or inverse in 10 meters steps transformation. Choosing one of
these functions may have significant consequences for the intensity of connections:
they can accelerate (inverse quadratic) and decelerate the decay (gaussian, inverse in
10 meters) or they influence the decays’ trajectories shapes (inverse in 10 meters).
Figure 5.10: Different Decay Functions Depending on Distances and Their Impact on
Weights
There is no strict rule of thumb which of the functions researchers ought to use. In-
stead, Neumayer and Plümper (2016) recommend consulting the theory to justify the
choice of a specificmodeling approach. The empirical application inChapter 7, for ex-
ample, uses an inverse in 10meters transformation of the geodesic distances between
survey respondents’ geo-coordinates. Because of the random sampling of surveys in
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municipalities, clustering of respondents within single settlements is not common.
Figure 5.10 shows that already after a few meters distance between respondents the
weight is significantly decreasing. Thus, using transformations, such as the simple
inverse, results in only a few influential weights, but the dependent variable of the
analyses, xenophobia, is hypothesized to cluster within larger neighborhoods. For
this reason, the inverse in 10 meters steps is chosen as the decay accelerates slower
than the other transformations.
Regardless of any transformation, connectivity matrices remain to be rectangular
matrices whose number of columns and rows depends on the number of observations
in the data. Spatial EconometricModels for regression analysis, on the other hand, are
still regular regression models using a standard design matrixD with rows depicting
the observations 1 to n and columns presenting the variables 1 to k. The question,
thus, remains how the information from the n×nmatrix ofW can be included in the
n × k matrix ofD. For this purpose,W gets normalized so that it results in a column
vector of length n (Elhorst, 2014, 12f). Each cell of this normalized vector ofW then
renders a summary measure of influence for the observation j on observation i. In
order to include connectivity matricesW in Spatial Econometric Regression Models,
their information is reduced in the form of summary statistics.
Spatial Econometric Models use these summary statistics of connections in com-
bination with observations’ measures of interest. Depending on the mechanism of
spatial influence—spillover, diffusion or common exposure—the reduced formofW is
multipliedwith the outcomeof i’s neighbors, their covariates or their error term. Each
one of these combinations results in single coefficients in a regression, indicating the
overall neighbors’ influence on the outcome, covariates or error term of observation
i.
Before using suchmodeling approaches, researcher have to decide between several
options to normalizeW . These options differ with regards to their influence on the ac-
tual weight each neighbor j has on i. For example, some normalizations balance each
connection value wij against the number of all other connections, some of them re-
late them to extreme connection values such as maxima values. One of the frequently
used methods, row normalization (Elhorst, 2014, 12), belongs to the former class:
Wrow =
∑
j
wij∑
j
wij
, (5.2)
where i = 1, 2, …, n and j = 1, 2, …, n. Thus, wij depicts the connectivity indicator
derived from each cell combination exemplified in the matrices of Figure 5.8 and 5.9
above. By dividing each combination through the sumof all combinations, a standard-
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ized measure of the relative weight of each ij combination for each row, summing up
to 1, is retrieved.
As described above, in Spatial Econometric Regression Models the normalized
weight ismultipliedwith the parameter of interest, e.g., the outcomeof i’s neighbor yj .
If researchers have an interest in a lagged neighborhood outcome effect, theymultiply
the relative weightwij with yj . To estimate an overall coefficient for this lagged effect,
they subsequently sum up all multiplications across j. Consequently, this summation
results in a model of lagged neighbor outcomes as follows:
yi = ρ
∑
j
wij∑
j
wij
yj + βXi + ϵi. (5.3)
Such a model is comparable to a standard linear regression model with a D = βX
design matrix and a disturbance term ϵ. Note, however, the inclusion of the outcome
yj of the observation j which ismultiplied by the row standardizedweight. This proce-
dure estimates the parameter ρ, an overall measure of the spatial influence of neigh-
bors’ outcomes on the outcome of observation i. Spatial Econometric Models gener-
ally differ from common regression models by estimating additional parameters for
spatial influence with the help of the connectivity matrixW .
The following section presents this specific model in more detail. This model de-
picts a commonly used Spatial Econometric Regression Model, which is also used in
the empirical application of Chapter 7. It belongs to the family of Spatial Lag Models
in which a connectivity matrix W determines the spatial relationship among obser-
vations. Thus, this elaboration is not exhaustive, but it already covers a large part of
different applications in research.
Spatial Lag Y Models
The previous section already introduced Spatial Lag Y Models that conceptualize spa-
tial relationships across observations with regards to their outcome (Elhorst, 2014,
7).28 They establish the spatial relationships for the observation i by multiplying the
outcomes of each observation j with the connectivity matrixW . The multiplications
are averaged with the result that the parameter ρ comprises an overall measure of the
influence of i’s neighbors’ outcomes on i’s outcome.
The general idea of Spatial Lag Y Models is that changes in the outcome of one ob-
28 In the literature, a large number of different names for the same or similar Spatial Econo-
metric Models exists. For example, some authors call Spatial Lag Y Models simply Spatial
Lag Models or Spatial Autoregressive Models (Elhorst, 2014, 5).
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servation j also lead to changes in the outcome of another observation i. Comparable
to panel datamodels inwhich an earliermeasured outcome of one observation affects
its outcome in the future through a lagged coefficient, a lagged coefficient determines
the relationship here as well. The difference is that the lag does not occur within indi-
viduals but between them through their spatial relation. Furthermore, whereas time
moves in one direction—frompast to future—, spatial effects occur between the obser-
vation j on i and i on j, thus vice versa. Spatial Lag Y Models create feedback effects
between observations in space.
Such feedback models may apply in different theoretically meaningful situations.
They are meaningful for theories which assume crossover effects of social interac-
tions that self-enforce people’s responses, attitudes, or characteristics. For example,
people might talk about political issues with their neighbors. According to Social Con-
tagion Theory (Christakis & Fowler, 2013; Steenbeek & van Geert, 2007), they might
end up with similar opinions on specific topics because of their mutual influence on
each other. If one person i changes her or his opinion, a change of opinion of her or
his neighbor j might become probable as well because of social interaction between
i and j. In turn, the change of opinion of neighbor j can affect observation i’s opinion
again with the result of a feedback effect. Crossover effects between neighbors exem-
plify the spatial dimension of social interactions and feedback effects with regards to
people’s outcomes.
Above, Equation 5.3 already introduced the notation for Spatial Lag YModels which
shows how these models incorporate the spatial feedback effects. They estimate an
additional parameter called ρ which is the overall spatial influence of neighbors’ out-
comes on yi. In contrast to panel models where the outcomes of previous time points
affect the outcome of subsequent time point, these feedback effects occur through
space and in two directions.
Spatial Lag YModels, therefore, are endogenous by design because elements of the
left-hand side of the formula turn up as elements of the right-hand side of the formula
as well. Using estimators such as OLS would fail to compensate for this endogene-
ity. Instead, other estimators such as Two-Stage Least Squares (Elhorst, 2014, 17) or
Line Searching for spatial regression (Bivand et al., 2008, 306) are more appropriate
to apply because they specifically address endogeneity in their algorithm. Most of
the statistical software for spatial regression models implemented these estimators
in their packages, as such this section refrains from differentiating between them.
Most importantly, Spatial Lag Y Models and software implementations offer methods
to compensate for endogeneity in estimations.
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5.3.3 Choice Between Models
After presenting commonly used regressionmodels and Spatial Econometric Models,
one question remains: what specific type of these models should researchers choose
for their analysis? The first answer is that the theory should justify the modeling of
spatial relationships of observations in data (Neumayer & Plümper, 2016, 191), given
that there is spatial dependence at all (Elhorst, 2014, 7). Consulting the theory is the
first step in assessing the sources of spatially dependent data.
The theory is of particular importance in the case of georeferenced survey data
and spatial linking. They imply linking of two data sources that are often not part
of a shared data generation process. While it is true that, for example, soil sealing is
a consequence of human behavior, its specific manifestation is not related to ques-
tions asked in a social science survey. Its attributes were gathered using satellite im-
age recognition techniques, and not through survey questions. For this reason, it is
questionable whether spatial dependence between survey respondents with regards
to such attributes exists and whether it has to be controlled.
This confinement, however, changeswhen survey attributes are spatially clustered,
particularly among dependent variables. For instance, the empirical application in
Chapter 7 uses, amongst others, a Spatial Lag Y Model for the dependent variable of
political attitudes. Its implementation is appropriate because the theory assumes so-
cial interactions between people with regards to political attitudes. Also, statistical
tests reveal spatial dependence between the survey respondents. In all other appli-
cations, the dependent variables were either survey measures without social interac-
tions between respondents or spatial attributes that were not spatially related to other
respondents.
Besides these essential theoretical considerations, there are also statistical tests
which can help to detect spatial dependence (Bivand et al., 2008, 258ff) and to assess
different sources of this spatial dependence (Elhorst, 2014, 5). Conceptually, spatial
lag models are nested in each other and in the general OLS model, whereby in OLS
models all potential spatial lags are assumed as being zero. OLS, therefore, depicts the
most constrained model (Elhorst, 2014, 9). Researchers can gradually weaken these
constraints and test whether a specific model fits better with the data.
One remaining methodological issue with Spatial Econometric Models is that the
connectivity matrixW assumes full information on geometries (Gibbons & Overman,
2012). Comparable to network analysis, missing links between neighbors would dis-
tort the relationships between other neighbors, depending on the construction of the
matrix. For georeferenced survey data, the circumstances are rather severe: these
data consist of a random sample of people from specific areas, but people who were
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not part of the random sample are not interviewed. Connectivity matrices based on,
e.g., 4 people who live close to each other would render them as neighbors, but the
actual neighbors who were left out in the sampling process are skipped. However,
using these techniques, at least implicitly, assumes that there are actual relationships
between these neighbors.
In some cases, using models which allow clustering of survey respondents in ge-
ographic space may pose an adequate alternative to Spatial Econometric Models.
Förster (2018) used information about 1 km2 census grid cells to create spatial clusters
between survey respondents of the German Longitudinal Election Study (GLES). The
respondents were assigned to the grid cell in which they lived. This information was
used to estimateMLmodels which included four different geographic clusters, reach-
ing from the small scale 1 km2 grid cells up to administrative districts. This example
shows that, even for spatial clustering on different geographic levels, commonly used
regression models may provide a valid modeling approach.
To sum up, researchers should critically examine all available options. These op-
tions depend on the research question, on associated theories about spatial processes
and, not least, on the actual data. Not all spatial attributes, gathered through spatial
linking methods, require the application of elaborated Spatial Econometric Models.
By and large, spatial attributes are additional variables in survey data anddonot neces-
sarily impose anyneeds to change conventionalmodeling approaches. Only one of the
following empirical applications uses an analysis comprising an actual Spatial Econo-
metric Model. In all other applications, controlling spatial dependence between re-
spondents was possible to achieve with commonly usedmodeling techniques, such as
clustered standard errors or FE models.
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6 Application I: Road Traffic Noise, Marriage, and Health
The present chapter portrays the first empirical application of georeferenced survey
data in this book. As the other following empirical applications in Chapter 7 and 8, it
connects the information from previous chapters by deploying spatial linking meth-
ods to relevant social science research questions. Each empirical application also dif-
fers from the others by being associated with different social science disciplines and
by using variousmethods. The purpose of the applications is to exhibit the variety and
the manifold possibilities of georeferenced survey data.
The empirical application at hand made use of the GGSS (Chapter 2.3.1) spatially
linked to geospatial data on road traffic noise (Chapter 2.4.2). To apply spatial linking
to its full potential, twomethods were introduced: spatial linking by location (Chapter
5.2.1) and spatial linking with geodesic distances (Chapter 5.2.4). In this sense, this
empirical application exemplifies potential snares of using georeferenced survey data
that can be navigated by knowing the involved data as well as associated methods.
6.1 Research Question
Aremarried people less likely to report health problems when they are exposed to the
deleterious effects of road traffic noise stressors? This question refers to a long debate
in the social sciences involving the discussion of howmarriage influences health. Al-
though societies have changed relating to the quantitative and qualitative differences
between married and unmarried couples (Liu & Reczek, 2012), married persons are
still found to be at better health than their unmarried counterparts. Thus far, recent
findings showed thatmarried people, for instance, live longer (Drefahl, 2012) andmar-
ried men, in particular, are at lower risk to develop myocardial infarcts (Kilpi, Kontti-
nen, Silventoinen, & Martikainen, 2015). While some authors argued that this health
effect of marriage is due to, among others, a reduction of unhealthy practices within
marriages, specifically of men (Carr & Springer, 2010, 750), evidence in support of
a direct effect of marriage on health exists (Robles, Slatcher, Trombello, & McGinn,
2014, 141).
What frequently was suggested to be one prominent cause of this direct health ef-
fect of marriage is stress buffering (Thoits, 2010). Researchers demonstrated that not
only dyadic coping of married couples is more effective (Bodenmann, 1997), but also
that direct bodily pathways such as stress hormones or neural responses of married
people are different to their unmarried counterparts (Coan, Schaefer, & Davidson,
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2006; Maestripieri, M. Baran, Sapienza, & Zingales, 2010). These findings imply that
married couples share resources and interactions other people in different living ar-
rangements do not have access to, which, in consequence, directly advance physical
and mental health through stress buffering (Meyler, Stimpson, & Peek, 2007, 2298).
Yet, of all stressors intruding bothmarried and unmarried people’s lives and homes
(Serido, Almeida, & Wethington, 2004), researchers know little about the differences
of stress buffering between married and unmarried people towards the deleterious
effects of external stressors such as the exposure to environmental noise. The lat-
ter was identified as one considerable risk factor for developing mental and physical
illness (Passchier-Vermeer & Passchier, 2000). Also, because the vulnerability to envi-
ronmental noise was found to differ individually (Stansfeld & Shipley, 2015) and also
between different demographic groups (Brink, 2011; Kohlhuber, Mielck, Weiland, &
Bolte, 2006), it is surprising that no systematic empirical evidence exists exploring
health differences between married and unmarried people who are exposed to en-
vironmental noise. Given that marriage advances buffering of stressors, it could be
argued that, indeed, differences of the deleterious effects of environmental noise be-
tween married and unmarried people may be prevalent.
This empirical application thus compares health outcomes amongmarried and un-
married people who are exposed to road traffic noise. It conceptualizes road traffic
noise stressors as part of the onset of stress, corresponding to a general stress pro-
cessmodel that distinguishes stressors, intervening factors and healthmanifestations
(Aneshensel, 2015). According to thismodel,marriage intervenes and buffers the gen-
eral adverse effects of stressors, such as road traffic noise, on mental and physical
health manifestations.
6.1.1 Marriage as Stress Buffer
Building upon the literature on social ties and health (Berkman et al., 2000; Thoits,
2011) as well as on the work on social influences of stress processing (Aneshensel,
2015; Pearlin, Schieman, Fazio, & Meersman, 2005), and dyadic coping (Bodenmann,
1997), the following section describes a combined general model for the association
between road traffic noise, health, and marriage.
The model assumes that social relationships influence health through different
mechanisms, such as social influence, social control, and social support (Thoits,
2011). These mechanisms either directly approach the harmful effects of stressors,
or they help by preventing and buffering the emergence of the deleterious effects
of stressors. By providing active social support or by promoting personal resources
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such as self-esteem and mastery, manifestations of the stressor in the form of, e.g.,
depressive symptoms are intercepted and mediated (Aneshensel, 2015, 167f). In con-
sequence, individuals exposed to a potential stressor actively use available resources
to cope with the situation, reassess its source and perform preventive actions, for in-
stance, also by avoiding stressors (Thoits, 1994).
Another prominent mechanism through which social ties intervene in the stress
process concerns people’s perception of stressors as being stressful. Social ties ad-
vance personal resources such as the sense of control, but they also strengthen the
feeling of belonging and companionship. These resources have been found to have
a direct link to the processing of stress in the human brain (McEwen, 2008, 181). Be-
cause these resources do not only exist during episodes of stress, they also tend to be
preventive with regards to the perception of future stressors. As a result, individu-
als who are exposed to a potential stressor and who can draw on resources provided
by social ties perceive the stressor as less stressful in comparison to individuals who
cannot draw on these resources (Maestripieri et al., 2010, 422).
Following these arguments, different interconnected explanations are elucidating
why married couples, in particular, are generally better in coping with stressors and,
in consequence, are healthier than unmarried people. For the research question of
this empirical application two explanations are of high relevance:
First, married couples differ from unmarried couples with regards to the amount
of available coping resources (Liu & Reczek, 2012). For example, by social integration
into extended families, marriage increases, besides economic resources, the available
access to psychological resources such as social support. As previous research has
shown empirically, unmarried people receive less support from friends or relatives of
their partner (Liu & Reczek, 2012, 796; Drefahl, 2012, 472).
Second, married couples report higher levels of relationship satisfaction than un-
married couples. Also, unmarried couples experience higher levels of conflicts within
the relationship, are more insecure concerning the relationship status and are more
likely to introduce severe mental strains into the relationship (Liu & Reczek, 2012).
Therefore, since coping resources are affected by higher levels of conflict and strains,
internal and external stressors cannot be adequately addressed by unmarried couples.
Indeed, various other explanations may apply. For example, it was hypothesized
that healthy people select themselves into marriages. It was also found that non-
healthy people are more likely to get divorced (Drefahl, 2012, 462f). Another expla-
nation refers to differences in the health behavior of married individuals, such as
reduced alcohol or tobacco consumption (Carr & Springer, 2010, 749). However, be-
cause this application studies the influence of road traffic noise and its perception,
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in the later analysis, these factors are, whenever this is possible, included as control
variable.
Overall, it is important to note that all these explanations and findings describe a
general and gradual tendency of differences between married and unmarried peo-
ple. Studies conducted before, e.g., revealed that relationship satisfaction is one of
themost important predictors of effective dyadic coping; both formarried andunmar-
ried couples (Kouros & Cummings, 2010). This application, therefore, hypothesizes a
tentative positive effect of being married when individuals are exposed to road traffic
noise.
6.1.2 Road Traffic Noise, Health and Its Link to Marital Status
After describing the pathways throughwhichmarriage buffers the effects of stressors,
the following establishes the link between marriage and its influence on road traffic
noise stressors.
As stated earlier, environmental noise has a strong influence on people’s health
(Passchier-Vermeer & Passchier, 2000). Recent research corroborated links to hear-
ing problems (Basner et al., 2014), cardiovascular diseases (Babisch et al., 2014) and
even diabetes (Sørensen et al., 2013). Because road traffic noise is the most prevalent
source of environmental noise, its effects are noticeable among a broad range of the
population.
While the results regarding physical health and road traffic noise are considerable,
the findings regarding mental illnesses such as depression or anxieties (Stansfeld et
al., 2000) are ambivalent. The same holds for subjective measures of health; many
studies hardly find any effects at all. Roswall et al. (2015), for instance, concluded that
lifestyle factors thoroughly explain their observed butweak associations between road
traffic noise andmental health. Hardoy et al. (2005), on the other hand, showed earlier
that under consideration of subclinical symptoms and even though their study was on
air traffic noise, indeed, strong associations can be found.
What a large set of explanations identify as a critical factor for understanding these
ambivalent outcomes is environmental noise perception. For example, in a recent
study, Heritier et al. (2014) demonstrated that environmental noise perception me-
diates the effects of road traffic noise on health. Based on the assumptions of stress
research it can be assumed that road traffic noise only emerges as a stressor when
people perceive it as an actual threat.
This empirical application hypothesizes that marriage influences individuals’ road
traffic noise perception. Referring to the concept of direct and preventive buffering,
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it further assumes that this includes both, knowingly and unknowingly, road traffic
noise perception. Hence, it also expects that the effect of road traffic noise on its per-
ception differs between married and unmarried people.
6.2 Data and Methods
6.2.1 Geospatial Data Measures
Testing the theoretical considerations outlined above requires combined survey data
and road traffic noise data. For the survey respondents, measures on health andmari-
tal status, as well as noisemeasurement values at their dwelling, are necessary. While
the first set of characteristics derives from survey data that are described after this
section, the latter can be obtained from the spatial linking procedures. Therefore, the
following section begins with the efforts of spatial linking for the two data sources.
Data Considerations
The road traffic noise measurements stem from the data described in Chapter 2.4.2
which were collected in correspondence with the Environmental Noise Directive
(2002/49/EC) of the European Union (EU) (European Parliament & European Coun-
cil, 2002). Also, Chapter 2.4.2 already demonstrated that the intention of data collec-
tion was conceptualized according to a central EU directive, but the implementation
in German law has led to distributed responsibilities regarding the actual data collec-
tion. Some federal states collected data for smaller municipalities, but most of the
larger municipalities had to collect the data on their own.29 As a consequence of this
implementation of the EU directive, no central publisher gives access to the whole set
of the road traffic noise data in Germany.
Furthermore, a side-effect is the fact that the data which are accessible are not har-
monized. They exist in different data formats, the noise measurements relate to dif-
ferent geometries, and attribute categories vary. Where possible, users of the data
may have to harmonize them; however, that is not always practicable (Schweers et
al., 2016). Although preparing these data for spatial linking requires high efforts in
harmonization, the data are still useful for a majority of survey respondents and the
intended spatial linking.
Even so, in the course of interpreting the results of the analyses, discrepancies be-
29 https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bimschg/BJNR007210974.html, § 74
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tween the input data have to be considered. These discrepancies can lead to differ-
ences in effect sizes as well as variances and are a potential source of error and un-
observed heterogeneity. Although noise was measured the same way at least in each
German municipality, heterogeneity can still occur between them. Therefore, it is
crucial to apply statistical models that account for this heterogeneity. One way to ad-
dress these issues is, for example, using cluster-robust standard errors in regression
models (see Chapter 5.3.1).
Before the results of the analyses are presented below, the next two sections de-
scribe the procedure of spatial linking. Because there are different options of spatial
linking, it depends on the data which method is appropriate for a specific use case
(see Chapter 5.2). For the introduced research question, spatial linking by location
and geodesic distances qualify.
Spatial Linking by Location of Road Traffic Noise
This book’s road traffic noise data depict detailed geographic information. While their
noise values are available as categorized dB(A) ranges, the geographic extent is even
more sensitive to change. Point A is probable to have a different value than point B
which is located 10meters to its south. On point A, the road traffic noisemeasurement
may depict 65 dB(A), whereas point B only reaches 50 dB(A). Consequently, these de-
tailed data provide high flexibility for spatial linking.
The simplest way to combine georeferenced survey data and road traffic noise data
is spatial linking by location (see Chapter 5.2.1). Because the road traffic noise mea-
surements vary even within the same neighborhood, they can take on high and small
dB(A) values within one small area. The reason is that different roads in one neigh-
borhood are frequented distinctly, and also obstacles such as buildings or trees may
diminish sound waves between people’s locations. Using the road traffic noise val-
ues measured at the facade of a building may be the most viable approach for spatial
linking.
Figure 6.1 visualizes the approach of spatial linking by location of road traffic noise
data and the GGSS 2014. A map section of the city of Cologne displays a road traffic
noise layer for measurements on the main streets of the city. In the middle of the
streets, the measurements yield higher dB(A) values, whereas they are lower the fur-
ther away they are from the center of the streets. Theblackpoints in themap represent
fictional respondents’ housing locations of the GGSS. The spatial linking by location
procedure assigns the corresponding road traffic noise measurements to the respon-
dents’ location.
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Data Sources: German Environmental Agency / EIONET Central Data Repository (2016) and
OpenStreetMap / GEOFABRIK (2018)
Figure 6.1: Spatial Linking by Location of Road Traffic Noise Data and the GGSS 2014
Though, not all respondents receive an actual value for themeasurement of road traf-
fic noise. Plenty of respondents within the area do not live close to a main road, but
only these roadsweremapped in correspondencewith the EUdirective. Furthermore,
measurements often stop at the facade of the buildings, however, the respondents’
geo-coordinates sit in the center of buildings. Accordingly, for all respondents that
fulfilled at least one of these conditions, nomeasurement of road trafficnoise is found.
While Figure 6.1 displays fictional survey respondents’ locations, the distribution of
the results of spatial linking by location for the real data corroborates the suspicion of
missingmeasurements. Solely a small proportion of GGSS 2014 respondents receive a
noise value above 50dB(A) at all, 88.33percent of the respondentshave ameasurement
between 0 and 49 dB(A). The distribution is skewed, and the scoring of dB(A) range
categories is low, as Figure 6.2 shows. In consequence, applying statistical procedures
such as regression models may lack statistical power.
As the results below show, analyses still yield valuable results. At the same time, it
is essential to assess them according to their robustness; and spatial linking provides
a flexible toolkit to do so. Thus, the following section presents statistical adjustments
using another procedure of spatial linking for the above-presented research question.
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Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for
the Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
Figure 6.2: Distribution of Road Traffic Noise Attributes Retrieved from Spatial Linking
by Location (N = 3,163)
Geodesic Distances to the Next Road Traffic Noise Source
To navigate the issues of spatial linking by location, the use of geodesic distances is
helpful. The road traffic noise data are unambiguously censored—first, they do not
contain values below 50 dB(A), and second, they contain just a few measurements for
neighborhoods with low traffic densities. Building on the hypothesis that the closer
persons live to a specific noise source, the more they are exposed to their deleterious
effect, geodesic distances can serve as a cue to the general noise exposure in a specific
neighborhood. Moreover, auxiliary roads may be more frequented the nearer they
are to main roads, so that geodesic distances could also capture respondents whose
locations were not measured, but, at least, live within neighborhoods with potential
noise exposure. Accordingly, geodesic distances can serve as Instrumental Variable
(IV) (Angrist, Imbens, & Rubin, 1996) that increases the likelihood of exposure for re-
spondents.
Another issue that can be navigated by geodesic distance calculations is the fact
that road traffic noisemeasurements often stop at buildings’ facades. Geo-coordinates
which depict centroid coordinates of buildings’ polygon geometries often yield zero
values because ofmissing noisemeasurements. At the same time, it is unrealistic that
people within such buildings are not exposed to any noise from roads. Accordingly,
these geo-coordinates lead to measurement errors which may also be approached by
instrumenting the original variable (Wooldridge, 2012, 532ff).
Comparable to Figure 5.7, Figure 6.3 displays the procedure of spatial linking, in
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this particular case, with geodesic distances.30 In this specific application, these
geodesic distances are distances to the next noise source producing at least 65 dB(A),
a level of noise which, according to the German Environmental Agency, is identified
as a threshold to develop severe noise-related health issues.31 In this sense, even if
respondents do not live within a small radius of a noise source, geodesic distances
below a certain value may signal a potential likelihood of exposure.
Data Sources: German Environmental Agency / EIONET Central Data Repository (2016) and
OpenStreetMap / GEOFABRIK (2018)
Figure 6.3: Spatial Linking with Geodesic Distances of Road Traffic Noise Data and the
GGSS 2014
The IV approach comprises two steps. In the first step, the original road traffic noise
variable is regressed on the geodesic distances and all other covariates. In the second
step, the predicted values of road traffic noise are extracted and used as a measure
of road traffic noise in the actual analysis. This procedure discards all variance from
the original road traffic noise variable which may pose a measurement error. As de-
scribed above, these errors stem from missing data on auxiliary roads or measure-
ments which stop at the facade of buldings. By using this approach, road traffic noise
in the regressions should yield more accurate results.
30 The distribution of geodesic distances is illustrated in Figure A.1 in the appendix.
31 https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/en/indicator-population-exposure-to-traffic-noise
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The applied IV regression approach can also be written as a set of structural equa-
tions for each dependent variable in the following analysis:
Yi = β0 + β1Ti +
∑
βiXi + ϵi (6.1)
and
Ti = α0 + α1Z1i +
∑
αiXi + υi, (6.2)
where Yi depicts the outcomes of the healthmeasures or noise annoyance (see below),
β0 their estimatedmeanvalue,Ti the treatment of the road trafficnoisemeasure,
∑
Xi
a vector of control variables and ϵi the disturbance term. Ti is then regressed on the
instrumental variable Z1i, the geodesic distances, and on the covariates
∑
Xi. This
application uses the Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) approach (Wooldridge, 2012, 512ff)
in which first the regression 6.2 is estimated and the predicted values are stored as
a new measure of road traffic noise for the actual regression in 6.1. The result is a
measure that no longer suffers frommeasurement errors and displays amore realistic
picture of road traffic noise exposure for each survey respondent.
6.2.2 Survey Measures
Physical and Mental Health
Among others, the GGSS 2014 contains the short form version (SF-12) of the Health-
Related Quality of Life (HRQL) questionnaire as a measure of physical and mental
health. This questionnaire includes eight sub-scales on general health, physical func-
tioning and physical roles, bodily pain as well as vitality, social functioning, emo-
tional roles, and general mental health. Usually, these subscales are summarized into
two scores—the Physical Component Score (PCS), and the Mental Component Score
(MCS)—by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). A research group of the SOEP
proposed an algorithm to compare each new collection of this questionnaire with a
norm-sample of the SOEP (Nübling, Andersen, &Mühlbacher, 2006). Accordingly, the
HRQL represents a standardizedmeasure of health for an extensive range of different
applications in social science survey research.
However, in this application, the HRQL is not used in this manner. Instead, the z-
standardized subscales32 are directly entered in the analysis to find a confirmatory fac-
32 The corresponding survey questions in the GGSS 2014 can be found in Table A.1 of the Ap-
pendix.
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tor solution. Moreover, while the common PCA approach assumes that the two com-
ponent scores do not correlate with each other, in this application they do—a much
more realistic assumption about the link between physical and mental health (Tim-
mermans & Haas, 2008, 660).
Marital Status
One of the main independent variables of this application is a distinction between
married and unmarried people. The GGSS 2014 contains legal definitions for each
marital status group in Germany. This information was used to build a dichotomous
indicator of the different groups with 1 standing for married people and 0 for unmar-
ried people.33
Noise Annoyance
Noise annoyance has been identified as a relevant and crucial mediator between ac-
tual road traffic noise exposure and health (Heritier et al., 2014) and, at the same
time, is the other main independent variable of this application. Noise annoyance
was covered in the GGSS by two questions: ”How strongly are you disturbed or an-
noyed through noise in your neighborhood during the day?” and ”And how strongly
are you disturbed or annoyed through noise in your neighborhood during the night?”
(1 = ”very strongly”, 2 = ”strongly”, 3 = ”fair”, 4 = ”little”, and 5 = ”not at all”). This scale
was reversed so that smaller valuesmean less noise annoyance and larger values stand
formore noise annoyance. In a later used latent variable approach, the latent variable
depicts the general noise annoyance of survey respondents.
Sociodemographics
Past evidence regarding the determinants of people’s health as well as potential con-
founders of sociodemographics and environmental noise motivates the choice of so-
ciodemographic control variables. As age is known to be strongly related to health, the
year of age is used as a control variable. Gender differenceswere also subject of a large
body of research, therefore, in the analysis, a binary indicator of gender was included
33 People who live in a civil union were also assigned to the group of married people. The
argument is that entering civil unions involves similar commitments as ordinarymarriages.
Meanwhile, this affects only four respondents of thewhole sample; thus, even if a structural
difference between civil unions and marriages existed, the bias would be negligible.
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(0 = male and 1 = female). Education was recognized to be another important dimen-
sion of a social gradient of people’s health. Hence, four levels of education based on
the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) are used, ranging from
low, medium, advanced up to high education. The income, operationalized as the
logged income in EUR, presents a further important factor. Finally, as an indicator of
health behavior that determines physical and mental health tremendously, a binary
indicator for smoking habits is included in the analysis.
Municipality Size
Road traffic noise also depicts a phenomenon of urbanization. Thus, the analysis in-
cludes the size of themunicipality each respondent is living in as a control variable (1 =
”up to 1,999 inhabitants”, 2 = ”2,000–4,999 inhabitants”, 3 = ”5,000–19,999 inhabitants”,
4 = ”20,000–49,999 inhabitants”, 5 = ”50,000–99,999”, 6 = ”100,000–499.999 inhabitants”,
and 7 = ”500,000 and more inhabitants”). In the analysis, as the effects of specific mu-
nicipality sizes is not of interest, this variable is entered as continious indicator.
An overview of all variables used in the analysis is shown in Table 6.1. It describes
the dependent variables PCS andMCS, themediator noise annoyance, the central pre-
dictor of road traffic noise (before the IV approach adjustment), the moderator mar-
ital status and the control variables. The next section continues with the strategy of
analyzing the data.
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Table 6.1: Descriptive Statistics and Overview of all Variables of the Analysis (Listwise
Deletion)
Mean/% SD Minimum Maximum
Physical Component Score (PCS)
General Health 0 1 -2.54 1.55
Physical Functioning .01 .99 -2.24 .80
Role Physical 0 1 -2.57 .87
Bodily Pain 0 1 -2.55 .87
Mental Component Score (MCS)
Vitality 0 .99 -2.40 1.88
Social Functioning -.01 1 -3.78 .57
Role Emotional 0 1 -3.71 .65
Mental Health -.01 .99 -2.58 1.75
Noise Annoyance
Annoyance During Day Time 1.78 1 1 5
Annoyance During Night Time 1.52 .84 1 5
Road Traffic Noisea
< 50 db(A) 86.97
50 - 54 db(A) 1.63
55 - 59 db(A) 5.35
60 - 64 db(A) 2.61
65 - 69 db(A) 1.85
70 - 74 db(A) 1.31
75+ db(A) .29
Marital Status
Married .56 .50 0 1
Controls
Age 49.26 17.40 18 91
Gender .49 .50 0 1
Education 2.56 .96 1 4
Logged Income 6.74 1.77 0 11
Smoking .29 .46 0 1
Municipality Size 2.57 1.14 1 4
Number of Observations 3138
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018); a original values before applying IV approach
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6.3 Analysis Strategy: Structural Equation Modeling
The research question of this application implies complex relationships and interac-
tions among different groups of people. Analyzing data according to such theories
requires statistical models that can capture all relevant information comprehensively
and unambiguously. A method which is adequate for this purpose is Structural Equa-
tion Modeling (SEM). SEM can include manifest (e.g., marital status) as well as latent
variables (e.g., mental health), and can test relationships acrossmultiple independent
and dependent variables (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010, 180ff). To test the hypotheses
of mediating and moderating factors in the theory of stress buffering the use of SEM
is promising.
Figure 6.4: SEM of the Relationship Between Road Traffic Noise, Noise Annoyance, and
Physical and Mental Health
For this purpose, the relationships between road traffic noise, noise annoyance, and
physical and mental health are modeled as shown in Figure 6.4. Road traffic noise
as independent and manifest variable affects the latent variables physical and mental
health directly (paths C) and indirectly (path A × path B) through the mediating effect
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of the latent variable noise annoyance on physical and mental health. Not included
in this path diagram are the control variables that aim to take extra variance in the
potential relationships into account. All in all, the estimated SEM depicts a classic
mediation model that allows to statistically test direct and indirect paths between the
variables of interest.
What is still missing from this model is the moderating effect of the marital status
of respondents. This interaction is realized by estimating a multigroup SEM (Schu-
macker & Lomax, 2010, 250). Accordingly, the model from Figure 6.4 is estimated
simultaneously for the two subsets of people in the data: married and unmarried peo-
ple. An advantage of this approach is that separate paths in themodel can explicitly be
tested for their statistical difference. Mainly, with regards to the hypotheses of this ap-
plication, differences among the paths C, A, and B are of interest. Moreover, it can be
analyzedwhether the indirect effects (path A× path B) or even the total effects of road
traffic noise on each health dimension (path C + path A× path B) differ. The SEM ap-
proach, with its possibility of multigroup analysis and separate path constraints, rep-
resents a flexible method to test differences between married and unmarried people
in the complex nexus between road traffic noise and health.
All SEMmodels are estimated using the R package lavaanwritten by Rosseel (2012).
As estimator, Robust Maximum Likelihood (MLR) is chosen because it behaves reliably
in case of non-normally distributed data and categorical data while, at the same time,
coefficients are not overestimated (C.-H. Li, 2016). Moreover, the standard errors de-
pict cluster-robust standard errors for sample points of the GGSS to adjust for the de-
pendence of observations within sample points (Abadie et al., 2017).
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Model Fit
The following presents themodel fit of the SEMwhich is necessary to assess its general
reliability. It is also essential for determining how much the model fits the data be-
cause, in any SEM application, researchers aim to find evidence that modeling of the
paths makes sense. Table 6.2 presents the results for this application’s model. Gener-
ally, the model fit yields tolerable results: global fit measures such as the Comparative
Fit Index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), or the Root Mean Square Error of Approxi-
mation (RMSEA) attest an adequate fit of the model to the data. Thus, the analysis is
proceeded without any further modification of the model.
Another essential prerequisite of multigroup analysis is measurement invariance.
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It onlymakes sense to compare paths between latent variables amongdifferent groups
if the latent construct is measured the sameway among these groups. Different incre-
ments of measurement invariance exist, the most basic one is the invariance of factor
loadings which is also called metric invariance. With regards to the model above, fac-
tor loadings between the latent variables of noise annoyance as well as physical and
mental health must not vary between married and unmarried people. Otherwise, if
measurement variance exists, the comparison of all other paths in the model is in-
valid.
Table 6.2: Model Fit for the SEM
Value
Number of Observations, Unmarried 1383
Number of Observations, Married 1755
Estimator MLR
χ2 1761.817
CFI .901
TLI .865
RMSEA .049
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
Although the classic χ2 difference test for a model with fixed and another model with
free factor loadings reveals that measurements differ between unmarried and mar-
ried people (χ2 difference = 21.603, p≤ 0.01), there is some critique on using this test.
For example, van de Schoot, Lugtig, and Hox argued that it performs unsatisfactory
in cases of large sample sizes (van de Schoot et al., 2012, 487). Instead, other mea-
sures such as the CFI or TLI should also be used to inspect whether the models still
fit the data well. As this application’s sample also is large (N Unmarried = 1383; N
Married = 1755) and, e.g., CFI and TLI do not significantly differ between the models,
measurement invariance of factor loadings between married and unmarried people
is assumed to exist.34 Therefore, the latent variables in the analysis are assumed as
being equal among those groups.
Table 6.3 contains the factor loadings of themeasurement invariant latent variables
of noise annoyance as well as physical and mental health. By inspecting the magni-
tudes of the loadings, it can be inferred that the latent variable for noise annoyance
and physical health are the two best measured latent constructs. All of their manifest
34 Details of this analysis can be found in Table A.2 of the Appendix.
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variables loadhigher than .617 and .745, respectively, on the corresponding latent con-
struct. The mental component score shows a weaker general fit with loadings higher
than .463. Generally, all three latent constructs fit the data reasonably and adequately
to conduct the analysis.
Table 6.3: Loadings of Manifest Variables on the Latent Variables (N Unmarried = 1383; N
Married = 1755)
λ SE 95% CI
Physical Component Score
General Health .766∗∗∗ .022 [.723, .809]
Physical Functioning .817∗∗∗ .023 [.772, .862]
Role Physical .830∗∗∗ .022 [.788, .873]
Bodily Pain .745∗∗∗ .022 [.701, .789]
Mental Component Score
Vitality .482∗∗∗ .025 [.434, .530]
Social Functioning .831∗∗∗ .033 [.767, .896]
Role Emotional .820∗∗∗ .032 [.757, .883]
Mental Health .463∗∗∗ .024 [.416, .509]
Noise Annoyance
Annoyance During Day Time .873∗∗∗ .046 [.783, .963]
Annoyance During Night Time .617∗∗∗ .036 [.546, .688]
† p≤ .1; ∗ p≤ .05; ∗∗ p≤ .01; ∗∗∗ p≤ .001
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
6.4.2 Social Buffering of Marriage
Aremarried people less likely to report health problems when they are exposed to the
deleterious effects of road traffic noise stressors? To answer this research question,
section 6.1 conceptualized a multivariate relationship between the involved variables
which contains mediation as well as moderation effects. Road traffic noise affects
health directly, but also indirectly through noise annoyance. Furthermore, these ef-
fects vary between the groups ofmarried and unmarried people becausemarried peo-
ple can draw on more social buffering resources. Table 6.4 exhibits the results of the
analysis of this complex relationship.
This table contains different regressions that depict the paths in Figure 6.4. It in-
cludes the regressions for physical and mental health on noise annoyance and road
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traffic noise, as well as the regressions for noise annoyance on road traffic noise.
Based on these estimates, the indirect effects of road trafficnoise andnoise annoyance
on the health variables as well as total effects on the health variables are computed.
Table 6.4: Standardized Linear Regression Coefficients of the SEMModel (N Unmarried =
1383; N Married = 1755)
Unmarried Married
β SE 95% CI β SE 95% CI
Physical Component Score
Noise Annoyance -.114∗∗∗ .026 [-.165, -.062] -.098∗∗∗ .027 [-.151, -.044]
Road Traffic Noise -.025 .074 [-.171, .120] .047 .090 [-.129, .223]
Mental Component Score
Noise Annoyance -.134∗∗∗ .032 [-.197, -.071] -.090∗∗ .031 [-.151, -.030]
Road Traffic Noise -.199† .106 [-.407, .009] .124 .099 [-.070, .318]
Noise Annoyance
Road Traffic Noise .196† .103 [-.006, .399] .413∗∗∗ .089 [ .239, .587]
Indirect & Total Effects
RTN→ ANNOY→ PCS -.022† .013 [-.047, .003] -.040∗∗ .015 [-.069, -.011]
RTN→ ANNOY→MCS -.026† .016 [-.058, .005] -.037∗ .015 [-.067, -.008]
Total PCS -.048 .077 [-.198, .103] .007 .091 [-.172, .186]
Total MCS -.225∗ .106 [-.432, -.018] .087 .101 [-.112, .285]
† p≤ .1; ∗ p≤ .05; ∗∗ p≤ .01; ∗∗∗ p≤ .001
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018); all models are controlled for age, gender, income, education,
smoking, and municipality size
As expected, differences between married and unmarried people with regards to the
individual paths exist, but they do not necessarily correspond to the theoretically as-
sumed relationships. While the direct effects are similar to what may have been ex-
pected, the effect of road traffic noise on noise annoyance is stronger for married
than for unmarried people. The theory of stress buffering would assume thatmarried
people perceive road traffic noise as less annoying. At the same time, however, the
effects of noise annoyance on physical and mental health are still higher for unmar-
ried people than for married ones. Generally, the direct effects of road traffic noise
on health are rather small, they lack magnitude and only for unmarried people the
effect of road traffic noise on mental health is statistically significant on a level of p≤
.10. In any case, given the difficulties of the spatial linking procedures between road
traffic noise and the georeferenced survey data, the results of this analysis still yield
some interesting insights.
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Moreover, the indirect effects of the analysis also reveal interesting patterns and
support some of the findings of the direct effects. Noise annoyance (indicated by the
termANNOY)has a differentialmediating effect betweenunmarried andmarriedpeo-
ple, both with regards to physical and mental health. Married people report worse
physical and mental health if road traffic noise affects them and the more it concerns
them. These effects are comparatively lower for unmarried people. Then again, un-
married people are the only group that reports worse mental health concerning the
total effect of road traffic noise, which corroborates the findings from the direct path
between road traffic noise and mental health.
Before the theoretical implications of these findings are discussed, it is of high im-
portance to test whether the found differential effects are not due to statistical ran-
domness in the first place. To this end, the following section presents invariance tests
of the separate paths. These invariance tests are vital to infer any theoretical implica-
tions from the above-presented findings.
6.4.3 Robustness Check: Invariance of Paths
The paths of the SEM in this application show noticeable results and differences be-
tween the groups of married and unmarried people. Some of the differences, how-
ever, are rather small; thus, it remains unclear whether these differences are due to
random variation or due to a real difference between the groups. For this reason, the
following section establishes statistical invariance tests for these paths to answer the
question of random variation.
Invariance tests are conducted for paths that are relevant for the theory, compris-
ing the paths in Figure 6.4. In detail, these paths involve the direct effect of noise
annoyance on physical health (ANNOY→ PCS); the direct effect of noise annoyance
on mental health (ANNOY→MCS); the direct effect of road traffic noise on physical
health (RTN→ PCS); the direct effect of road traffic noise on mental health (RTN→
MCS); the direct effect of road traffic noise on noise annoyance (RTN→ ANNOY); the
indirect effect of road traffic noise via noise annoyance on physical health (RTN→AN-
NOY→ PCS); the indirect effect of road traffic noise via noise annoyance on mental
health (RTN→ ANNOY→MCS); the total effect on physical health (TOTAL PCS); the
total effect onmental health (TOTALMCS); and amodel that constrains all regression
paths to be equal between married and unmarried people (ALL). To compare freely
and fixed regression paths χ2, CFI, TLI and RMSEA as well as the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) are used to inspect invariances,
as shown in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: Tests for Invariance of Paths Between Unmarried and Married People (N
Unmarried = 1383; N Married = 1755)
χ2 df p CFI TLI RMSEA BIC AIC
ANNOY→ PCS
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1762.498 170 0 .901 .866 .049 143213.3 142608.1
ANNOY→ MCS
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1764.230 170 0 .901 .865 .049 143215.0 142609.9
RTN→ PCS
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1762.270 170 0 .901 .866 .049 143213.0 142607.9
RTN→ MCS
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1768.533 170 0 .900 .865 .049 143219.3 142614.2
RTN→ ANNOY
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1765.881 170 0 .900 .865 .049 143216.7 142611.5
RTN→ ANNOY→ PCS
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1766.564 171 0 .900 .866 .049 143209.3 142610.2
RTN→ ANNOY→ MCS
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1768.279 171 0 .900 .866 .049 143211.0 142611.9
TOTAL PCS
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1767.088 172 0 .900 .866 .049 143201.8 142608.7
TOTALMCS
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1775.692 172 0 .899 .866 .049 143210.4 142617.3
ALL
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1782.652 187 0 .896 .872 .048 143096.6 142594.3
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018); all models are controlled for age, gender, income, education,
smoking, and municipality size
In brief, by comparing the fixed paths separately in one-to-one connections with the
freely estimated ones, the model fit changes only slightly. For all models, except the
one in which all regression paths are fixed, the fit measures differ non-substantially.
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Because of the high number of observations, in allmodels theχ2 values increase, indi-
cating a less good fit of these constrainedmodels. While even in themost constrained
model (ALL), the RMSEA point estimate decreases by .001, the confidence intervals
between the models still are overlapping (not shown in the table). Generally, fixing
parameters between the groups of married and unmarried people does not yield any
evidence that the differences of coefficients occur at random.
In line with the theory, it makes sense to estimate separate models for married and
unmarried people. In the complex of road traffic noise, noise annoyance, as well as
physical and mental health differential estimates exist. Some of the estimates still
point in other directions than expected, most notably the estimates for noise annoy-
ance. Consequently, they receive special attention in the following discussion that
concludes this application.
6.5 Discussion
Married and unmarried people respond differently to external stressors, which moti-
vated this research to ask whether this variation also exists for road traffic noise stres-
sors and health. One mechanism is that married people can draw on more coping
resources than unmarried people, and these coping resources help to reduce the dele-
terious effects of stressors. Another mechanism is that stressors are not perceived as
stressors by married people in the first place because stress processing in the brain
differs betweenmarried and unmarried people. Although bothmechanisms are sum-
marized under the umbrella of social buffers, the latter emphasizes the role of the
perception of stressors. The results provide support for both mechanisms, but they
are more complex than expected.
First, neither in the group of married people nor in the group of unmarried people
the main effects of road traffic noise on the health indicators show decisive results.
Solely in the group of unmarried people, there is an adverse effect of road traffic noise
onmental health. Second, the effect of road traffic noise on noise annoyance is higher
for married people than for unmarried people. One might wonder whether this leads
to different indirect effects of road traffic noise on health via noise annoyance be-
tweenmarried and unmarried people, which is corroborated by amediation analysis:
the effect is stronger for married people. Third, noise annoyance as a main effect on
mental health is higher for unmarried people than for married people. This finding
means that whereas married people on average respond more annoyed to road traf-
fic noise, the actual annoyance has a higher impact on mental health for unmarried
people. Overall, the sum of the direct effects of road traffic noise and its mediation
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through noise annoyance only shows a significant effect for the unmarried groupwith
regards to mental health.
6.5.1 The Changing Role of Marriage in Society
What more and more researchers emphasize is the changing role of marriage in so-
ciety. Being married is no longer a necessity for living with a partner, and long-term
relationships without a marriage certificate are increasingly common (Liu & Reczek,
2012, 794). Instead, it was argued that ”legal marital status no longer reflects today’s
social reality” (Drefahl, 2012, 463). Indeed, differences between societies exist, but
particularly the German case presented here shows a development towards more un-
married arrangements after the German reunion in 1990 (Statistische Ämter des Bun-
des und der Länder, 2015, 30). Accordingly, with this changing role of marriage also
comes a new definition of its social buffers.
As roles are changing, researchers are confronted with a moving target. Studies
on social buffers and marriage that have been conducted decades ago may no longer
apply to contemporary studies. Differences between married and unmarried peo-
ple vanished over the years, and this may explain why this application only found
small differences between these two groups. While married people generally still live
healthier lives than unmarried people (Carr & Springer, 2010), the mechanisms that
lead to such differencesmay have changed (see, e.g., Lin, Chen, & Li, 2016 or Johnson,
Horne, & Galovan, 2016). Studies on social buffers and marriage should reflect on the
specific societal setting of their respondents.
Future research, moreover, could differentiate between the group of married peo-
ple and all people who belong to the group of unmarried people. This group involves
singles, people in romantic relationships as well as those who are separated, divorced
or widowed. In this application, such differentiation was not possible to conduct due
to small sample sizes in these groups. Specialized studies dealing with the topic of
the family are more suitable for this purpose (Brüderl et al., 2015; Schmiedeberg,
2015). However, in this application, the group of married people still was the healthi-
est group, but researchers should be cautiouswith regards to confounding group char-
acteristics of the other groups.
6.5.2 Noise Measurements Data in Survey Research
However, such small effects are interesting in comparison to other studies that use
data on specific groups in specific geographic regions (Bocquier et al., 2013). These
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studies, in contrast, showed stronger effects, e.g., of air traffic noise on health (Boes et
al., 2013). Moreover, they often usedmore observational operationalizations of health
such as blood pressure (Babisch, 2014) or blood sugarmeasures (Eriksson et al., 2014).
It remains unclear whether subjectivemeasurementmethods are not suitable for cap-
turing the effects of noise stressors on health. At the same time, other studies corrobo-
rated the validity of subjective measures in large-scale survey research (Hank, Jürges,
& Schaan, 2009). Further researchwith observational healthmeasures in a large-scale
survey would help to find hints to solve this puzzle.
6.5.3 Conclusion
The effects found in this study are small, and it is questionable whether they qualify at
all as substantial effects. Other factors, such as age or education, are estimated more
precisely (see Table A.3 of the Appendix). Comparable to other studies on health dif-
ferences in society, these effects are in-person differences—personal characteristics
explain more variation in health than any other contextual factor. In comparison to
this extensive body of research, the findings of this application indeed are minor.
Nevertheless, mainly because so many factors influence people’s health, it is inter-
esting that road traffic noise stressors show at least some effects in this application.
These effects corroborate theoretical considerations with regards to the health effects
of marriage by introducing external evidence via traffic noise measurements. They
were not self-reported by the survey respondents but were gathered from auxiliary
geospatial data sources. From this perspective, the enrichment of survey data with
external sources leads to the validation of existing survey measurements.
This empirical application, thus, exemplifies the use of georeferenced survey data
for existing and new research questions. It combines two lines of research—family
research and environmental stress research—through themethod of spatial linking of
road traffic noise data to survey respondents’ locations. Thismethodmakes it possible
to question existing findings in family research while also providing new evidence for
stress research. Some theoretical and methodological concerns remain as both data
sources of this application were not collected primarily to combine them. An instru-
mental variable approach has to be applied to create a representative sample. Future
survey studies should invest in finding new geospatial data sources that researchers
can use equally for all survey respondents in a study.
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7 Application II: Ethnic Diversity and Xenophobia
This empirical application is built on a cooperation and joint work of me and my col-
leagues Julia Klinger and Merlin Schaeffer. It was published as a German research
article in the German sociological journal ”Zeitschrift für Soziologie” (Klinger et al.,
2017).35 While the research question is similar in this application, the elaborations on
the methodological background and its incorporation into the issues of using georef-
erenced survey data go beyond the original scope of the article. Thus, this empirical
application presents a contribution to the field that would have exceeded the scope of
the article.
7.1 Research Question
The social sciences have provided a large number of theories and hypotheses to ex-
plain prejudices and xenophobia (Allport, 1954; Blalock, 1967; Blumer, 1958). Be-
cause these theories generally defined xenophobia as fear or threat of people who per-
ceive others as foreign, usually they emphasized the role of social interaction between
groups of people. Specifically, the question arose whether the amount of foreign peo-
ple in neighborhoods increases or decreases xenophobia (Quillian, 1995; Schneider,
2008). In recent years, Western societies such as Germany have witnessed an increase
in the discussions about the relationship betweenmigration and xenophobia. Accord-
ingly, theories that explain these developments of xenophobia are still of high interest,
not just for the social sciences but also for societies as a whole.
Despite a rather long research tradition, the actual mechanisms of social interac-
tion are not yet clarified. For sure, norms, values, and other traits have a high in-
fluence on people’s perception of foreigners, such as immigrants (Raijman, Davidov,
Schmidt, & Hochman, 2008). At the same time, researchers repeatedly have empha-
35 Mymain role in this articlewas to transfer requirements of theoretical considerations to the
empirical operationalizations of the Halo constellations. I introduced the GIS tool of focal
linking as a procedure to relate direct and surrounding neighborhoods to each other and
provided solutions to analyze and summarize the results. Moreover, I implemented all steps
of data processing and the final analysis as a reproducible software routine which can be
accessed here: https://datorium.gesis.org/xmlui/handle/10.7802/1493?locale-attribute=en.
Generally, we agreed that each author of the article contributed to the article asmuch as any
other, hence the alphabetical order of the authors. All the authors gave me their consent
to re-use our findings. Also, all figures and tables in this empirical application are not in
the form as they were published in the article. The publisher, Walter de Gruyter GmbH,
confirmed to me that nothing stands in the way of such a form of reproduction.
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sized the influence of contextual determinants that shape people’s attitudes (Janmaat,
2014; Schlueter & Scheepers, 2010; Semyonov, Raijman, Tov, & Schmidt, 2004). Often,
they understand contextual determinants as a spatial dimension, more specifically as
neighborhoods that affect people in their everyday lives (Sharkey & Faber, 2014). In
this regard, neighborhoods are a place of social interaction and xenophobia directly
relates to their composition and their geographic size.
This application presents a new approach in the social sciences that emphasizes
the role of neighborhood constellations (Gleditsch & Weidmann, 2012). It originates
in the idea that while neighborhoods as single entities influence people’s lives, they
structurally and spatially also relate to other neighborhoods which, in turn, influence
people as well (Legewie & Schaeffer, 2016). Not only direct neighborhoods of people
affect xenophobic attitudes through social interaction but also surrounding neighbor-
hoods can play a role in this interplay. The following section starts with presenting the
most common theories for xenophobia and social interaction. It then turns to the new
approach that emerged under the term of theHalo Hypothesis. Finally, this theoretical
part closes with a discussion of the different geographic sizes of neighborhoods that
were used in previous research and which are relevant here.
7.1.1 Contact, Intergroup Threat and the Ethnic Competition Theory
Social science scholars commonly use two distinct sets of theories to explain preju-
dices and, in consequence, xenophobia related to neighborhoods: the classic Contact
Theory (Allport, 1954) or the Intergroup Threat Theory (Stephan et al., 2009) which is
similar to the Ethnic Competition Theory (Banton, 1983; Blalock, 1967; Blumer, 1958).
Both of these sets of theories discuss xenophobia with regards to social interaction
between people in neighborhoods. They emphasize the ethnic diversity of neighbor-
hoods and how the presence of people who are perceived as foreign shape attitudes
towards them. While both sets use similar concepts for their theories, the potential
outcomes relating to xenophobia are in stark contrast.
Allport’s Contact Theory stresses the significance of contact between in-group and
out-group people and its potential role in minimizing prejudices. To reduce xenopho-
bia, contact between people though must not be ”casual”, or as Putnam puts it ”su-
perficial” (Putnam, 2007), as ”such contact does not dispel prejudice; more probable
it increases it” (Allport, 1954, 251). When people see or observe other people without
knowing their motives and why they act in certain ways, they probably develop neg-
ative attitudes. Only if people establish non-casual contacts and develop positive in-
teractions, they can reduce prejudices and develop social-emphatic proximity to each
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other (Pettigrew, 1998; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). People gainmore information about
the out-group, learn about their norms and values, and establish affective bonds that
help to limit misunderstandings. Generally, spatial proximity increases the likelihood
of positive interaction (Weins, 2011), and thus, it is assumed that higher rates of im-
migrants in neighborhoods also decrease xenophobia.
The second set of theories, the social-psychological Intergroup Threat Theory or
the sociological Ethnic Competition Theory, comes to different conclusions with re-
gards to contact between in-group and out-group people and its influence on preju-
dices. Albeit comparable to the Contact Theory and its restriction on casual contact,
these theories stress the role of potential feelings of threat, e.g., whena relative change
of foreign people occurs in a neighborhood (Hopkins, 2010). These feelings can be
rooted in economic fears, such as job loss, price collapses of housing prices or dimin-
ishing of general wealth; or they can be symbolic when people are afraid to lose their
cultural dominance. Generally, because these fears affect economic and symbolic do-
mains, researchers assume that specific sociodemographic groups, for example, low-
educated and unemployed people (Helbling, 2011; Hello, Scheepers, & Sleegers, 2006),
homeowners (Nowak&Sayago-Gomez, 2018), and conservative people (Raijman et al.,
2008) are more vulnerable to such fears. Typically, both of these theories assume that
the spatial proximity of people increases threats and competition, and thus, it is as-
sumed that higher rates of immigrants in neighborhoods increase xenophobia.
Both sets of theories have been successfully applied in research (Quillian, 1995;
Schneider, 2008; Semyonov, Raijman, & Gorodzeisky, 2006; Weins, 2011). While in-
deed both theories provide plausible and convincing arguments, as outlined above, it
is confusing that their competing hypotheses with regards to immigrant rates should
apply simultaneously. A crucial role plays the concept of spatial proximity and the
question of whether it increases the likelihood of positive interaction between people
(Schlueter & Scheepers, 2010). When people have the opportunity to convert spatial
proximity into social proximity, positive interaction can occur. Newer and more fine-
grained theories, therefore, concentrate on the specific spatial conditions of neigh-
borhoods to disentangle spatial proximity from social proximity (Martig & Bernauer,
2016; Teney, 2012; Weßling, Hartung, & Hillmert, 2015). One of the hypotheses that
provide a reconciliation between the competing theories is theHaloHypothesiswhich
the following section presents.
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7.1.2 The Halo Effect Hypothesis
The Halo Hypothesis’ most striking lesson is that the above-presented theories are
only apparently incompatible. Instead, supporting findings for each one of them in
different applications occur because the measurement of neighborhoods’ immigrant
rates may have been collected on different levels or types of neighborhoods. Some
applications used measures on a small neighborhood level, others on the city level.
Further studies even used measures on the administrative district levels so that com-
parisonsbetweeneachoneof these applicationswould only be valid if immigrant rates
didnot changebetweendifferent geographic levels. According to theMAUP (seeChap-
ter 3.2.2), this is not a realistic assumption. Differences, as well as similar predictions
of the theories, may be caused by unsynthesized neighborhood operationalizations.
What the Halo Hypothesis proposes is to differentiate between direct neighbor-
hoods and surrounding neighborhoods (Bowyer, 2008; Rydgren & Ruth, 2013). Di-
rect neighborhoods are the types of neighborhoodswith day-to-day interaction, where
people meet other people of their neighborhood, and positive social interactions are
likely to occur (Sharkey & Faber, 2014). Surrounding neighborhoods are seldom fre-
quented by people, and positive social interaction is less probable. They are always
less familiar, and in cases of varying ethnic composition between direct and surround-
ing neighborhoods, the latter may be perceived as even more different. Thus, the dif-
ference between direct and surrounding neighborhoods is dynamic and depends on
the ethnic composition of each one of them.
This dependence on the constellations between direct and surrounding neighbor-
hoods is the reason why both Contact Theory and Intergroup Threat/Ethnic Compe-
tition Theory come to compliant predictions under certain circumstances. For ex-
ample, when the ethnic composition between neighborhoods does not vary, borders
between them may not be perceived as manifest borders. In contrast, when the eth-
nic composition varies, borders may be noticed as reasonably manifest. Thus, when
surrounding neighborhoods have higher rates of immigrants, Contact Theory and In-
tergroup Threat/Ethnic Competition Theory both would predict higher likelihoods of
prejudices and hence xenophobia. The Intergroup Threat/Ethnic Competition Theory
would predict this link between immigrant rates and xenophobia in any case, while
the Contact Theory would do it because of the likelihood of sole casual contacts in
surrounding neighborhoods. The interplay of direct and surrounding neighborhoods
with regards to ethnic composition forms social boundaries that combine predictions
from Contact Theory and Intergroup Threat/Ethnic Competition Theory. That is the
core of the Halo Hypothesis.
What gives the Halo Hypothesis its name is that such neighborhood constellations
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are merely relationships of neighborhoods in a circular form. It is the potential inter-
play of different levels of ethnic diversity that can lead to the xenophobia of people
(Rydgren & Ruth, 2013). As such, the Halo Hypothesis combines elements of the two
hypotheses and furthermore of the Social Isolation Theory (Putnam, 2007, 141ff): direct
neighborhoods build islands in a network of neighborhoods when they differ severely
from the surrounding neighborhoods (see also for another context Lim, Metzler, &
Bar-Yam, 2007). Figure 7.1 exemplifies such a constellation for a 1 km2 census neigh-
borhood in the city of Cologne. While the direct neighborhood (the inner 1 km2 grid
cell) comprises a comparably low immigrant rate, some of its surrounding neighbor-
hoods (the surrounding 1 km2 grid cells) comprise far larger immigrant rates. Direct
neighborhoods that are surrounded by neighborhoods with diverging rates of immi-
grants constitute archetypal examples of Halo constellations.
Data Sources: Statistical Offices of the Federation and the Länder (2016) and Federal Agency for
Cartography and Geodesy (2018)
Figure 7.1: Halo Constellation of Immigrant Rates Between Direct and Surrounding
Neighborhoods in the City of Cologne
In their day-to-day life, people from such direct neighborhoods may have tentatively
low opportunities to meet foreign people. Surrounding neighborhoods are of periph-
eral importance so that people also have low opportunities to interact with people
from these neighborhoods. What ismore, if these people from the surrounding neigh-
borhoods are foreign and have different ways of arranging their everyday life, people
from direct neighborhoodsmay feel threatened by their presence. People from direct
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neighborhoods merely do not know much about surrounding neighborhood people’s
life, and as such develop prejudices and reservations. In this specific form of a Halo
constellation, people are at risk to develop considerable levels of xenophobia.
Authors with similar hypotheses in other research fields already found evidence
that supports conceptualizing neighborhoods in this direct-surrounding-distinction.
Some of the most prominent examples are prohibition policies against Catholic im-
migrants in the 19th century in the United States of America (Andrews & Seguin, 2015)
and election results of right-populist parties in England (Bowyer, 2008), Sweden (Ryd-
gren & Ruth, 2013) or Switzerland (Martig & Bernauer, 2016). With regards to the Ger-
man societal context though it is not yet clear how such constellations affect attitudes
towards immigrants. In comparison to other Western societies, ethnic segregation
and ethnic diversity between neighborhoods is comparably low (Schönwälder & Söhn,
2009). Even so, in sum, this empirical application starts with the hypothesis that also
in Germany xenophobia systematically increases in direct neighborhoods which have
lower levels of ethnic diversity in comparison to their surrounding neighborhoods.
7.2 Data and Measures
7.2.1 Sample: GGSS 2014 and German Census 2011
The data of this empirical application stem from the combined data of the georefer-
encedGGSS 2014 (see Chapter 2.3.1) and geospatial data from theGermanCensus 2011
(see Chapter 2.4.2). Spatial linking methods enable to add auxiliary attributes of the
German Census 2011 data to the GGSS 2014 data to create measures for the Halo con-
stellations. In sum, the sample data consist of 1,192 survey respondents who also have
the German citizenship.
The following section first describes in detail how both data sources are combined
using spatial linking methods. As such, all geospatial data measures are introduced,
before subsequently all survey data measures are presented. A table of descriptives
that gives an overview of the whole set of variables can be found in Table 7.2.
7.2.2 Geospatial Data Measures
Geospatial Data Preparations
The data of the German Census 2011 for the whole extent of Germany are publicly
available as a Comma Separated Values (CSV) dataset and can be downloaded from
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the internet. Despite their similarities to other data from EU regulations or directives
(see Chapter 4.1.1), users can directly access the data. As introduced in Chapter 2.4.2,
these data contain information for the sociodemographics of the German population
in uniformly shaped grid cells.
Moreover, because the data are already harmonized, preparing them for analyses
is straightforward. Each row of the data is a single centroid geo-coordinate out of the
557,256 raster cells in Germany and refers to a raster cell resolution of 1 km × 1 km.
By converting them to a raster data file and assigning an CRS (see Chapter 2.4.1), the
data are convenient to use.36 The resulting file can be processed and analyzed in an
GIS and provides information on the population of the whole extent of Germany.
Focal Linking
The Halo Hypothesis assumes relationships in specific neighborhood constellations
of the direct and surrounding neighborhoods. Accordingly, it makes no sense to use
spatial linking by locationmethods to add census attributes to the survey respondents’
geo-coordinates because the informationabout theneighborhood relationshipswould
be lost. Instead, the neighborhood constellations have to be derived from the data in
a way that relates the direct neighborhoods to the surrounding neighborhoods. Only
after operationalizing the neighborhood constellations in such away, this information
can be spatially linked to the respondents’ locations.
What is a useful method to create the neighborhood constellations is focal linking,
described in Chapter 5.2.3. In detail, applying the method to the demands of the re-
search question results in a three-step procedure:
1. For each raster cell in the data, a focal operation is conducted using neighborhood
matrices.
2. The new raster cell values, containing the results of the focal operation, are pro-
jected into a joined coordinate space with the survey respondents’ locations.
3. Both data sources are spatially linked in such a way that the survey respondents’
data contain new information about the results of the focal operation, which is
their neighborhood constellation.
36 TheR package georefum (https://github.com/stefmue/georefum) already contains prepared
raster data for the German Census 2011 that were created using the described approach. It
also provides the routines for creating the files—details on their application can be found
in Müller∗ et al. (2017).
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The idea of the Halo Hypothesis leaves room for different combinations to apply the
focal linking method. Generally, what researchers who test the theory aim to do is
to relate the ethnic diversity of the direct neighborhood to the ethnic diversity of the
surrounding neighborhoods. Using 1 km2 grid cells for the direct neighborhood, for
example, is just one possibility though, other researchers also used spatial units on
a larger geographic scale (Martig & Bernauer, 2016). Creating measures of neighbor-
hood constellations should take into account discussions on (a) the geographic scale
of direct and surrounding neighborhoods, (b) descriptive statistics used for creating
measures of neighborhoods, and (c) how direct and surrounding neighborhoods can
be related for the actual analysis.
As mentioned, the (a) geographic scale of neighborhoods affects direct and sur-
rounding neighborhoods at the same time. While this application uses the 1 km2 grid
cells as default operationalization for direct neighborhoods, theremay also be reasons
for a broader range of grid cells. For example, the ”effective neighborhood” (Spielman
& Yoo, 2009, 1100), as the interaction radius of people in their day-to-day routine, is
often larger. People commute to work or they go shopping far away from their home.
Therefore, this application also uses broader direct neighborhoods of the size of 9 km2
as an alternative. The same argument applies to the surrounding neighborhoods be-
cause they could be even bigger in comparison to effective neighborhoods. Besides its
default operationalization of the adjacent eight 1 km2 grid cells as surrounding neigh-
borhoods, this application uses the adjacent sixteen 1 km2 grid cells as surrounding
neighborhoods for the alternative operationalization of the direct neighborhoods of 9
km2. Moreover, as another alternative for the surrounding neighborhoods, the whole
area of the municipalities is introduced, both for the direct neighborhood with 1 km2
and the 9 km2 grid cells.
Table 7.1: Geographic Size Combinations of the Plausible Halo Constellations
Direct Neighborhood Surrounding Neighborhood Used as…
1. 1 km2 Grid Cell Adjacent Eight 1 km2 Grid default
2. 9 km2 Grid Cell Adjacent Sixteen 1 km2 Grid alternative
3. 1 km2 Grid Cell Surrounding Municipality alternative
4. 9 km2 Grid Cell Surrounding Municipality alternative
Table 7.1 presents each of these options in the corresponding combinations. More-
over, for a more visual presentation, Figure 7.2 displays these combinations in a
map of the city of Cologne. While the default operationalization—1 km2 for the
direct neighborhood and the adjacent eight 1 km2 grid cells for the surrounding
neighborhood—represents the Halo constellation on the smallest geographic scale,
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the areas covered by all other Halo constellations increase with the choice of neigh-
borhood sizes. Generally, the entire set of these Halo constellations provides plausi-
ble operationalizations, at least as the Halo Hypothesis is not yet clear in that regard.
Thus, it is also an empirical question of whether the results of the analyses with dif-
ferent Halo constellations differ.
Data Sources: Statistical Offices of the Federation and the Länder (2016) and Federal Agency for
Cartography and Geodesy (2018)
Figure 7.2: Four Different Types of Plausible Halo Constellations
Apart from the geographic size, the question remains which (b) descriptive statis-
tic may be appropriate to reflect people’s perception of their surrounding neighbor-
hoods. Do people experience attributes of their neighborhood according to the av-
erage, or do they orient towards extreme values? Again, this question cannot be an-
swered from a theoretical standpoint. Therefore, this application uses both the mean
value and the maximum value for all operationalizations of the surrounding neigh-
borhoods. The mean value represents a more aggregate measure that decreases vari-
ance. The maximum value, on the other hand, depicts a more nuanced measure that
is sensitive to variance, which qualifies it as the default descriptive statistic. Effec-
tively, the mean value and the maximum value serve as two competing measures of
the surrounding neighborhoods.
Finally, (c) different ways of relating the direct neighborhood and the surrounding
neighborhood measures to each other exist. The first one is to compute differences
between the surrounding neighborhoods and the direct neighborhoods. In such a
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measure, the value of 0 depicts a turning point of the scale—values above this limit
are, by definition, archetypal Halo constellations. All differences, however, are the
same across the whole range of the immigrant rate scale, no matter if the difference
originates from the values of 20% and 5% (=15) or 35% and 20% (=15). A second and
alternative measure is to compute ratios. In this measure, the value of 1 depicts a
turning point. While this measure is bound to a value of 0, its advantage is that a ratio
results in different values for the input values of 20% and 5% (=4) and 35% and 20%
(=1.75). For this reason, this measure is the default measure to relate direct and sur-
rounding neighborhoods in this application. One last option is to leave the direct and
surrounding neighborhoods as they are and to include them as an interaction term
in regression models. Then again, if this model was a linear model, the interaction
would not respect different slopes at different scale locations.
7.2.3 Survey Data Measures
Xenophobia
The GGSS 2014 comprises an additional questionnaire with items that ask for attitudes
towards immigrants and people with an immigration history. Respondents rated on a
scale of 1 (”Agree strongly”) to 5 (”Disagree strongly”) whether they agree to the follow-
ing statements: ”Immigrants increase crime rates”; ”Immigrants are generally good
for Germany’s economy”; ”Immigrants take jobs away from people who were born in
Germany”; ”Immigrants improveGerman society bybringingnew ideas andcultures”;
and ”Germany’s culture is generally undermined by immigrants”.
By combining these items on one scale, they qualify to measure xenophobic atti-
tudes of the respondents as an PCA corroborates. While the positive and negative
worded items show a distinct method’s effect—i.e., the analysis reveals a principal
component for the positive items and one for the negative ones—, the extraction of
one single principal component of the z-standardized itemswith varimax rotation still
explains 57%of the variance. Accordingly, it can be assumed that such a single compo-
nent solution yields an appropriate approximation of the items’ input matrix (details
of this analysis can be found in Table B.1 of the Appendix). The values of the depen-
dent variable xenophobia are the corresponding factor scores of the component.
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Sociodemographics
Not just the contextual factors presented above are hypothesized to determine xeno-
phobia. Instead, other sociodemographic factors influence how people express their
attitudes towards immigrants. To adjust the results for these factors, the analysis con-
tains additional control variables for the respondents’ age (in years), gender, educa-
tion (”low”: ISCED 1-2, ”medium”: ISCED 3, ”advanced”: ISCED 4-5 and ”high”: ISCED
6-8), net income (in EUR), and binary indicators for unemployment and homeowner-
ship. The latter aims tomeasure differences in the personal significance of the neigh-
borhood and serves as a proxy for the duration of residence in the neighborhood.
Contextual Controls
Finally, it is controlled for variables that may have an effect on the estimates. These
variables comprise a binary indicator for the region of Germany inwhich respondents
live (Western Germany: 0, Eastern Germany: 1), the size of their municipality (”Ru-
ral Community”: below 5,000 inhabitants, ”Small Town”: 5,000 to 19,999 inhabitants,
”City”: 20,000 to 99,999 inhabitants, ”Big City”: at least 100,000 inhabitants), the num-
ber of inhabitants in their direct neighborhood as well as the mean flat size in square
meters per inhabitant in their direct neighborhood. While most of these variables ad-
just regional factors of people’s living arrangements, the mean flat size can serve as
a proxy measure for wealth in the neighborhood. Table 7.2 gives an overview of all
variables used in the default analysis, including the default Halo operationalization
and the individual level variables.
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Table 7.2: Descriptive Statistics and Overview of All Variables of the Default Analysis
(Pairwise Deletion)
Mean / % SD Minimum Maximum
Dependent Variables
Threat 0 1.01 -2.27 2.85
Independent Variables
Halo Ratio∗ 2.09 2.33
Immigrant Sharea∗ 5.71 6.32
Maximum Immigrant Shareb∗ 5.15 5.91
Control Variables
Gender (female) 48.91 50.01
Age 48.96 17.97 18 91
Education
Low 9.04
Medium 48.48
Advanced 18.58
High 23.90
Income 1460.52 1102.23 0 8750
Unemployment 5.12 22.04
Eastern Germany 32.72 46.94
Municipality Size
Rural Community 25.92
Small Town 26.17
City 21.81
Big City 26.09
Home Ownership 58.44 49.30
Inhabitantsa∗ 2395.50 3073.90
Mean Flat Size per Inhabitanta∗ 42.49 4.96
Number of Observations 1192
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018); a direct neighborhood; b surrounding neighborhood; ∗ some
values removed due to data protection
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7.3 Analysis Strategy: Robustness Through Several Estimation
Methods
7.3.1 Spatial Dependencies
This application hypothesizes that political attitudes (i.e., xenophobia) are dependent
on spatial attributes. If survey respondents live in proximity to each other, these polit-
ical attitudes are at risk of being spatially clustered or spatially dependent (see Chapter
5.3). Respondents who live close to each other might share more similar political atti-
tudes than those who live far away from each other. To prevent the results from being
biased, spatial dependence should be tested and adjusted in the analyses.
A common approach is to search for shared variance of the dependent variables
between respondents who live close to each other. If the test turns out to be positive
(i.e., spatial autocorrelation exists), for example, Spatial Lag Y Models help to adjust
for spatial clustering (see Chapter 5.3.2). The values of respondents being neighbors
are weighted and included as autoregressive terms in the regression equation. Thus,
the analysis does no longer violate the independence assumption of ordinary regres-
sion models and provides unbiased estimates.
Testing spatial correlation requires modeling spatial dependencies between obser-
vations in the data and connectivity matrices (see Chapter 5.3.2) offer the tools to do
so. In the context of this application, it was decided to compute geodesic distance
measures between respondents in 10 meters steps divided by their inverse. Every re-
spondent is neighbor to any other respondent, but respondents who live far apart do
have a negligibly low influence on each other. At the same time, by using 10 meters
steps, this influence does not decay as fast as in plain inverse functions, a possibly
more realistic assumption of neighborhood influences.
Moreover, the connectivity matrix calculations are based on the coarsened geo-
coordinates of the respondents. After georeferencing the data of the GGSS 2014,
data protection legislation required to extinguish the original addresses and geo-
coordinates of the survey respondents. The research data center of the GGSS, how-
ever, managed to preserve geo-coordinates that are the centroids of the 1 km2 grid
cells in which respondents live. These centroid geo-coordinates are no longer per-
sonal information, but they still provide small-scale spatial information. As this ap-
plication does not place importance on connections between respondents based on
small distances, they also provide a reasonable approximation of an analysis with the
original geo-coordinates.37
37 The analyses in the journal article of this applicationwere conducted at a timewhere access
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Also with the coarsened geo-coordinates the analysis of spatial autocorrelation
yields a statistically significant amount of the dependent variable of xenophobia.
Moran’s I and Lagrange Multiplier Diagnostics (Bivand et al., 2008, 258ff) show small
but significant indications for spatial autocorrelation. Accordingly, the analysis
should control these spatial dependencies between the respondents.
7.3.2 More Sources of Unobserved Heterogeneity
An obvious influence on people’s political attitudes is the result of policies. They af-
fect howpeople perceive and learn about changes in the public sphere, and they signal
how politics respond to such changes. Moreover, policies often occur on administra-
tive levels, such as municipalities. For example, regional governments decide where
refugee shelters are located.38 Some authors argued that this decision impacts atti-
tudes toward immigrants (Förster, 2018). The actual development of attitudes is, thus,
affected by decisions that have been made on geographically larger levels. In conse-
quence, people perceive their direct living environment not only as being influenced
by their direct neighbors but also by developments happening in their municipality.
Researchers cannot control or even observe all these developments in their analy-
sis. However, such factors influence model estimations and produce biases because
they contain sources of unobserved heterogeneity. If the observational unit of these
sources is known, e.g., the municipality level, at least researchers can adjust model
estimates for such biases. A common approach is to use regression models with fixed
effects for the group level (see Chapter 5.3.1). Accordingly, to control the bias of un-
observed heterogeneity in the estimates of political attitudes, the use of FE models is
promising.
7.3.3 Three Choices of Estimators
Because of the notes of the preceding section, this application uses three different
estimators in its analysis:
1. Spatial Lag YModels to adjust spatial dependencies among the survey respondents
as the default model
2. Municipality Level Fixed EffectsModels to adjust unobservedheterogeneity between
to the original geo-coordinates was still warranted. The results changed only slightly and
insignificantly.
38 See, e.g., https://recht.nrw.de/lmi/owa/br_text_anzeigen?v_id=10000000000000000407
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municipalities
3. OLS Regression Models to compare the models in a more convenient way
The Spatial Lag Y Model (1.) is further specified as an OLS regression model that con-
tains an autocovariate. Generally, this model does not differ from the Spatial Lag Y
Model presented in Chapter 5.3.2. While the latter estimates its autoregressive pa-
rameters within the general model estimation, in an autocovariate model, the corre-
sponding lagged variable is calculated beforehand. This step was necessary because
this application uses multiple imputed data (see below), and for Spatial Econometric
Models, Rubin’s Rule is not yet defined.39 The formula of the autocovariate is as fol-
lows:
autocovi =
∑n
j=1 wijyj∑n
j=1 wij
, (7.1)
where yj depicts the value of the dependent variable of observation j and wij the
neighborhood connection between observation i and j (see Chapter 5.3.2), based on
inverse weighted geodesic distances between the respondents in 10meters steps. The
value of the autocovariate autocovi, therefore, is a weighted sum of the neighbors’
lagged dependent variable of observation i. Its corresponding regression coefficient,
represented as ρ in the regression table, signals the amount of spatial autocorrelation
between respondents and controls for the potential biases of spatial autocorrelation.
UsingMunicipality Level Fixed EffectsModels (3.) does not prevent the results from
being biased because of their dependence on a small spatial scale, but they allow
excluding unobserved heterogeneity between municipalities. Moreover, they do not
contain any autocovariate because this, in turn, can result in a systematic error of es-
timates (Angrist & Pischke, 2009, Chapter 5.3), and controlling for municipality level
invariant variables is not possible anymore. However, besides re-validating the re-
sults with OLSmodels (3.), FEmodels complement the estimates of the default Spatial
Lag Y Model.
In sum, combining all Halo operationalizations and all estimators results in 48 dif-
ferent models. Because it is inconvenient to discuss their results in detail, this appli-
cation uses one specific combination as default model: the Spatial Lag Y Model with
1 km2 grid cell values as direct neighborhood and the maximum value of the eight
adjacent 1 km2 grid cells as the surrounding neighborhood. Furthermore, as a link
39 Spatial Lag YModels with simultaneous estimation algorithms on the list-wise deleted data
yielded similar results as the approach used here. The results can be found in Table B.2 of
the Appendix.
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between the different neighborhoods, the ratio is chosen.
Lastly, the multivariate analysis is based on 16 datasets computed with multiple
imputation. These datasets are created using Sequential Regression Imputation (Raghu-
nathan, 2016, 67f) with all variables on the respondents’ level as input data. Alterna-
tive estimations with list-wise deletions corroborate this approach and yield similar
results.
7.4 Results
Are people who live in homogeneous neighborhoods that border on ethnically diverse
surrounding neighborhoods (or are even encircled by them) more xenophobic? The
analysis begins with the results of the model that includes the default Halo opera-
tionalization (1 km2 for the direct neighborhood and the adjacent eight 1 km2 grid cells
for the surrounding neighborhood), the default relation (ratio), and the default esti-
mation procedure (Spatial Lag Y), which is shown in Table 7.3. As a first step, model 1
includes the bivariate relationship between theHalo constellations and the dependent
variable xenophobia as the baseline model. Model 2 proceeds with adding all other
control variables, and model 3 tests for regression discontinuity around the thresh-
old value of 1. The latter estimation ensures testing whether the theoretical relation-
ship also applies to direct neighborhoods that aremore diverse than their surrounding
ones.40
The results of all threemodels can be summarized briefly: in none of thesemodels,
an effect of the Halo constellation predictor on xenophobia is found. Neither in the
bivariate nor the multivariate or the discontinuity model a substantive effect is preva-
lent. The Halo constellation predictor does not show any sign of substantial signifi-
cance, although at least in the bivariate model it is statistically significant on a level of
p≤ .15. In sum, no evidence for a Halo effect with regards to the default operational-
ization of the Halo constellations exists.
Even so, the results of the models are reliable. Given the estimates of all
other predictors, the quality of the measurement of the dependent variable can be
corroborated—for example, education and unemployment point to the theoretically
expected direction. Moreover, the estimates for the autocovariate ρ justify including
40 Regression discontinuity is tested by creating a dummyvariable that is 0 for allHalo constel-
lations of ≥ 1 and 1 for all Halo constellations of < 1. The interaction of this variable with
the Halo constellation predictor tests the discontinuity around this threshold. To enable
this test its value is not standardized at its mean value but a value of 1.
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it in the model as it remains high and statistically significant in all models. Accord-
ingly, it is not misspecification of the models that causes non-existing effects of the
Halo constellations.
As already discussed what makes the analysis demanding are the different possi-
bilities of operationalizing the Halo constellations. Different descriptive statistics for
the surrounding neighborhoods exist (mean or maximum values), as well as different
relations between direct and surrounding neighborhoods (ratios, differences, and in-
teractions), and the choice of different geographic sizes (see Table 7.1). Moreover,
it should be ensured that different estimation procedures do not lead to different re-
sults. The following, therefore, presents the estimates for all 48 different models that
result from these considerations.
7.4.1 Comparison of Estimators and Operationalizations
Figure 7.3 starts with the comparison of the Spatial Lag Y Model as estimator along
with the different Halo constellation operationalizations in a coefficient plot. The plot
consists of three main columns and three main rows. In the first column, the esti-
mates of the Halo relations with ratios are presented; in the second column, those of
the differences; and in the third column, those of the interactions. The rows comprise
estimates for the maximum surrounding neighborhood operationalization, the mean
operationalization, and the municipality share. Furthermore, each row comprises
point estimators for the 1 km2 direct neighborhoods (unfilled dots) and estimators for
the 9 km2 ones (filled dots). Finally, the point estimators include 95%confidence inter-
vals (thin lines) and 90% confidence intervals (bold lines). In sum, this figure contains
18 different models.
This comparison of the models also yields clear and unambiguous results: no in-
dications for a Halo effect can be found among the Spatial Lag Y Models, even in this
range of different operationalizations. As such, it is not the choice of a default opera-
tionalization that causes the null-effects of the previous section. In contrast, different
operationalizations of the Halo constellations underpin that no effect exists. More-
over, inspecting 10% confidence intervals and directions of point estimates does not
even suggest an underlying pattern. All confidence intervals overlap the zero line, and
the estimates point in different directions within and between combinations.
By comparing these results with those of the FEmodel in Figure 7.4, no differences
can be reported. All effects are small, they point in different directions, and the con-
fidence intervals overlap the zero line. It should be noted that, according to the FE
specification, no municipality level variables can be included in the estimate. Con-
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Note: Multiple imputated data from the georeferenced GGSS 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for
the Social Sciences, 2015, 2018); standardized regression coefficients; all models are controlled
for age, gender, education, income, unemployment, home ownership, number of inhabitants
in 1 km2 neighborhood, mean flat size in 1 km2 neighborhood, size of municipality, eastern or
western part of Germany; N = 1,192
Figure 7.3: Estimates for the Spatial Lag Y Regression Model Across the 3× 3 Halo
Constellations
sequently, no Halo operationalizations with the immigrant share on the municipality
level are displayed in the figure. Comparable to the Spatial Lag Y Model, there are no
indications for a Halo effect.
Finally, Figure 7.5 shows the estimators for the OLS regression models. Unlike the
FEmodels, they again include estimators for theHalo operationalizationswith the im-
migrant share on the municipality level. Comparable, however, to the previous two
figures they show similar results—no Halo effect is found. Although the models with
the interaction effect show a slight but statistically insignificant tendency towards the
theoretically postulated direction, they should be considered with caution. The OLS
models do not control any spatial dependencies, which can lead to overestimated co-
efficients. Thus, the different OLS models show strong evidence for a non-existing
Halo effect.
One last reason for a non-existing Halo effect may be the presence of a selection
effect. Mainly, in cross-sectional studies, such as this one, and with regards to other
hypotheses such as the White-Flight-Hypothesis (see, for example, Crowder & South,
2011), the null-effect might occur because xenophobic people already moved away
from the Halo neighborhoods. Accordingly, the Halo effect is hidden in the survey
data as selection effects blur the real causal effect. In order to navigate this issue,
the following section analyzes specific subgroups of people that are at risk to develop
xenophobic attitudes but were not able to move away from their neighborhoods. If
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there is a Halo effect, the analysis of subgroups should at least partially suggest its
existence.
Note: Multiple imputated data from the georeferenced GGSS 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for
the Social Sciences, 2015, 2018); standardized regression coefficients; all models are controlled
for age, gender, education, income, unemployment, home ownership, number of inhabitants
in 1 km2 neighborhood, mean flat size in 1 km2 neighborhood, size of municipality, eastern or
western part of Germany; N = 1,192
Figure 7.4: Estimates for the Municipality Level Fixed Effects Regression Model Across
the 3× 3 Halo Constellations
Note: Multiple imputated data from the georeferenced GGSS 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for
the Social Sciences, 2015, 2018); standardized regression coefficients; all models are controlled
for age, gender, education, income, unemployment, home ownership, number of inhabitants
in 1 km2 neighborhood, mean flat size in 1 km2 neighborhood, size of municipality, eastern or
western part of Germany; N = 1,192
Figure 7.5: Estimates for the OLS Regression Model Across the 3× 3 Halo Constellations
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7.4.2 Robustness Checks: Analysis of Subgroups
People who often are considered as being at risk to develop xenophobic attitudes
are less educated and unemployed people (Hello et al., 2006), homeowners (Nowak
& Sayago-Gomez, 2018), people with strong national identification (Stephan et al.,
2009), or people who are right-wing oriented (Bauer, Barberá, Ackermann, & Venetz,
2017). These people would typically move away from neighborhoods in which they
feel threatened by immigrants. Thus, it makes sense to conduct subgroup analyses of
these people to find indications for a Halo effect within these groups.
Figure 7.6 exhibits such a subgroup analysis41 in a similar coefficient plot as used
before by applying the default operationalization of the Halo constellations and the
samedefault estimator. Again, the results corroborate thenull-results frombefore: no
indications for aHalo effect are found. From this perspective, it can be concluded that
also among the subgroups of people, who are at risk to develop xenophobic attitudes,
Halo effects are not more likely to be observed.
Note: Multiple imputated data from the georeferenced GGSS 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for
the Social Sciences, 2015, 2018); standardized regression coefficients; all models are controlled
for age, gender, education, income, unemployment, home ownership, number of inhabitants
in 1 km2 neighborhood, mean flat size in 1 km2 neighborhood, size of municipality, eastern
or western part of Germany; NLess Educated = 681,NHomeowner = 696,NStrong National Identifikation =
869,NRight-Wing Oriented = 408,NAt Least One of The Four Criteria = 1, 152
Figure 7.6: Estimates for the Default Halo Model Across Five Subgroups That Are
Vulnerable to Xenophobia
41 The results for the group of unemployed people were excluded from the figure. Including
them in the figure would have stretched the figure’s x-axis unnecessarily because the es-
timates’ confidence interval is comparatively large. With a sample size of N=61 and large
standard errors of SE=.270 its estimate of β=-.122 is not reliable.
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7.5 Discussion
Social interaction between people of different origins reduces prejudices, but it can
also lead to feelings of threat and xenophobia when it remains casual and superfi-
cial. After decades of research, it is still not clear how the amount of immigrants in a
specific neighborhood relates to this problem, whether it increases or decreases prej-
udices and xenophobic attitudes. The Halo Hypothesis offers a solution by empha-
sizing the relationship between direct and surrounding neighborhoods: ethnically di-
verse neighborhoods increase xenophobiawhen they border ethnically homogeneous
neighborhoods. From the results of this application, however, itmust be reported that
there is no Halo effect in German neighborhoods.
To substantiate this finding, different operationalizations of neighborhoods and es-
timators to adjust potential biases are used. Varying neighborhoods’ geographic sizes,
their relation to each other, and adjusting dependence between different survey re-
spondents and between different municipalities all lead to null-results. These find-
ings are surprising, considering the successful application of the Halo Hypothesis in
the research of others (Martig & Bernauer, 2016; Rydgren & Ruth, 2013). Moreover,
the estimation of the null-results is rather precise, whichmakes similar findings in the
future more likely. What remains are methodological considerations and also some
substantive reasons that might explain these findings.
7.5.1 Methodological Considerations
First, one of the most important methodological considerations concerns the mea-
surement of the dependent variable xenophobia. This variable is created by insert-
ing five items on attitudes towards immigrants in an PCA and by extracting the fac-
tor scores for the first component. Other research on the Halo effect, however, used
different dependent variables, such as election results for right-wing parties. Differ-
ences in the results could exist because of structural differences between xenopho-
bic attitudes and the voting for right-wing parties. At the same time, variables in this
application such as education and unemployment show similar results in studies of
political behavior, and there are no theoretical reasons which explain why the Halo
effect appears in the case of political behavior and not in those of political attitudes.
Consequently, it is questionable whether disparities between political attitudes and
political behavior explain why a Halo effect does not occur in the former but the lat-
ter.
Second, a more pressing concern is the operationalization of the Halo constella-
tions. They are based on immigrant rates in specific spatial units of 1 km2 of the Ger-
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man Census 2011 but not on information about people with specific migration back-
grounds. The group of people with migration background may be larger than the
group of immigrants, and also considering specific subgroups may have been more
instructive. For example, studies concerned with ethnic heterogeneity in neighbor-
hoods often investigated populations from non-Western origins (see, for example,
Morales & Echazarra, 2013). Although the amount of immigrants in a specific neigh-
borhood also correlates highly with the number of people withmigration background
(Koopmans & Veit, 2014), following studies could try to disentangle both population
types with more detailed data that might be available in the future.
Third, despite the analysis of subgroups, a selection effect cannot be ruled out en-
tirely. In order to investigate this issue, panel data are required with information on
residential moving. The argument for the White-Flight-Hypothesis is rather convinc-
ing, and the subgroups in this study were small. Even in these groups, however, the
null-results have been estimated precisely. Nevertheless, more sophisticated model-
ing techniques which make use of panel structures (e.g., as in Lancee & Schaeffer,
2015) would give more information about why this is the case.
Fourth, this analysis cannot control for friendship or contact betweenGermans and
immigrants. Accordingly, controlling social interactions between people was not pos-
sible in this application, but this variable would have been essential to examine the
exact mechanisms of interactions. At the same time, by varying the geographic scale
of theHalo constellations, a suppression of this variable can be ruled out. If it was act-
ing as a suppressor, mainly in the case of positive contact between in- and out-group
members, the estimates in this analysis would have been overestimated because the-
ory implies that positive contact decreases xenophobia.
7.5.2 Segregation Structure of Germany
The results of this empirical application imply that no Halo effect exists in Germany.
Although some methodological considerations suggest that the Halo effect should be
pursued further with different data, some substantive reasons for this null-effect may
be relevant as well. As all other studies on the Halo effect were conducted in other
societies than the German one, it can be possible that the null-findings relate to the
different social structures of Germany and other countries.
Germany has a comparatively low level of ethnic segregation compared to other
countries (Koopmans, 2010; Schönwälder & Söhn, 2009). As a consequence, people
do not perceive neighborhood boundaries so strongly. The assumption of the Inter-
group Threat Theory that people may fear competition with foreigners from border-
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ing neighborhoods in the economic and cultural context does not apply—hence, there
is no public discourse about this topic in Germany. This circumstance does not rule
out the possibility that some groups feel threatened by foreigners, but this fear is not
based on distinct neighborhood boundaries. There is simply no social frame about
competing neighborhoods. While Halo constellations empirically exist, they may not
be present in the perception of people in these neighborhoods.
7.5.3 Conclusion
In sum, the results of this application suggest how sensitive social science theories
are to differences in societal contexts. While to a certain degree the null-findingsmay
also be caused by methodological considerations that require further investigation,
the substantial argument proposes that they are caused by the residential structure
of Germany. Social science theories always deal with social contexts, but they also
differ in their predictions depending on their application in specific social settings.
The georeferenced survey data of this application provide in-depth insights into the
state of spatial integration of such theories.
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8.1 Research Question
Of all the stressors intruding people’s lives, some of the most prominent are envi-
ronmental hazards. Although environmental hazards that derive from, e.g., indus-
try emissions decreased over the last decades in Germany (Federal Agency for the
Environment Germany, 2015, 60), those originating from land use, such as soil seal-
ing or lacking recreational green spaces, are continually growing. These hazards—
environmental bads or lacking environmental goods—do not only involve environ-
mental issues but also give rise to societal questions relating to residential segregation
and inequality, mainly because they affect people’s well-being (Gidlöf-Gunnarsson &
Öhrström, 2007), stress processing (Thompson et al., 2012) as well as their physical
(Schulz, Romppel, & Grande, 2016) and mental health (Guite et al., 2006). For these
reasons, researchers have been investigating the social and spatial inequalities of lo-
cal environmental goods and bads already for a long time. They generally found that
environmental hazards apparently affect more people of low socio-economic status
or ethnic minorities (Braubach & Fairburn, 2010; Rüttenauer, 2018; Wolch, Byrne, &
Newell, 2014). Thus, given a continually growing land use in Germany, environmental
inequalities remain a subject of an ongoing societal and scientific debate.
However, there are two reasons why previous findings on environmental
inequalities—most of them gathered within the US context—cannot directly be trans-
ferred to the German societal context. First, the residential segregation structures
of Germany and other countries, such as the US, the UK or the Netherlands, differ.
Ethnic residential segregation in Germany is not as strongly concentrated as in other
societies in which large urban neighborhoods of unique ethnic backgrounds exist
(Schönwälder & Söhn, 2009). Second, what is known about residential segregation
in Germany is little because of missing data (Goebel & Hoppe, 2015), especially with
regards to environmental hazards. Accordingly, findings on environmental inequali-
ties in Germany are rare (Best & Rüttenauer, 2018; Braubach & Fairburn, 2010) or lack
more in-depth investigation, primarily using objective data on a smaller geographic
scale. This application aims to close this gap by examining the mechanisms of envi-
ronmental inequalities in Germany in more detail using survey data combined with
small-scale spatial data on land use in Germany.
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8.1.1 A Matter of Social and Ethnic Inequality?
Past research discussed environmental inequalities with regards to different theoret-
ical considerations of residential segregation. Broadly, these considerations are ei-
ther arguments stressing the socio-economic mechanisms of residential segregation
or arguments underlining the social processes behind residential segregation. In Ger-
many, findings are supporting both of these arguments (Best & Rüttenauer, 2018).
This section discusses the explanations of segregational and associated environmen-
tal inequalities and determines their use to the German societal context.
The Socio-Economic Inequality Thesis states that property values and rents determine
which social groups move to which location (Downey et al., 2016). Accordingly, mem-
bers of, e.g., low-income groups move to neighborhoods where property values are
small and rents are low. In contrast, members of high-income groups can afford to
move to neighborhoods where property values and rents are high. The higher the
socio-economic inequalities in a society, the more pronounced are residential pat-
terns.
The reason for low property values and rents in certain neighborhoods is, among
others, the prevalence of environmental hazards within or near these neighborhoods.
Examples are residential areas exposed to industrial hazards (Crowder & Downey,
2010) or traffic noise (Bocquier et al., 2013), as well as areas characterized by miss-
ing access to green spaces (Gidlöf-Gunnarsson & Öhrström, 2007; Guite et al., 2006).
Neighborhoodswith high property values and rents are less polluted, quieter andhave
higher amounts of green spaces. Thus, the Socio-Economic Inequality Thesis predicts
that members of low-income groups are more frequently exposed to environmental
hazards than members of high-income groups.
Similarly, the Ethnic Income Inequality Thesis states that ethnic inequalities relating
to residential segregation patterns occur becausemembers of ethnic minorities often
have a lower income (Crowder & Downey, 2010). In consequence, members of ethnic
minoritiesmove to neighborhoods where property values are small and rents are low;
members of the ethnic majority move to neighborhoods where property values and
rents are high because they can afford these housings. Controlling income should
reduce differences between different ethnic status groups.
In contrast to the Socio-Economic Inequality Thesis and theEthnic Income Inequal-
ity Thesis, competing theories include the concept of assimilation. Rather than stress-
ing property values and rents, the Spatial Assimilation Hypothesis says thatmoving also
involves a process of seeking for matching neighborhoods (Crowder & Downey, 2010,
5). Accordingly, members of specific social groups—low or high income, ethnic group
A or ethnic group B—make choices for neighborhoods where residents share similar
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characteristics as themselves. Lersch (2013), for example, showed for the German
context that people with a Turkish migration history are more likely to choose neigh-
borhoods which match their migrant background. Unlike other social groups, this
idea is more important to them than choosing a different neighborhood with higher
quality. Controlling income may not reduce differences between different migrant
groups and their residential segregation patterns, which, however, cannot be tested
here because it requires longitudinal data.
Finally, another prominent explanation for inequalities of exposure to environmen-
tal hazards, primarily relating to ethnicity, is that moving is not necessarily a product
of voluntarism. In their pioneeringwork for the Swiss societal context, Diekmann and
Meyer (2010) found that, after controlling all relevant socio-economic factors, people
with foreign citizenships are still more probable to be exposed to air pollution or road
traffic noise than other people. These differences may be caused by discrimination
in housingmarkets (Schönwälder & Söhn, 2009, 1452; Auspurg, Hinz, & Schmid, 2017)
which systematically pushesmembers of ethnicminorities to neighborhoods exposed
to environmental hazards, independent of their socio-economic status (Lersch, 2013).
Hence, segregation patterns and environmental inequalities are a multidimensional
phenomenon consisting of both person-level as well as contextual factors.
Which of these mechanisms and competing hypotheses applies to potential envi-
ronmental inequalities in Germany? Socio-economic factors can shape residential
segregation patterns, and so can factors of assimilation and discrimination. Figure
8.1 illustrates that conventional analyses cannot help to detect the exact mechanisms.
On a map of the city of Cologne, it displays measures of correspondence between im-
migrant rates and the density of soil sealing in 1 km2 neighborhoods. Accordingly, dif-
ferences in exposure to environmental hazards exist at least between neighborhoods
with different immigrant rates, but from these data, it cannot be deduced which pro-
posed mechanism is in place.
This empirical application tests the competing hypotheses of the Socio-Economic
and Ethnic Income Inequality as well as the Ethnic Discrimination Thesis to explain
these differences of environmental hazard exposure. While Best and Rüttenauer
(2018) demonstrated that factors such as income might not play a role in the link be-
tween migration status and subjectively perceived exposure to environmental haz-
ards, evidence with objective measures is still lacking. Moreover, despite decades
of immigration history in Germany, evidence on residential segregation is still rare
(Goebel & Hoppe, 2015, 23f). Thus, another aim of this application is to contribute to
this research. Before going any further, what is known about residential segregation
in Germany is summarized, and its implications for this application’s research ques-
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tion is discussed.
Data Sources: Leibniz Institute of Ecological Urban and Regional Development (2018) and Fed-
eral Agency for Cartography and Geodesy (2018); the values of both data sources were normal-
ized to a scale between 0 and 1, and multiplied
Figure 8.1: Correspondence Between the Amount of Immigrants and Soil Sealing Density
in 1 km2 Neighborhoods of the City of Cologne and Surrounding
Municipalities
8.1.2 Residential Segregation Structure in Germany
The residential segregation structure of immigrant groups in Germany differs in com-
parison to other countries. While segregational differences between immigrants and
native Germans exist, ethnic concentration in urban neighborhoods is not as pro-
nounced as, e.g., in the Netherlands or the UK (Schönwälder & Söhn, 2009). At the
same time, neighborhoods with higher rates of immigrants are more frequently af-
fected by higher rates of unemployment and dependence on welfare. Thus, although
residential segregation is not as concentrated inGermany as in other countries, inhab-
itants of neighborhoods with comparatively high immigrant rates are at higher risk to
experience inequalities in the formof social deprivation (Goebel &Hoppe, 2015). Con-
sequently, among the groups exposed to environmental hazards, it is expected to find
a higher share of people with migration background. This hypothesis derives from
the expectation of higher environmental hazard rates in low-income neighborhoods
(Zwickl et al., 2014).
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Figure 8.2: Possible Outcomes of Land Use Hazards as a Function of Income Depending
on the Competing Hypotheses
The partly competing theoretical considerations of this empirical application result
in five possible scenarios shown in Figure 8.2. Scenario 1 applies when no relation-
ship between migrant status, income, and environmental hazard exposure exists—
corresponding to a null-result. Scenario 2 differs from scenario 1 in the detail that
ethnic inequality exists, but income does not reduce the exposure for both groups
(Ethnic Discrimination). Scenario 3 again differs in such a way that all inequalities
between groups can be explained by income. Thus, income reduces environmental
hazards for both groups (Socio-Economic & Ethnic Income Inequalities). Both sce-
narios 4 and 5 weaken the assumptions of scenario 3 either by a discrimination of
migrants in low-income groups (Socio-Economic Inequalities & Vanishing Ethnic Dis-
crimination) or by a still existing discrimination ofmigrants especially in high-income
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groups (Socio-Economic Inequalities & Persistent Ethnic Discrimination).
Each of these scenarios emphasizes the role of income. First, if the Socio-Economic
and Ethnic Income Inequality Thesis hold, higher income decreases the risk of expo-
sure to land use hazards. Second, if the Ethnic Discrimination Thesis holds, income
does not play a significant role at all. Figure 8.2 displays these competing considera-
tions: if income does not play a role in land hazard exposure, the exposure remains
static and does not change, neither for German nor for the migrant group. If, how-
ever, income plays a major role, the exposure to environmental hazards decreases in
both groups.
8.1.3 Small-Scale Spatial Data Studies and Environmental Inequalities
Research
Generally, when studying the context of social behavior, a small scale perspective on
this context is preferable to detect people’s patterns of social behavior. Studies in an
extensive range of different disciplines, however, often only can draw on aggregated
data of comparatively large administrative units, such as municipalities or regions.
The problem with these data is that, for example, ecological fallacies are more proba-
ble when statistical relationships found on the aggregated level are transferred to the
individual level (Bluemke et al., 2017; see alsoChapter 3.2.3). Thus, using data contain-
ing measures of the direct living environment of people prevents ecological fallacies
and can lead to more valid model estimations (Sluiter et al., 2015).
In particular, research on environmental inequalities benefits from such data.
Crowder and Downey (2010) demonstrated how such data support the careful re-
assessment of previous ambivalent findings and the tracing of people’smoving behav-
ior. Likewise, Downey et al. (2016) showed how environmental inequalities between
specific demographic groups, in this case, two-parents and single-parent families, can
be better understood with small-scale data. This empirical application of the Chapter
at hand also uses person-level survey data spatially linked to small-scale geospatial
data on a 100 meters × 100 meters raster grid level. Moreover, this level is varied by
applying different sizes of geographic buffers (see Chapter 5.2.2)
Other studies that used land use data have motivated the choice of these data for
this application. It has been shown, for example, that people living close to industry
or trade facilities report poorer health (Marques & Lima, 2011). People who live near
to green areas, in turn, profit from lower levels of stress hormones (Thompson et al.,
2012). Both, environmental goods and environmental bads, thus can be found among
information about the use of land. As shown in Chapter 2.4.2, soil sealing qualifies as
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a general indicator for environmental hazards because it subsumes lacking environ-
mental goods but also environmental bads. Accordingly, it is assumed that an unequal
distribution of soil sealing among distinct social and ethnic groups is a direct indicator
of environmental inequalities among these groups. This application aims to find out
whether this also applies to the German societal context.
8.2 Data and Measures
8.2.1 Sample: GESIS Panel and IOER Monitor Data
The data for this empirical application stem from the combined data of the georefer-
enced GESIS Panel (see Chapter 2.3.2) and geospatial data about soil sealing from the
IOER Monitor (see Chapter 2.4.2). These data were linked by location and by using
buffers to create varying geographic sizes of potential environmental hazard expo-
sures. Overall, the sample includes data from 3,852 survey respondents.
The following section presents in detail how the variables were calculated. Compa-
rable to the other empirical applications in Chapter 6 and 7, it starts with an introduc-
tion to the geospatial data measures, before the survey data measures are introduced.
A table of descriptives of all measures is displayed in Table 8.1 at the end of this sec-
tion.
8.2.2 Geospatial Data Measures
Geospatial Data Preparations
Similar to the German Census 2011 data that were used in the empirical application of
Chapter 7, land use data from the IOERmonitor are already available in a harmonized
format (see also Chapter 2.4.2). Moreover, the data can directly be accessed fromweb
services which the IOER provides, and are already prepared in spatial data formats
(the German Census 2011 data are available as CSV files that first have to be prepared
by the users). No matter which attributes of the IOER monitor are to be used, they do
not need to be converted in a raster data format.
To request these data from the website of the IOER, however, tools to access the Ap-
plication Programming Interface (API) are needed.42 For this purpose, either graph-
42 A current research project, funded by the German Research Foundation, facilitates these
requirements for social science researchers inGermany. Theproject consortiumconsisting
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ical tools from GIS software such as QGIS can be used to connect to the web service
and download the spatial data layers; or programming languages, such as Python, can
be deployed, which then also create reproducible code. Generally, for both meth-
ods, users need to know the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the service, the name
of the indicator, the year, and the spatial resolution. In this application, the URL is
gathered from the IOERmonitorwebsite (www.maps.ioer.de) and the indicator of soil
sealing is chosen for the year 2014 in a geographic resolution of 100 meters× 100 me-
ters.
Spatial Buffers of Varying Sizes
Land use is a direct consequence of people interactingwith their environment. Settle-
ment in areas leads to the building of houses and roads, and depending on supply and
demand, new buildings and roads are added. Most of the settlements are a cause of
historical development, and disentangling all processes of the human interactionwith
the environment is difficult. However, also in the context of environmental hazards it
is obvious that this interaction is two-dimensional: land use is not only a consequence
of human behavior but also influences the life of people because they are affected by
lacking green spaces (Thompson et al., 2012) and existing ”grey areas” of concrete and
walls in cities (Marques & Lima, 2011). Comparable to air pollution and road traffic
noise, land use is an environmental hazard.
What remains challenging is to operationalize environmental hazards from avail-
able land use data. These data were collected to capture detailed information on land
use for large extents of a geographic area, but generally, they do not correspond to
geospatial units such as neighborhoods or other administrative borders. Researchers
have to question what the socially relevant context (see Chapter 2.6) of land use might
be. While in some research applications smaller geographic areas may be preferable
(Nonnenmacher, 2013), it is not yet decided whether this applies to land use as well.
Choosing the right geographic size of environmental influences of land use, at least to
some extent, is an empirical question.
Because of these considerations, in this empirical application, ego-hoods are cre-
ated by using spatial buffers for soil sealing (see Chapter 3.2.1 and 5.2.2). Besides the
of the GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, the Leibniz Institute for Ecological
and Urban Development, the Karlsruhe Institute for Technology and the Socio-economic
Panel build an easy to access technological infrastructure to combine social science survey
data and geospatial data without the preknowledge of geospatial data and GIS. Details can
be found on the project’s website: www.sora-projekt.de.
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use of soil sealing in 100 meters × 100 meters neighborhoods, subsequently, buffers
of the sizes of 500 meters, 1000 meters, and 2000 meters are created. The idea is not
necessarily to focus on the size of the buffer with the best model fit (Spielman & Yoo,
2009, 1102) but to analyze how predictions from statistical models change with differ-
ent geographic sizes of ego-hoods.
8.2.3 Survey Measures
Income
To test the hypotheses on social inequalities and income, this application uses an in-
come variable of the GESIS Panel that relies on categorized values of the household
income in EUR: 0 - 299 = 1; 300 - 499 = 2; 500 - 699 = 3; 700 - 899 = 4; 900 - 1099 = 5; 1100
- 1299 = 6; 1300 - 1499 = 7; 1500 - 1699 = 8; 1700 - 1999 = 9; 2000 - 2299 = 10; 2300 - 2599
= 11; 2600 - 3199 = 12; 3200 - 3999 = 13; 4000 - 4999 = 14; 5000 - 5999 = 15; 6000 - 9999 =
16; 10000 and above = 17. An advantage of using these categories is that fewer obser-
vations are missing in comparison to more detailed income measures. Furthermore,
the distribution of the variable is normal. Thus, no transformations of the original
scale are necessary for later analyses. For convenience, this measure of household
income is referred to as income in the following sections.
Migration Background
Themigration status of the respondents is based on the birth country of their fathers.
Using the birth country of parents as operationalization guarantees to also include
information about people who are German citizens but still have a migration history
in the second generation. The dichotomous variable of all respondents whose fathers
werenot born inGermany is coded as 1, whereas thosewith aGerman father are coded
as 0.
Sociodemographic Controls
The analysis includes two more sociodemographic variables: the age of the respon-
dents and their declared gender. Some studies suggest that older people tend to live
in more rural neighborhoods (Shepherd et al., 2013, 1289). As all used indicators also
confoundwith urbanization, the analysis controls for the age of the respondents. With
regards to the gender of the respondents, a gender-based tendency to move to neigh-
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borhoods with higher rates of land use hazards is not expected. Previous research,
however, showed that among single parent families, women are at higher risk to be
exposed to environmental hazards (Downey et al., 2016). For this reason, the gender
of the respondents is controlled as well.
Table 8.1: Descriptive Statistics and Overview of all Variables of the Analysis (Pairwise
Deletion)
Mean / % SD Minimum Maximum
Dependent Variables
Soil Sealing (100m× 100m)∗ 57.06 26.70
Soil Sealing (500m Buffers)∗ 39.44 23.05
Soil Sealing (1000m Buffers)∗ 30.87 21.87
Soil Sealing (2000m Buffers)∗ 23.24 19.47
Independent Variables
Income 11.70 2.84 1 17
Migration Groups:
German 90.02
Migrant 9.98
Individual Controls
Age 46.15 14.08 18 73
Gender (Female) 52.39
Education:
Low 21.35
Medium 34.98
High 43.67
Homeownership 53.88
Household Size 2.65 1.24 1 14
Inter-Individual Controls
Number of Inhabitants∗ 212011.75 576284.72
Number of Observations 3852
Data Source: Georeferenced GESIS Panel 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences,
2017); ∗ some values removed due to data protection
Other Contextual Controls
Also, the analysis adjusts its estimates for several other variables that influence mov-
ing behavior. These controls include the highest achieved education of the respon-
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dents (low, medium, and high) as well as the number of people living in the same
household as it is assumed that the size of the household also determines the oppor-
tunities tomove to specific neighborhoods. Furthermore, a dichotomous indicator for
whether the respondents live in their household for rent or whether they are home-
owners is incorporated because this may influence how people have chosen where
they want to live. Finally, the analysis contains a control variable for the number of
inhabitants in the respondents’ municipality. The latter will also be used as an addi-
tional predictor in some robustness checks later.
8.3 Analysis Strategy: Linear Prediction Models
Can the analysis find patterns of environmental inequalities between the native popu-
lation and migrants in Germany? Moreover, if so, can these inequalities be explained
as a function of income? The analysis starts with a baseline model that yields the re-
sults for the general exposure to land use hazards by soil sealing among the population
(by location, buffers of the size of 500, 1000, and 2000meters). Subsequently, the anal-
ysis continues with a series of linear regression models for soil sealing that include
interactions of migrant status and income. The results of this analysis are presented
as predicted values in separate figures because their interaction effects may be hard
to interpret. The same holds for the final robustness check that incorporates interac-
tions between migrant status, income and the inhabitant sizes of municipalities.
In order to prevent the prediction of values over 100% or below 0% for the depen-
dent variable soil sealing, a logit transformation is used before the estimation:
ylogit = ln
y
1− y (8.1)
This transformation bounds the predicted values of the dependent variables to an
interval between -3.663562 and 3.663562. After re-transforming the results of the pre-
dictions to the original scale of percentages, their values lie exactly between 0% and
100%—a better interpretable value of predicted soil sealing. The re-transformation is
applied as follows:
yˆ =
eyˆlogit
1 + eyˆlogit
(8.2)
Moreover, all linear regressions are estimated using cluster-robust standard errors.
Different residential policies between municipalities may produce clustering and de-
pendencies between respondents within municipalities. These dependencies result
in underestimated standard errors that increase the risk of conducting statistical er-
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rors of type I (Abadie et al., 2017). In order to navigate these issues, the analysis is
adjusted for clustering across the municipalities (N = 373).
Lastly, this multivariate analysis is based on 100 multiple imputed datasets by us-
ing sequential regression imputation (Raghunathan, 2016, 67f) and all variables on the
respondents’ level as input data, which is advertised as providing efficient estimates
for data with large proportions of missing data (Graham, Christian, Kiecolt-Glaser,
& Ader, 2007). Alternative estimations with list-wise deletions corroborate this ap-
proach and yield similar results but with less statistical precision (see Table C.1 of the
Appendix).
8.4 Results
8.4.1 Baseline Model of General Soil Sealing Exposure
As outlined above, the analysis starts with a general inspection of the soil sealing ex-
posure. Moreover, this analysis also provides estimates for all other predictors such
as age or homeownership and how they relate to the dependent variable soil sealing.
In sum, this results in a series of four linear regression models with cluster-robust
standard errors on the dependent variables varying by geographic size.
Table 8.2 displays the results of these linear regression models. First of all, the
model estimates differ in effect sizes as well as the level of statistical significance
among the covariates. Models with soil sealing measured by increasing geographic
sizes yieldmore pronounced results than the othermodels. However, in all fourmod-
els, a positive coefficient for the group ofmigrant people can be observed. In compar-
ison to the group of Germans, soil sealing hazards affect migrant people more. These
results show that ethnic inequality with regards to soil sealing exists.
Also, the estimates for the other predictors in the models are instructive. While
economic factors such as homeownership or income decrease soil sealing hazards—
although the latter is not statistically significant—, this may not hold for education.
In particular, groups with high education, in comparison to those with low educa-
tion, live in areas with higher levels of soil sealing. Thus, while being associated with
economic wealth, education cannot always be transferred into better housings. Ac-
cordingly, it is of particular interest how income moderates the found evidence for
ethnic inequalities, albeit its effect is low in the baseline model.
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8.4.2 Soil Sealing Exposure as a Function of Income
How does income relate to the differential soil sealing exposure of migrant people?
By predicting each geographic size of soil sealing with varying levels of income and
holding all other predictors constant at their mean value, the following analysis re-
veals patterns of possible relationships. The results of these predictions can directly
be compared with the five scenarios shown in Figure 8.2 and are shown in four sep-
arate figures—one for each of the varying geographic sizes of the neighborhoods for
soil sealing hazards.
Figure 8.3 starts with the prediction results for the analysis of soil sealing on a geo-
graphic scale of 100 meters × 100 meters neighborhoods. The figure consists of sep-
arate plots for the group of German people and the migrant group. 95% confidence
intervals display the uncertainty in the predictions. In order to facilitate finding dif-
ferences between the group of German people and migrant people, the predictions
for the former are also displayed within the subplot of the migrant group.
Note: Georeferenced GESIS Panel 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, 2017);
imputed, predicted andcombinedusingRubin’sRule; 95%confidence intervals basedoncluster
robust standard errors; estimates are controlled for age, gender, education, homeownership,
household size, number of inhabitants in municipality; N = 3,852
Figure 8.3: Predicted Values for Soil Sealing as a Function of Income for German and
Migrant People in 100m× 100m Neighborhoods
Generally, for both groups, the figure displays a decreasing slope for income. People
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with increasing income live in neighborhoods that are less exposed to soil sealing.
While this slope is moderate for the German group, for the group of migrants it is
rather steep. At the same time, migrant people start with a higher initial level of soil
sealing in the low-income group and approximate the level of the German group in
the high-income group. These difference, however, lack statistical precision and are
not statistically significant on a level of p ≤ .05 because both groups’ confidence in-
tervals overlap. As 100 meters × 100 meters neighborhoods are comparatively small
it remains interesting how income relates to soil sealing in larger ego-hoods.
Note: Georeferenced GESIS Panel 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, 2017);
imputed, predicted andcombinedusingRubin’sRule; 95%confidence intervals basedoncluster
robust standard errors; estimates are controlled for age, gender, education, homeownership,
household size, number of inhabitants in municipality; N = 3,852
Figure 8.4: Predicted Values for Soil Sealing as a Function of Income for German and
Migrant People in Ego-Hoods with a 500 Meters Buffer
Figure 8.4 shows the results for the analysis of soil sealing in ego-hoods with a 500
meters buffer. What immediately stands out is that for both groups the initial level of
sealing soils is much lower than in the 100 meters× 100 meters neighborhoods. Also,
for both groups soil sealing exposure decreases with increasing income, although the
slope is again steeper for migrants than for Germans. In contrast to the results of
the geographic scale of 100 meters × 100 meters, in the medium income class, the
figure now shows differences between the German and the migrant group—indicated
by the gap between the lower bound of themigrant group’s confidence interval and the
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upper bound of the German group’s one. Even in income classes above the median of
12, migrant people are more exposed to soil sealing hazards in ego-hoods with a 500
meters buffer.
This result is corroborated by Figure 8.5 and 8.6 which comprise the estimates for
ego-hoods with increasing buffers of 1000 meters and those of 2000 meters. Mainly
in the case of ego-hoods with a 1000 meters buffer, the gap between the German and
migrant group is considerably high, indicated by the non-overlapping confidence in-
tervals. The difference between the confidence intervals gets smaller in ego-hoods
with a 2000 meters buffer, but so does also the initial level of exposure to soil sealing.
Generally, in both figures, the initial level of exposure drops significantly. This find-
ing may suggest that increasing the buffer sizes of neighborhoods even more, would
not make any sense. The results do not gain any more precision.
Note: Georeferenced GESIS Panel 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, 2017);
imputed, predicted andcombinedusingRubin’sRule; 95%confidence intervals basedoncluster
robust standard errors; estimates are controlled for age, gender, education, homeownership,
household size, number of inhabitants in municipality; N = 3,852
Figure 8.5: Predicted Values for soil sealing as a Function of Income for German and
Migrant People in Ego-Hoods with a 1000 Meters Buffer
The series of analyses proves the following:
1. soil sealinghazards affect people in low-incomegroupsmore than inhigh-income
groups. Thus, income decreases exposure to land use hazards.
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2. People from the German majority group are generally better off with regards to
these soil sealing hazards. Evenwhen their general decrease in exposure is lower,
their initial level of exposure is considerably smaller than for the migrant group.
3. The effects of ego-hoods with buffers of ≥ 500 meters are the most pronounced
ones as they show statistically significant differences between the German and
the migrant group, but they start to decrease again with buffers of 2000 meters.
Note: Georeferenced GESIS Panel 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, 2017);
imputed, predicted andcombinedusingRubin’sRule; 95%confidence intervals basedoncluster
robust standard errors; estimates are controlled for age, gender, education, homeownership,
household size, number of inhabitants in municipality; N = 3,852
Figure 8.6: Predicted Values for Soil Sealing as a Function of Income for German and
Migrant People in Ego-Hoods with a 2000 Meters Buffer
To summarize these findings with regards to their theoretical interpretation, a com-
bination of the Socio-Economic and Ethnic Income Inequalities Thesis, as well as the
Ethnic Discrimination Thesis, may be the appropriate explanation for the findings 1
and 2. The results show that differences in general exposure decrease with increasing
income between German and migrant people. At the same time, the initial levels of
land use hazards exposure are higher for the migrant group, and even for people with
high income within the migrant group, they may still exist. Thus, even if income ex-
plains some of the inequalities between German andmigrant people, discrimination,
e.g., on the housing market, as indicated by others (Auspurg et al., 2017; Diekmann &
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Meyer, 2010), could still be in place.
Another explanation concerns spatial assimilation or spatial segregation. Some un-
observed subgroups within the migrant group may mainly live in neighborhoods that
are exposed to land use hazards, as they happen to live in municipalities with higher
population densities. In Germany, population density on an aggregated level corre-
lates with immigrant rates.43 The estimatedmodels are controlled for inhabitant sizes
on the municipality level, but they are kept constant at their mean level of 212,011.70.
Inhabitant sizes might cover patterns of residential segregation in the models when
they are not varied. For example, the relationship between income and soil sealing
exposure could differ between municipalities with higher and lower inhabitant sizes.
Likewise, the interaction between this relationship and themigrant group status could
differ as well. The following final analysis step inspects this suspicion of differences
among different inhabitant sizes.
8.4.3 Robustness Check: The Role of Municipalities' Inhabitant Sizes
Analyzing the role of municipalities’ inhabitant sizes in the relationship between in-
come and soil sealing hazards among German and migrant people leads to multi-
variate interaction effects. Depending on the manifestation of income and inhab-
itant sizes, the predicted value of soil sealing changes. Formally, this results in
three-dimensional regression planes for each group. Interpreting such regression
planes requires different viewing angles that must be alternated. An alternative is
using contour plots which project the predicted values of a third variable onto a two-
dimensional space. Contour plots are, therefore, an appropriate option to present the
following multivariate interaction effects.
Figure 8.7 shows such a contour plot with the combined effect of income and inhab-
itant sizes on the predicted value of soil sealing ego-hoods with a 1000meters buffer.44
Comparable to the other figures before, it consists of two subplots showing the results
for the German and the migrant group. The lines in each subplot depict borders be-
tween categorized values of soil sealing, which are displayed in the legend. The darker
a line is, the higher would be the value on a possible Z-axis of a three-dimensional
43 A correlation analysis with the German Census 2011 yields a correlation coefficient of .403
(p≤ .001) between the number of inhabitants and the number of immigrants in 1 km2 cen-
sus cells.
44 For this analysis, only the results of the models with soil sealing in buffers of 1000 meters
are shownbecause thismodel revealed themost specific pattern before. Choosing different
geographic scales still shows similar results, but for lucidity reasons, these figures are not
shown.
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plane. Thus, choosing an arbitrary X (income) and Y (inhabitant size) value also yields
the corresponding Z value (soil sealing). Ultimately, the plot was created using a sim-
ilar regression model as before, only with the additional three-way interactions be-
tween income, inhabitant size and migrant group status.
Note: Georeferenced GESIS Panel 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, 2017);
based on unimputed data; estimates are controlled for age, gender, education, homeownership,
household size, number of inhabitants in municipality; N = 2,528
Figure 8.7: Predicted Values for Soil Sealing as a Function of Income and Municipality
Inhabitant Sizes for German and Migrant People in Ego-Hoods with a 1000
Meters Buffer
What does the contour plot tell about the role of inhabitant sizes and soil sealing haz-
ard inequalities among German and migrant people?
First, as inhabitant sizes are increasing, soil sealing are generally increasing aswell.
This positive correlation is as expected because land use indicators relate to popula-
tion density. The higher the population density, the more likely more housings are
built in a specific area—thus, the use of land increases, and so does the soil sealing.
Second, this relationship exists among German and migrant people, yet it is more
pronounced for the German group. While also for the migrant group soil sealing in-
creases with the inhabitant size of the municipality, it affects members of migrant
groups with lower income even in smaller municipalities stronger than their German
counterparts.
Third, the trajectories of soil sealing along the axis of income differ severely be-
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tween German and migrant people. While the trajectories for the German group re-
flect the moderate decreasing slope that was shown before in Figure 8.5, they have a
slight tendency to blur in high income groups combined with high inhabitant num-
bers. Nonetheless, the slope remains steeper for the migrant group.
Generally, the results corroborate the findings from before but introduce another
perspective. Differences in soil sealing exposure among German and migrant people
persist, and income cannot solely explain these differences. Instead, people with a
migration backgroundhave to investmore income to live in housingswith lower levels
of soil sealing exposure. Also, introducing inhabitant sizes does not explain all aspects
of this relationship—it emphasizes some of the patterns.
8.5 Discussion
Land use hazards by soil sealing affect people with different income and migration
backgrounds on different levels. Income can help to reduce the general soil sealing
exposure, which indicates that income helps people to afford better housings. More-
over, while soil sealing affects migrant people with low-income, at least some of them
can reduce exposure with their income as well. However, this general relationship
does not hold for these groups on all geographic levels. The relationship between in-
come, migrant group status, and soil sealing exposure remains complicated.
Because of this complicated relationship, a final answer relating to the general
mechanism in place is hard to give. Neither the proposed socio-economic theories
nor the social processes theories provide clear explanations. Indeed, income elimi-
nates some of the ethnic inequalities in the sample. Migrant people can significantly
reduce soil sealing exposure with their income, which is indicative of the Ethnic In-
come Inequalities Thesis. At the same time, soil sealing hazards on some geographic
levels remain intact—migrant people cannot approximate German’s low levels of soil
sealing with their income, which speaks for enduring ethnic discrimination.
The study of environmental and land use hazards, in particular, is as complicated as
any other study of segregation or migration. Land use is a product of decisions made
by people, institutions, and policymakers in the past, present, and the future. These
actors control who lives where, and how places develop in the future—either on their
own, on purpose, or as a result of social arrangements. Because of this multi-actor
and longitudinal nature of the process, studying land use hazards as in this empiri-
cal application can only provide a snapshot of a specific situation at a specific time.
Motives behind any action, the influence of past developments and social processes
cannot directly be observed from the data points at hand.
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Even so, what these data points suggest is that the general theories on environmen-
tal inequalities only partly apply to the German societal context. Predictions of the
Socio-Economic or Ethnic Income Inequality Thesis may apply to some degree, but
not entirely. It remains unclear whether this is a result of spatial assimilation or dis-
crimination, both mechanisms would be in line with findings of others (Auspurg et
al., 2017; Lersch, 2013). Generally, future work needs to concentrate on the integra-
tion of competing theories, and apply them with regards to the specific social context
of migrant people.
8.5.1 Taking Migration History and Culture Into Account
Different migrant groups have different migration histories. This application’s mea-
sure of migration background is agnostic about this fact as it considers the citizenship
of the fathers of the survey respondents. Actual citizenship might get confused with
cultural backgrounds by the respondents. There is a chance that for some people this
operationalization does not apply and that the overall number of observations within
the migration group is either over- or underestimated. Also, the effects of the whole
group may be confounded with migration history.
The history of people with Russian parents in Germany, for example, is more com-
plicated. Some of them, who are called Spätaussiedler, are people whose ancestors
were rooted in the former Eastern regions of the German Empire and who lived in
what was Soviet Russia after World War II. Many of the Spätaussiedler settled back to
Germany in the late 1960ies and 1970ies and received theGerman citizenship, but their
actual way of life differed in contrast to the general German population. Other Ger-
man people at that time, in fact, perceived them as being foreign (Dirksmeier, 2014,
841), however, with regards to their actual citizenship they were not. Although other
authors have challenged this argument by arguing that Spätaussiedler are nowadays
perceived as a well-integrated group (Schaeffer, Höhne, & Teney, 2016), their migra-
tion history is still different from other groups. Confusing these people with people
originating fromother regions of Russia in a survey samplemay produce confounding
results.
On a different note, people with different migration backgrounds behave differ-
ently, thus, studying their moving behavior and motives becomes essential. Past re-
search showed, for example, that Turkish people use green areas such as parks in a
different way than the native population does (Kabisch & Haase, 2014, 131). The for-
mer often use them to arrange social events, such as celebrations and barbecues, and
less for separate recreational activities. Thus, being less exposed to environmental
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hazards such as soil sealing may not be part of their motive to move to other neigh-
borhoods (Lersch, 2013).
8.5.2 Considering the Longitudinal Dimension
Studies that took into account the longitudinal dimension of exposure to environmen-
tal hazards partly contradict the findings of this application. After controlling for
other person-level sociodemographic factors such as education, Best and Rüttenauer
(2018) only found a weak link between income and, in their case, subjective air pol-
lution. ”[W]hen moving, households can use their income to reduce their exposure
to pollution” (Best & Rüttenauer, 2018, 57), but this effect was not substantially sig-
nificant. It even lost its statistical significance after including the citizenship of the
respondents in the analysis.
Similarly, the effects in this study are rather small. Income reduces the level of land
use hazards in the form of soil sealing just by a few percentage points. On the other
hand, as soil sealing is just one of many stressors intruding people’s lives, despite the
sole small influence it can still be considered as being substantially significant. Newer
research suggested that cumulative and combined exposure to environmental hazards
increases the risk of their deleterious effects on people (Oiamo et al., 2015; Pedersen,
2015). Likewise, land use hazards are one of many correlated risk factors that affect
people in their daily lives. Nevertheless, future research should also concentrate on
the longitudinal dimension of the objectivelymeasured indicators of landuse hazards.
8.5.3 Limitations
The present application has some limitations worth noting. First, the sample size of
the migrant group is comparably small. Statistical inferences lack statistical power
and result in large proportions of uncertainty of the estimates. For this reason, the
used methods remain basic, and more complicated models to compare both groups,
such as SEM, are not possible to use. Second, the small sample size can also be an
artifact of sample selection. The GESIS Panel is a survey conducted among the gen-
eral population of Germany in the German language. This design does not consider
all members of the migrant group because not all of them can speak the German lan-
guage. Including these people in future research should lead to more pronounced ef-
fects. Third, the indicators of soil sealing are an averagemeasure of air andwatertight
coverage of soils within an ego-hood and do not account for howneighborhoods relate
to each other. However, previous research indicated that the constellation of neigh-
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borhoods within a network of neighborhoods matters (Klinger et al., 2017; Legewie
& Schaeffer, 2016), primarily relating to environmental hazards (Rüttenauer, 2018).
Studies that incorporate such effects, combinedwith the statistical power of increased
sample sizes and longitudinal data, may reveal strong patterns of land use hazard ex-
posure. The analysis of inhabitant sizes on themunicipality level already showed that
geography matters.
8.5.4 Conclusion
Overall, the results of this application suggest that inequalities in land use hazard ex-
posure exist in Germany. Land use hazards, such as soil sealing, affect people with
low income andmembers of themigrant groupmore frequently than peoplewith high
income and members of the German population. Given the continually growing land
use inGermany, these environmental inequalitiesmay even increase in the next years.
When cities aim to enhance the number of recreational areas to compensate for the
deleterious effects of land use hazards (Kabisch & Haase, 2014), they should also take
into account the inequality dimension of such efforts (Wolch et al., 2014). Thus, to find
out which mechanisms are in place when people are moving should also be of high
interest to policymakers.
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9 Conclusion
This book deals with the use of georeferenced data for social science survey research
which builds upon survey data enriched with direct spatial identifiers, such as geo-
coordinates. It reviews the prerequisites and challenges of applying these data for
different social science research questions, highlighting the different branches of an
interdisciplinary effort. At the center of this presentation is the method of spatial
linking: the combination of georeferenced survey data with information from aux-
iliary geospatial data sources. A collection of spatial linking methods is used in this
book’s empirical applications that underline these methods’ flexibility in different so-
cial science sub-disciplines, such as family and health, political attitudes, and envi-
ronmental inequalities research. In sum, locating survey respondents in space with
georeferenced survey data opens up new avenues for research and innovation in the
social sciences.
Researchers can break new ground and introduce innovation because they take a
closer look at the context of social behavior and attitudes on a smaller scale than be-
fore. Georeferenced survey data based on respondents’ addresses, in theory, are inde-
pendent of common spatial classifications, such asmunicipalities or other administra-
tive districts. Accordingly, researchers can add information from auxiliary geospatial
data sources which do not need to rely on such classifications—geo-coordinates offer
far more flexible methods for data linking. Two geospatial data sources of this book,
for example, are road traffic noise data that aremeasured at the respondents’ dwelling
facade or rates of soil sealing on a level of 100 meters × 100 meters. Both sources
are spatially linked one-to-one by their location but also by more sophisticated tech-
niques, like for example geodesic distances and spatial buffers. In some ways, social
science researchers are closer to the respondents than before, which makes asking
new research questions or reassessing old ones possible in the first place.
The first empirical application in Chapter 6 effectively expands on existing work in
family and health research. Other authors have shown that married people in West-
ern societies are still better off with regards to their health when it comes to exter-
nal stress intruding their lives. It is the quality of social ties, social influences on
stress processing, and the effectiveness of dyadic coping which explain why the ef-
fects of environmental stressors, such as road traffic noise, are potentially buffered in
marriages. After spatially linking data from the georeferenced GGSS with road traffic
noise data, the analysis, using an SEM approach, partly corroborates this hypothesis.
In contrast to married people, unmarried people report more mental health strains
when they are exposed to road traffic noise in their home. While this relationship is
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more complicated in detail—for example, married people report more noise annoy-
ance after road traffic noise exposure—, this empirical application provides external
validity to findings from previous studies: married people show less deleterious re-
sponses to stressors. Without the use of georeferenced survey data spatially linked to
road traffic noise data, establishing external validity would not have been possible.
The second empirical application in Chapter 7 contributes to the vast body of re-
search on ethnic diversity and prejudices. For a long time, scholars have discussed
whether, for example, immigrant people in the neighborhood decrease or increase
the likelihood of developing xenophobic attitudes amongnative-born inhabitants, and
what the exact mechanisms may be. Different theories, such as the Contact Theory
and the Intergroup Threat or Ethnic Competition Theory, provide plausible expla-
nations why some people develop xenophobic attitudes and others do not. Confus-
ingly, while they provide competing explanations, there has been evidence for all of
them in various publications. The Halo Hypothesis, tested in this empirical applica-
tion, provides a synthesis to solve this puzzle: it states that people who live in eth-
nically homogeneous neighborhoods which border ethnically diverse neighborhoods
are more probable to develop xenophobic attitudes. Using the data from the georef-
erenced GGSS spatially linked to detailed information on immigrant rates in direct
and surrounding neighborhoods, and applying an extensive set of operationalizations
and estimations, the analysis, however, reveals no evidence for a Halo effect in Ger-
many. While these results are unexpected given the evidence in other countries such
as Switzerland or Sweden, they demonstrate how sensitive theories are to differences
in societal contexts, in this case, to differences in ethnic segregation. Without the
use of georeferenced survey data, such detailed insights into the spatial integration of
social science theories would not have been achieved.
The final empirical application in Chapter 8 complements the research on environ-
mental inequalities which is surprisingly understudied in Germany. Generally, envi-
ronmental inequalities research is involved with inequalities between distinct social
groups and their exposure to environmental hazards, such as air pollution or road
traffic noise. However, only in the last few years, more and more researchers have
tried to transfer work of scholars who studied the US societal context to the German
societal context, an effort which this empirical application also aims to accomplish.
It is asked how the income of people and their migrant status relate to environmen-
tal hazards originating in soil sealing. After spatially linking georeferenced survey
data from the GESIS Panel to the soil sealing data, a series of linear predictionmodels
yields clear patterns of ethnic inequalities which, besides some income differences,
may also be caused by ethnic discrimination. People who have amigrant background
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are at higher risk to be exposed to soil sealing—the risk only decreases in high-income
groups. Moreover, a robustness checks reveals that these findings are not confounded
by higher rates of migrant people in larger communities in which soil sealing is more
prevalent than in smaller communities. Once more, this empirical application ex-
emplifies that without the use of georeferenced survey data, the exploration of these
patterns on such a fine-grained geographic level could not have been accomplished.
Overall, these empirical applications in the fields of health and family, political at-
titudes as well as environmental inequalities display the variety of social science sub-
disciplines that can profit from using georeferenced data. Thus far, they also present
an emerging field of research for social scientists, requiring new analytic skills from
diverse and foreign disciplines, such as ecology and engineering. Navigating the or-
ganizational and technical requirements for the analysis of georeferenced survey data
enables researchers to answer new and innovative research questions. This book’s re-
search highlights some of these questions in the studies of road traffic noise impacts
on health and the moderating role of marriage, inter-neighborhood effects between
immigrant rates and xenophobia, and migrants’ land use hazard exposure as a func-
tion of income.
9.1 Combining Data from Different Domains
As noted throughout this book, using georeferenced survey data and spatial linking
methods is an interdisciplinary discovery (Dietz, 2002). What makes it such a chal-
lenge is that the data from different scientific domains are combined and processed
with the theoretical background from one discipline and the methodological consid-
erations of another. For example, Chapter 8 draws on classic social science theories
about social inequalities but applies data from the sciences of landscape planning. In
contrast to surveymeasures, the land use indicator of soil sealing had to be justified as
an appropriate measure of an environmental hazard because it is foreign to standard
social science research. Accordingly, researchers aiming to conduct such research
require information about the methods and data of the social sciences and of the dis-
ciplines from which the geospatial information originates.
One of the most apparent issues of combining both data sources is that they were
not collected for the same purpose (Parsons et al., 2011). Survey projects often do not
take samples in order to draw conclusions from the sample about the people within a
small regionbut for the populationof awhole country, or at least larger regions. In this
setting, small geographic units, such asmunicipalities, comprise sample points which
have a specific probability to get drawn. They contribute to a preferably representative
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picture of the population (Zhang, 2012, 42) but not for their sample point. Some of the
geospatial data, in contrast, aim to provide an extensive picture of particular small
geographic areas, such as 100 meters × 100 meters grid cells. As in the case of the
road traffic noise data, they offer a fine-grained level of detail for a specific point on
a map but are censored below a specific level—50 dB(A) in the case of the road traffic
noise data. In either case, survey data and geospatial data stem from distinct modes
of collection and differ in their data generation process.
Because of these different data generation processes, the choice of a specific spa-
tial linking procedure cannot be derived directly from a short glimpse at the data.
Researchers have to develop hypotheses about howmeasures of geospatial data affect
people in the same geographic space, and they have to operationalize concepts into
the proper choice of an GIS method (see Chapter 5.2). What adds to this issue is that
social science theories are seldom specific with regards to such hypotheses, which
makes research with georeferenced survey data also to an exploratory maneuver. For
instance, the term neighborhood is often used as a rather broad term (Sampson et al.,
2002) which researchers apply to describe small areas of a few hundred squaremeters
(Perchoux et al., 2016) or large areas, such asmunicipalities (Hanson &Hawley, 2011).
To make a methodological contribution to this literature, recent studies using small-
scale geospatial data vary the size of neighborhoods in order to detect the contextual
effects that may be most relevant for people (see, e.g., Klinger et al., 2017; Sluiter et
al., 2015; Tolsma & van der Meer, 2017).
In sum, researchers who work at this interface of different scientific disciplines do
not only need the domain knowledge of each discipline, but they also need to trans-
late it from one discipline to another. Some research questions involve econometric
approaches suchas thedeployment of instrumental variables basedonmeasures gath-
ered from an GISmethod (Chapter 6.2.1). Other research questions require to analyze
relationships between different geographic units and to transfer the results to the indi-
vidual survey respondent level (Chapter 7.2.2). Alternatively, as some geospatial data
are available on a particular small geographic scale, some research questions make it
necessary to vary the size of neighborhoods to identify, as noted above, the relevant
contextual effects (Chapter 8.2.2). All these efforts require a thorough knowledge of
both data sources.
9.2 Geospatial Data as Contextual Data
The social sciences are largely about the context of social behavior and attitudes, em-
phasizing how external factors affect people’s lives. Generations of researchers al-
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ready have harnessed contextual data which differ from individual data by primarily
containing information not produced by individual people. What researchers have
aimed to explain with such data are behavior and attitudes of people who are ex-
posed to different economic settings (Dixon, Fullerton, & Robertson, 2013; Otjes &
Katsanidou, 2017), policies (Andrews & Seguin, 2015; Brandt & Deindl, 2013; You et
al., 2011), infrastructures (Finke & Adamczyk, 2008; Kjellstrom et al., 2007), or cul-
tural environments (Falster et al., 2016; Raijman et al., 2008). The data gained from
spatial linking projects with georeferenced survey data are not different in this regard
as spatial information adds context to existing individual data.
Georeferenced survey data and spatial linking, however, differ in the context’s level
of detail. As mentioned, social scientists are closer to the respondent than before,
which opens up new opportunities to decompose individual and contextual effects.
While it remains questionable whether effects are contextual at all or just a compo-
sition of individual characteristics (Ross & Mirowsky, 2008), which in some cases can
already be answered with data gathered on the regional level (Hank &Huinink, 2015),
a perspective on small-scale neighborhoods nonetheless provides new vehicles to re-
search. Georeferenced survey data allow to add information which varies on a small
geographic scale, such as environmental data, and they offer to assess research ques-
tions that target small neighborhood dynamics, such as intra-neighborhood migra-
tion. Conceptually, georeferenced survey data provide similar research opportunities
as common contextual data, but they also offer new information and an additional
toolbox of methods to accomplish this effort.
9.3 Gain in Knowledge by Using Georeferenced Survey Data
Within this emerging field researchers are confronted with questions of how these
additional data build upon existing knowledge within the social sciences. For exam-
ple, in Chapter 6 of this book, indications are found that married people experience
less deleterious effects from exposure to road traffic noise stressors than unmarried
people. These effects are less pronounced than other stress measures in the litera-
ture, e.g., work stress (Sandberg et al., 2013), but they give external validity to ongoing
debates in the social sciences. A finding from Chapter 7 yields null-effects of neigh-
borhood immigrant rates on xenophobia. These results are unexpected, but they illus-
trate that also small-scale contextual effects are not independent of societal contexts,
such as different manifestations of ethnic segregation. All of these effects are small,
but they support, complement, and extend existing research.
These findings thus impressively illustrate what the gain in knowledge from the
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use of georeferenced survey data is. A promise of applying them to contemporary
research questions may be that they reveal better insights into the context of social
behavior and attitudes (Stimson, 2014), but this does not mean that the results are au-
tomatically stronger, more pronounced, or even more statistically significant (Dietz,
2002). Indeed, researchers can expect to be better prepared for logical traps, such as
the ecological fallacy (Chapter 3.2.3); however, classification and, more importantly,
explanations of results are still needed. Neighborhood effects involve complicated re-
lationships between people’s migration, their selection of specific areas or the siting
of infrastructures, such that any found effect always depicts a stationary result that
needs unraveling of these factors.
9.4 Outlook
This book’s presentation of georeferenced data in social science survey research
hardly comprises an exhaustive treatise about the ”spatially integrated social science”
(Goodchild et al., 2000). There are plenty of ongoing developments in the field which
are not covered here, e.g., the use of sensor data to retrieve geo-coordinates from the
Global Positioning System (GPS) automatically (Bluemke et al., 2017; Kamilaris & Oster-
mann, 2018). Some of these developments are helpful as they ease to navigate chal-
lenges, for example, by promising that researchers no longer have to rely on third-
party service providers for geocoding in the case of sensor data. Using modern tech-
nologies as a tool in surveys helps to make geospatial information to an integral part
of research.
Moreover, methods and concepts can only be widely used and standardized if data
are accessible. Many of the neighborhood measures used by researchers are ex-
ploratory, stemming from data that are at hand and therefore are not theoretically
justified. Alternatively, neighborhood operationalizations are a result of try and er-
ror to find relevant context effects, e.g., by varying buffer sizes. This book’s empiri-
cal applications are not an exception, as in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 varying sizes of
neighborhoods are used. The field, however, can only move on when a broad range
of researchers gets access to the data to validate measures from exploratory findings
with confirmatory analyses. What is needed is widespread access to georeferenced
data so that the scientific community can jointly develop measures of neighborhood
effects, comparable to standardized items in survey research.
As indicated, also the data landscape is changing. This change does not only occur
in the relation betweenpublic data and commercial data but alsowith regards to newly
available data types, originating from a diverse set of sources. Data from the inter-
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net, such as social media data from Twitter (Wang, Phillips, Small, & Sampson, 2018),
Facebook (Müller & Schwarz, 2017) and others (Hristova, Aiello, & Quercia, 2018), also
open up new avenues for conducting research. Not all of these data are georeferenced
data, but sometimes they provide new research opportunities for other domains of
the social sciences, such as network analysis (Wimmer & Lewis, 2010). Some of these
sources at least have a chance to provide indirect location information that can be
geocoded (Stefanidis, Crooks, & Radzikowski, 2013). Generally, as the data landscape
is changing rapidly, also social science survey researchers who intend to link their
data with other sources do well to make themselves familiar with current and future
developments.
To conclude, if social science research aims to explain social phenomena, only the-
ory can be the answer to disentangle the snares and challenges of the data landscape.
Data are the vehicles to test hypotheses (Stimson, 2014), but data never stand for them-
selves. Also, working with georeferenced survey data only makes sense if researchers
know themeaning of geo-coordinates—they enable researchers to operationalize sur-
vey respondents’ direct living environment. Consequently, georeferenced survey re-
search profits from applications that assess causal questions, e.g., by using longitudi-
nal data (Crowder et al., 2011; Fecht et al., 2016), and researchers who reconsidermea-
surements of neighborhoods, such as theworks on effective neighborhoods (Spielman
& Yoo, 2009), ego-hoods (Perchoux et al., 2016) and t-communities (Foster & Hipp,
2011).45 Future studies should focus on the spatial integration of theories, so that they
incorporate specific hypotheses on space and social phenomena. Nonetheless, such
projects can only be managed by concatenating theory and data tightly.
45 t-communities are discussed as providing a flexible method within GIS to define ”geospa-
tial boundaries that respect the logic of social interaction” (Foster & Hipp, 2011, 27). In
contrast to buffer methods, for example, they adjust the neighborhood measure of natural
boundaries (see Chapter 5.2.2).
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Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey 2014 (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for
the Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
Figure A.1: Distribution of Geodesic Distances to the Next Road Traffic Noise Source of≥
65 dB(A) (N = 3,163)
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Table A.1: SF-12 Items in the Georeferenced GGSS
Item Variable Name Question Text (German) Valid Answer Categories
Physical Component Score
General Health
V225 ”How would you describe your health
in general?”
”Very good”, ”Good”, ”Satisfac-
tory”, ”Poor”, ”Bad”
V226 ”How would you describe your health
in general?”
”Excellent”, ”Very good”,
”Good”, ”Satisfactory”, ”Poor”,
”Bad”
Physical Functioning
V227 ”When you climb stairs, i.e. go up sev-
eral floors on foot: Does your state of
health affect you greatly, slightly or not
at all?”
”Greatly”, ”Slightly”, ”Not at all”
V228 ”And what about having to cope with
other tiring everyday tasks, e.g. lifting
something heavy or performing tasks
requiring agility (...)”
”Greatly”, ”Slightly”, ”Not at all”
Role Physical
V235 ”And how often did it occur during the
past fourweeks (...) that, due to PHYSI-
CAL HEALTH PROBLEMS, you accom-
plished less than youwanted to atwork
or in everyday tasks?”
”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
V236 ”(...) that you were therefore limited in
the kind of activities you carried out?”
”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
Bodily Pain
V233 ”During the past four weeks, how of-
ten did it occur (...) that you had strong
physical pains?”
”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
Mental Component Score
Vitality
V232 ”(...) that you felt a lot of energy?” ”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
Social Functioning
V239 ”(...) that, due to PHYSICAL OR MEN-
TAL HEALTH, your scope of social ac-
tivities was restricted, i.e. social con-
tacts with friends, acquaintances or
relatives?”
”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
Role Emotional
V237 ” (...) that, due to MENTAL HEALTH
OR EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS, you ac-
complished less than you wanted to at
work or in everyday tasks?”
”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
V238 ”(...) that you were therefore limited in
the kind of activities you carried out?”
”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
Mental Health
V229 ”(...) that you felt rushed or pressed for
time?”
”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
V230 ”(...) that you felt downhearted and
blue?”
”Always”, ”Often”, ”Sometimes”,
”Almost never”, ”Never”
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Table A.2: Test for Metric Invariance Between Unmarried and Married People (N
Unmarried = 1383; N Married = 1755)
χ2 df p CFI TLI RMSEA BIC AIC
Free 1761.817 169 0 .901 .865 .049 143220.6 142609.5
Fixed 1733.534 162 0 .904 .864 .049 143248.7 142595.2
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
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Table A.3: Standardized Linear Regression Coefficients of the SEMModel with Control
Variables (N Unmarried = 1383; N Married = 1755)
Unmarried Married
β SE 95% CI β SE 95% CI
Physical Component Score
Noise Annoyance -.114∗∗∗ .026 [-.165, -.062] -.098∗∗∗ .027 [-.151, -.044]
Road Traffic Noise -.043 .127 [-.291, .205] .074 .141 [-.203, .351]
Age -.521∗∗∗ .028 [-.576, -.467] -.404∗∗∗ .028 [-.459, -.349]
Gender -.054∗ .024 [-.101, -.007] -.023 .027 [-.077, .030]
Income .062∗ .026 [ .012, .112] .095∗∗ .033 [ .031, .159]
Education .175∗∗∗ .024 [ .129, .222] .156∗∗∗ .022 [ .113, .199]
Smoking -.076∗ .032 [-.138, -.013] -.061† .032 [-.124, .001]
Municipality Size .024 .124 [-.220, .267] -.038 .140 [-.313, .237]
Mental Component Score
Noise Annoyance -.134∗∗∗ .032 [-.197, -.071] -.090∗∗ .031 [-.151, -.030]
Road Traffic Noise -.339† .181 [-.693, .015] .195 .155 [-.109, .500]
Age -.193∗∗∗ .036 [-.264, -.122] -.050 .033 [-.115, .015]
Gender -.095∗∗ .030 [-.153, -.036] -.054† .030 [-.112, .005]
Income .039 .032 [-.025, .103] .053 .040 [-.026, .132]
Education .065∗ .033 [ .000, .129] .095∗∗∗ .028 [ .039, .150]
Smoking -.057 .038 [-.133, .018] -.027 .034 [-.095, .041]
Municipality Size .304† .174 [-.037, .646] -.099 .145 [-.383, .185]
Noise Annoyance
Road Traffic Noise .335† .176 [-.011, .681] .649∗∗∗ .140 [ .375, .924]
Age .057 .038 [-.018, .132] .109∗∗∗ .030 [ .051, .168]
Gender .072∗ .030 [ .013, .131] .021 .024 [-.025, .068]
Income -.017 .032 [-.079, .045] -.066∗ .029 [-.122, -.009]
Education .003 .032 [-.060, .066] .039 .030 [-.020, .098]
Smoking -.016 .037 [-.089, .056] -.017 .034 [-.082, .049]
Municipality Size -.195 .176 [-.540, .150] -.525∗∗∗ .138 [-.796, -.255]
† p≤ .1; ∗ p≤ .05; ∗∗ p≤ .01; ∗∗∗ p≤ .001
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
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Table B.1: Loadings of the Threat Variables on 2 PCA Components and 1 PCA Component
(N = 1,192)
2 Components 1 Component
PC1 (.398%) PC1 (.328%) PC1 (.566%)
Increase crime .86 .08 .71
Good for economy .14 .90 .69
Take away jobs .73 .35 .79
New ideas and cultures .37 .77 .77
Undermine culture .75 .35 .80
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
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Table B.2: Standardized Coefficients of a Simultaneous Estimated Spatial Lag Y
Regression Model for the Default Halo Operationalization (N = 744)
β SE CI
Halo -0.032 0.030 [-0.091, 0.03]
Threat ρ 0.297∗ 0.122 [ 0.058, 0.54]
Inhabitants -0.132∗∗ 0.046 [-0.221, -0.04]
Flat Size 0.002 0.040 [-0.076, 0.08]
Municipality Size
Rural Community (Ref.)
Small Town 0.099 0.097 [-0.090, 0.29]
City -0.011 0.103 [-0.213, 0.19]
Big City -0.026 0.120 [-0.262, 0.21]
Age 0.043 0.034 [-0.024, 0.11]
Gender (female) -0.068 0.071 [-0.208, 0.07]
Education
Low (Ref.)
Medium -0.205† 0.124 [-0.448, 0.04]
Advanced -0.657∗∗∗ 0.142 [-0.935, -0.38]
High -0.998∗∗∗ 0.145 [-1.282, -0.71]
Income -0.010 0.041 [-0.089, 0.07]
Unemployment 0.306† 0.161 [-0.010, 0.62]
Eastern Germany 0.195∗ 0.082 [ 0.035, 0.36]
Homeownership -0.060 0.075 [-0.207, 0.09]
Intercept 0.441∗∗ 0.148 [ 0.150, 0.73]
† p≤ .1; ∗ p≤ .05; ∗∗ p≤ .01; ∗∗∗ p≤ .001
Data Source: Georeferenced German General Social Survey (GESIS - Leibniz Institute for the
Social Sciences, 2015, 2018)
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TableC.2:
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Stefan Jünger
Using Georeferenced Data 
in Social Science Survey 
Research
The Method of Spatial Linking and Its 
Application with the German General 
Social Survey and the GESIS Panel
This book demonstrates the use of georeferenced data for social science survey research which builds upon survey 
data enriched with geo-coordinates. It reviews the prerequisites and challenges of applying these data to different 
social science research questions, highlighting the different branches of an interdisciplinary effort. At the center of 
this presentation is the method of spatial linking: the combination of georeferenced survey data with information 
from auxiliary geospatial data sources. A collection of spatial linking methods is applied in this book’s empirical 
applications which underline these methods’ flexibility in different social science sub-disciplines, such as health 
and family, political attitudes, and environmental inequalities. For this purpose, georeferenced survey data from 
the German General Social Survey (GGSS) 2014 and the GESIS Panel are used. These empirical applications  are 
part of an emerging field of research for social scientists, requiring new analytic skills from diverse and foreign dis-
ciplines, like ecology and engineering. Navigating the organizational and technical requirements for the analysis 
of georeferenced survey data enables researchers to answer new and innovative research questions.
Dieses Buch beschäftigt sich mit der Nutzung georeferenzierter Daten in der sozialwissenschaftlichen Umfrage-
forschung, deren Ausgangspunkt Umfragedaten sind, die mit Geokoordinaten angereichert wurden. Es widmet 
sich den Voraussetzungen und Herausforderungen, solche Daten für verschiedene sozialwissenschaftliche Fra-
gestellungen nutzbar zu machen und betont dabei die verschiedenen interdisziplinären Verzweigungen dieses 
Unterfangens. Im Mittelpunkt der Präsentation steht die Methode der räumlichen Verknüpfung: die Kombination 
georeferenzierter Umfragedaten mit Informationen aus externen Geodatenquellen. Anhand mehrerer, aus unter-
schiedlichen Subdisziplinen der Sozialwissenschaften stammender empirischer Anwendungen im Bereich Familie 
und Gesundheit, politische Einstellungen sowie Umwelt und Ungleichheit wird die Flexibilität der Methode in 
Form verschiedener räumlicher Verknüpfungen betont. Dazu werden georeferenzierte Umfragedaten der Allge-
meinen Bevölkerungsumfrage Sozialwissenschaften (ALLBUS) 2014 und dem GESIS Panel 2014 verwendet. Diese 
empirischen Anwendungen sind Teil eines aufstrebenden Forschungsfelds für Sozialforschende, welches neue 
analytische Fertigkeiten aus verschiedenen anderen Fachbereichen wie der Ökologie oder des Ingenieurswesen er-
fordert. Werden die organisatorischen und technischen Anforderungen zur Analyse georeferenzierter Umfrageda-
ten gemeistert, eröffnet sich Forschenden die Möglichkeit, neue und innovative Fragestellungen zu beantworten.
